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INTRODUCTION TO THE SERIES

The Urban Language Series is intended to make available the

results of recent sociolinguistic research concerned with the

position and role of language in a large metropolitan area.

The series includes descriptions of certain aspects of urban

language, particularly English, as well as theoretical consid-

erations relevant to such descriptions. The series also in-

cludes studies dealing with fieldwork techniques, matters of

pedagogy and relationships of urban language study to other

disciplines. Where appropriate and feasible, accompanying

tape recordings will be made available. Specifically excluded

from consideration are aspects of English as a second language

or second language learning in general.

It is hoped that the Urban Language Series sill prove use-

ful to several different kinds of readers. For the linguist,
,

the series will frovide data for the study of language perfor-

mance and for the development of ringuistic'theory. Histor-

ically, linguists have formulated theory from individual

rather than group performance. They have had to generalize

about what constitutes "standard" or "non-standard" from intu-

itive judgments or Trom very limited data. This series is

desrgned to make availaule large portions of language data as

well as analyses in order to broaden the knowledge from which
3

linguistic generalizations may come.

For the sociologist the series will provrde access to

the nature of social stratification by means of language. It

. 6



vi INTRODUCTION TO.THE SERIES

is the contention of some scholars that a person's use of

language is one of the most impon.ant cues to his social

satus, age, race or sex.'

For the educator, the series will offer among other-

things a description of the very things which are most cru-

cial to the classroom--the linguistic correlates which sepa-

rate the accepted from the unaccepted.

Although the value of focussed attention on the special

problems of urban language has been recognized for sor4 time,

relatively few substantial studies have been published: To

a certain degree, this, series represents a pioneering venture

. on the part of the Center for Applied Linguistics.
,

Roger W. Shuy..

Center for Applied Linguistics

la
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PREFACE

Interest in the speech 'of black Americans has increased within

the last several years as linguists have seen the study of

Black English as an area in which their work might have social

relevance. This valume is, in part, a product of such moti-

vation, as its detailed study of some aspects of tense marking
_ .

in Black English provides background information on which peda-

gogical materials might be based. More importantly, it abun-

dantly demonstrates that what appear to be inadequacies in

pronunciation and grammar are actually regular phenomena

governed by intricate rules. It'is my hope that the expli-

cation of some of these rules will, at least indirectly, lead

to a more respectful treatment of Black English and its speak-
,

ers than is§ sometimes the case among educators. ,

This study is not.the first of its kind. 'Since William

Labov's (1966a)* epochal research on English in New York City

demonstrated the rich intellectual rewards to be reaped from

linguistic analysis of broadly-based empirical data, there

have been a number of attempts .to apply his insIghts and meth-

ods to Black English, as well as to other language varieties. ,

In fact, this book can appropriately be considered a sequel to'

two previous detailed studies of Qrban black speech: William

Labov et al: 1968 and Walt Wolfram 1969. For the,most part,

we have been able to show that what Labov and his colleagues

*For references, see the Bibliography, pages 251-254.
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* _discovered about Black English in.New York City-and what Wol-
. . .

fram found in Detroit Black English is alpo true of the dialect

in Washington, D.C., from Which our data Re'taken. .

. - .

This is basically a linguistic,study, and the major focus

:

is on linguistic issues, although the correlation between lin-
_

guistic and social factors ks discussed in chapter 7. One of

the,primary purposes of the study is to show that,much can be

learned about the theory of graduar'if loriation in language
-

is taken into accOunt. It.is illustrative of the principles

.,. developed by such leading variation theorists as WiIlliam Labov

and Charles-James Bagey as applied to a specific ,et of data.

We would.be aelighted if linguists were to take these research

resufts-as evidence in favor of variation theory.

In addition to.my own research on verb forms, this volume

also includes an an;ex by Carolyn Kessler on noun plural forms
,

in Wick English, originally a Georgetown University term paper,

which is based on the same data. Although somewhat tangential

to the main theme of the work, there are at least three reasons

why Kessler's research should be reported here. The collection

of the Washington data involved considerable effort and expense.

The work on tense marking draws on only a small part of the

/wealth of lingt.istic information contained in it. It seems

app;opriate to maximize the usefulness of the bodytpf data by

including the plural study as well. "Furthermore, the arguments

concerning the status of the -ed and -s suffixes in chapter 6

involve the plural -s suffix as well as verb concord -s. There-

fore it is sonvenient to have data on the plural available in

the same volume. -Finally, Kessler's application of the kind of

implicational anal§sis originally proposed by David DeCamp 1971

is an early discussion of an innovation which has assumed in-

creasing importance in var1ation theory. Including Kessler's

work makes this discussion available in a volume in, which vari-

ation theory is tha theoretical orientation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.0 General remarks. In gecent years a conbiderable amount

of interest has developed In language variability and in the

educational problems connected with it. The.work presented

here is basically a report of linguistic research on the

Nariable language behavior ia a community of American English,

speakers. The unifying theme, however, is the presentation

of the-answer to a question of educational televance. Edu-

cators who deal w4th youngsters who speak Black English are

sometimea disturbed by the apparent problems connected with

the tense markings of English. In particular, the absence of

the concord suffix marking present tense when the subject of

the sentence is third person singular (He miss the bus every

day), thl absence of the -ed suffix marking past tense and

past participles (He miss it yesterda'Sr),,and the fairly fre-
...

quent absence of the tense-marked forms of to be (He always

be missing ii) have come in for considerable attention.

These three phenomena will be analyzed in some detail, both

linguistically and in connection with social factors.

1.1 The term "Black English". Any designation of the con-

figuration of linguistic features commonly used by working-

class black speakers is sure 'to be objectionable to someone.

At the bottom of this issue is the question of whether or not

it is appropriate to claim that there is a speech system, or

dialect, which can be associated with speakers of a designated

17



TErSE MARKING IN BLACK ENGLISH

race and clalps. Unfortuna.ely, there is no simple answer to

this question, although readers of this study will find that

the presentation assumes that such an association Is possible.

There are basically two reasons why the anEwer cannot be

simple. First, the great bulk of the grammar and phonology

of the dialect is shared with the varieties of American Eng-
.

tish spoken in other communities. At most points there is

no real contrast between the dialect we call Black English

and the standard dialects of American English; in fact, even

the nonstandard features of Black English (such as multiple

negation, the pleonastic pronoun-, the stop and affricated.

uonunciations of initial standard pal and [d] are largely

shared with other nonstandard dialects. B4 a few features,

such as the use of distributive be, the remote time construc

tion with been, and the deletion of.is, are extremely rare or

nonexistent in other dialects of American English, at least

in the urban North. In the second place, those features

which do in fact contrast with standard dialects are not in-

variant. No speakei Who deletes final nasal consonants with

nasalization of the preceding vowel (e.g. the pronunciation '._

Unl] for manl deletes'it on every occasion; he will often

pronounce the word man in its standard form [nen] as welf.

Since final nasal consonant.deletion is also found in the

speech of standard diaiect skakers, the question arises, in

what sense is tpis feature characteristic of Black English?

The only reasonable answer has to do wieh frequency; the rule

will be found to applY more often in the speech of working-

class blacks than in the standard-dialects. But at this

point the problem of,dividing the spectrum arises.' Just what

does the frequency have to be; is 50 percent of all potential

cases sufficient, or is more thein 50 percent to be requited?

Obviously it will not be possible to set such segndards for

most variable features. As a result, Black Englfsh, as the

18
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term is used here, will refer to the speech variety which

(1) includes some or all of the few features which are dis-

-tinctive (such as those mentionec, above) and (2) whi,ch

demonstrates the appropriate frequencies of application of

certain variabte rules which also appear in other dialects.

The notion "appropriate frequency" is necessarily vague.

There will be speakers whoSe use of some variable rules (such

as final nasal consonant deletion) will be so intermediate

that it will be impossible to say definitively that their

usage of this feature is characteristically Black English.

Two further clarifications about the term Black English

must also be made at the outset. As is implicit in the pre-

ceding paragraph, Black English is defined largely on the

basis of its syntactic and phonological structure rather, than

on the basis of lexicon. Ethnic terms which originate in the,

black community,are no doubt part of Black English, but they

ard'neither a necessary nor sufficient part of the definition

of the dialect. It is possible for a speaker to use a large-

number of black ethnic terms in his speech but incorporate

them into thoroughly staniard grammar and pronunbiation; in

fact, this is not a rare phenomenon. On the othehand, it

is possible to use Black English syntax and pronunciation

while drawing from general American English vocabulary; this.,

also is common. The ethnic terms generally follow a fairly

rapid cyclical pattern in which they arise in the black com-

m nity, are adopted by "hip" young whites, then by -establish-

me t liberals, and finally pass into fairly general use. The

tezLi "rep" and the expression "tell it like it is" are cur-

rently in the final stage:: of this cycle. At this point these

terms 'are abandoned by the black commurilty and others take

their place. Ethnic terminology, then, is much too unstable

to serve as a definitive criterion for Black English, The

rules of grammar and pronunciation, by contrast, staY fairly

constant for decades or longere

1 9
43



4 TENSE MARKING IN BLACk ENGLISH

The second clarification which needs to ke made is that

Black English, as used here; is not English used by any and

all black Ameritans. The speech of many black Americans,

especially (but not exclusively) those of the upper and

middle classes, would be classified as standard English by

any reasonable linguistic criteria. Many of these speakers

are indistinguishable by their speech from other speakers of

the standard dialect of the region in which they live. Others

have a few ethnically identifiable speech characteristics, a

few pronunciation features as well as intonation and vocal

quality, but their syntax and the bulk of their phonology is

thoroughly standatd.1 In short, it cannot be assumed that all

blacks, or even all woiting-class bla9is, speak Black English.

Nor can it be assumed with complete safety that no whites

speak the dialect; a few who hgve grown up with black peers

also speak it. Black English must be defined linguistically,

and not .hy who happens to be speaking it.

1.2 Previous studies. The current work can be viewed as a

sequel to two preceding studies of black speech: Labov et al.

1968 and Wolfram 1969. Labov and his associates studied in

careful detail tape-recorded samples of the speech of ado-

lescent peer groups in New York. Their work is a gold mine

of.,informatiOn about Black English, language variation, and

insight into general linguistic theory. Wolfram's book is an

equally thorough study of a sm.ially stratified sample of

black speakers in Detroit. His findings largely confirm and

advance the findings by Labov and his colleagues, The cur-

rent volume is based on a corpus of tape-recorded interviews

with working-class black speakers in Washington, D.C. Al-

though the data here are not so well elicited as the data on

which Labov et al. is based, nor is the sample as carefully >

selected as Wolfram's, the study does share with its

20



INTRODUCTION 5

predecessors the advantage of being based on fairly pains-

taking analysis of the records of actual speech.

1.=3 The four research questions. Four research questions

will be_dealt with in the following pages.

1 .1 The status of tense marking in Black English. As we

- indicated in the,opening section, the first purpose will be

to examine the base's for the variable absence of the -ed and

verbal concord -s suffixes and of the concors1 forms of be in

main verb phrases. Ate these facts due to incomplete learn-
4

ing of English? Do they indicate a radically diiferenf tense

structure for Black English as comPared with stdndard English?

- Or a-e these observations to be accounted for by superficial

phonological or syntactic rules? Is there a unified explan-

ation for all three phenomwa ot .does eaCh require a separate,

explanation? All of tnoGe queries, as it turns out, can be

fairly convincingly answered on the basis of our data.

1.3.2 The unity of Black English. It would be interesting

to know if there are significantly differing varieties of

Black English ia urban areas or if the dialect is uniform

with respect to geographical area. We shall capitalize on

the existence of the Detroit and New York studies to deter-

mine the degree of unity found in three'dwidely separated

cities.2

1.3.3 Correlation with social factors. In the section deal-

ing with.the analysis of social factor influences, we shall

attempt co repl;cate earlier findings (e.g. McDavid 1948,

Labov 1966a, Levine and Crockett 1966, Labov et al. 1968,

Wolfram 1969) that features Of language tend ta correlate

well with various social fact6rs. We will be able to test
..,!. _

21



6 TENSE. MARKING IN BLACK ENGLISH

the frequently used factors of social class, age, and sex as

well a's a less studied social influence--the race of the

interlocutor.

1.3.4 Application of variable rule theory. Recently Iabov

(1969b, Labov et ai. 1968) has proposed a substantial revision

of generative theory in order to make it capable of account-

ing for degrees of variation. In the chapters that follow,

we shall attempt to applythe variable rule to the.Black Eng-

lish data.

1.4 The variable rule. Conventional linguistic analysis

recognizes only three degrees of variation: obligatory

presence, obligatory absence, or equipollent or random vari-

able presence. That is, lipguistic phenomena can be described

as always taking place under given conditions, never taking

place, or sometimes taking place. For example, the English

[p] is (virtually) always aspirated in initial position. A

linguistic description of English would accordingly include

an obligatory rule or element: for example, a phonemic analy-

sis would state that the aspirated allophone (always)occurs

in initial position; a generative phonology of English would

(always) assign the appropriate features to initial [p].

The English [p], however, is (virtually) never aspirated

after (s]. Therefore, a phonological description of English

would not assign the aspirated allophone or the feature for

aspiration to the segment in this position. In word-final

position, [p] is sometimes, but not always aspirated. A pho-

nemic analysis would state that there are freely varying

allophones, aspirated and unaspirated, of /p/ in this posi-

tion; a generative description would include an optional rule

assigning the aspiration feature in rHis environment. But no

conventional anaiysis distinguishes among the degrees 'of
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variation implied by "sometimes". That is, no .conventional

theory distinguishes between usually, moderately often, and

seldom, even when these degrees of frequency are determined

by-linguistic, no: social, factors, uppose it is the case,

for example, that final [p] in English is, for all speakers,

always more often aspirated when it occurs immediaiely before

a pause, even though it may not be aspirated in this position

and may be aspirated in other positions. This linguistic

fact cannot be captured by conventional linguistic models.

To take an example for which rhe facts have been investi-

gated, consider the rule of final consonant cluster simplifi-

cation in English.3 Acc:rding to Wolfram (1969:50-51), there

is a rule in English by Aich the second member of a final

-cluster of two consonants can be deleted, provided that the

2 second member is a stop and both members share the same'

voicing specificdtion. By this rule, the final cluster in

mask can be simplified, giving mas', since both [s]. and [k],

are voiceless. Similarly, cold can become cols, because both

tly and [d1 are voiced. But jump does not yield jum', becatise

the voicing specification is diffe'rent between the two members

of the cluster; [m] is voiced and [p] is voiceless. Nor can

the final consonant of lapse be deleted by this rule because,

' .while.both [p] and [s] are'voiceless, the final consonant Ts]

is not a stop. -These are the invariant facts about cluster

simplification, and they can be captured by a conventional

optional rule such as (1):4

(1) -cont (0)
Lcons I

##
voice

voice

But the above rule fails to capture some vAy important

constraints on cluster simplification. Wolfram's work shows

that two factors have a very important effect on frequency of,

application of the rule for all the speakers he investigated.

C.
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*r

0

One factor was whether or not the cluster ks followed by a

consonants 'The other is whether or not a morpheme boundary

intervenes between the members of the'cluster. A morpheme

boundary intervenes when the final meAer of a cluster is the

[0-or. [d] marker of the -ed suflix and the first member of

the clucter is the final consonant of the verbal base. Thus
.6

phonetic (caLst] has an intdirvening morpheme boundary when its

. .spellfng is missed, but not when ip is spelled mist. Cluster

simplification is observed sometimes whett*Ier or not a mor-

pheme boundary.intervenes and whether or not'a Consonant fol-

lows; thus these constraints are not mentioned in conventional

optional rules like (1). But both these features exert a

pervasive influence on the degree of optionality of the rule.

For all speakers, the presence of a following consonant and

the absence of an intervening boundary promote the frequency

with which the rule operates. This is illustrated in Table 1,

derived from Wolfram 1969:59-69.

Table 1. Frequencies of simplified consonant-clusters in the
speech of Detroit Negroes; by linguistic environment.

.Social Classes

Environment
Upper
Middle

Lower
Middle

Upper,
Working

Lower
Working

0

.07 ;.13 .24 .34

c__##(.15 .28 .43 . .65 .72

C# ##C- .49 .62 . ,73 .76

.79 .87 .94 .97

714

The data show that the frequency varies 'from almost complete

nonapplication by the upper-middle-class speakerspin the most

restricted environment to almost categorical appliCation by the

working-class speakers in the most favorable environment. All.

24
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four social classes snow the least simplification whem neither

of the favoring environments are present and the most simpli-

fLcation when both are present. But a further interesting

fact emerges trom Table.l. When one of the favoring factors

is present and the other.absent, it is the presehqe of a

following consonant which favors deletion more chn the abL

sence of an intervening morpheme boundary. This patlern

repeats for all groups of speakers. Therefore we conclude

that it is a linguiitically significant fact, not only that

the following environment and the intervening boundary affect

frequency of deletion, but that the two factors are hier-

archically ordered, with the following consonant constraint

outranking the intervening boundary constrainr-.1.

Thete facts were captured in die formalization proposed

by Labov (1969b) by means of Greek letters. ,He chose Greek

letters because he needed a notation that could yaw over

plus and minus and a notation which could show hierarchical

ranking. Greek letters served both purposes since they al-

ready are used in generative phonology to vary over plus and

minus and since alphabetical or,der could be used to express

the rank order.
_

The above optional rule can be given informally in

Labov's variable rule format as in (2), ignoring for the time

being some of the invariable constraints:

(2) C2 (0)/ CI B(#) '## a(-1)

If B is plus, then the morpheme boundary is present: if it is

minus, the boundary is absent. If a is plus, the absence of

a vowel is present (the symbol - indicates "absence of").

This somewhat perverse statement simply means that something

other than a vowel follows. If Or is minus, the absence of a

vowel is absent, i.e. a vowel is present. The rule may-oper-

ate whether a or are either plus or minus in any combination.

A

25
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But if either are plus, the frequency of operation of the

rule is raised; if both are plus, the raising of the fre-

quency is etiMaative; if one is plus and one is misum, the

frequency is raised moe if a is plus than if 0 is plus.

This format expresses precisely the facts shown in Table 1.6

But'there are at least iwo reasons why the use of Greek
.

letters forothe pirpose of marking hierarchies is not possible

Although the Greek letters were chosen because ,the'y vary over -

plus and minus in conventional phonological theory, their

function in the standard theory is more than just that. In

conwtional.theory, a Greek letter can represent either plus

or minus, but, whichever sign it has, it must have the same

sign as is represented by the same letter somewhere else in

the rule. This use of. the Greek letter is utilized in op-
.

tiondl rule (1), above. If we try to give the complete

variable rule, tnctuding both variable and invariable con-

straints, the tesults dre not en'tirely satisfactory, as (3)

shows:

-
+cons

(3) % -cont
,avoice

(01/
13(#) ce(-//)v011]

Here the two notational conventions conflict somewhat, There

is possible confusion about which a indicates the sign:

matching function and which indicates the highest-ordered

constraint. If the hierarchy of constraints inciudes fea-
4

tures witran esegment, which we'shall eventud/ y show to be

the case for this,rule, the possibility for lack of clarity

is even greater. Eventually, the specifidations for the pre-
, .

ceding consonant would, using Labov's format, include the

fallowing:

avoide
eson.

26
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At this point, the feature [avoice] will be part qf the match- .

sing function, as in the present version of the rule. But the

feature [Eson] will me'an that the feature [+sonorantj wilr be

,a constraint favoring deletion at the fifth level in the'

hierarchy. The two uses of the Greek letters could IA die-
.

ambiguated by requiring that the lettrs with.the 'hierarchy-

maiking function only'precede items in parentheses and that

letrers with the sign,m4tching never do.' Following this con-
..

vention, the specifiCations for the first member of the.cluster

would-appear as:

avOice
E(son)

O.,'

p°

' The parentheses would indicate that the e specification desig-

nates [sonorhnt] as a feature wilh a place in the hierarchy of

constraints, while the lack of parentheses around [voice]

would indicitte that a has the sign-matching function.

But the second reasqn precludes entirely the possibility

.of using the same Greek letters for-both functions. The second

reason is that the Greek letters in the hierarchy-marking

function.do not vary over plus and minus at'all. Rather they

va'ry over the meanings present and absent. To see why this is
4

so, we must pay attention to what would happen if the rule

which we have given above Were written with full rigor. If

the rule is written with full rigor, the symbols # and V can-
.

not be used. Rather, reference must *made to the features

which define # and V.. In the case of the boundary, three

defining features are necessary, viz. 1-segment, -format..ve

boiary. +word boundaryr(Chomsky and Halle .1968:66-67).

The bol V requires the features [+;ocalic, -consonantal] to

'Specify the segment, since liquids and glides count as Con-
-.

sonants in the operation of this'rule. If we attempt to retain

27
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the use of the Greek letters, the rigorous form of the above

rule "would, be.(4):7

(4) cont

voice
/

'

[4;cons

voice '

-seg

-FB
q-consD

-1-voc

The difference betwlen the two uses of Greek letters'should

be clear. The a specification with the feature [voice] means

that the feaNre can haVe Ihe plus value or the minus value,

but must have the same value in both consonants. The other

a and the 0 do not indicate the plus or minus values of fea-

tures at all. Ra'ther they indicate the presence 'or absence

of constellations of features with particular pius or minus
0

values.

Even the cOe in which only a single feature specifies

-he constraint s dmenable to this interpretation: When the

(sonorant] constraint is included, it should be specified in

the following manner:

^

5

This should be interpreted as meaning that the rule is favored

by the presence of the feature (-1-sonorantf. Of course in the

case of single features in a binary E6,stem, the only way that

the feature Ffsonorant] could fail to be present would be if

the feature [-sonorant] were present. But the more inclusive

interpretation is necessary to take care of the (many) cases

in which the presence or absence of constellations of features

require reference.

In Fasold 1970, I proposed that Labov's Greek letters be

replaced by integers. This notation system turned out to be

unwieldy since considerations we will not go into here required
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that the highe'st-ranked feature be given the highest integer.

This meant that the nighest-ranked constraint in a given rule
4

can only be identified if one knows how many constraints are

operative. I now propose that the lower-case Greek letters

be replaced by upper-case Greek letters. a This allows the

hierarchy-marking function to be distinguished from the. sign-

matching function, allows us to take advantage of alphabetical

order to indicate hierarchical levels, and preserves a sense

of continuity-with 'Abby's original proposal. The one diffi-
.

culty with this proposal is that most of che upper-case Greek

letters are not distinct .from upper-case Latin letters, and

this could lead to confusion when the same Latin letters might

be used to indicate elements (e.g. N used as a capital nu

might be confused with N meaning Noun)t 'This difficulty can

be overcome by the judicious use of spacing, in which the

letters used to park hierarchical rank are not separated from

their referents, but category symbols are always separated by

at least one space from the nearest preceding or following

item in the,string. With the adoption of this convention, the

appropriate form of the variable consonant cluster deletion

rule is (5):

(5) -cont -. (0)/

avoice oice
B -FB ## A-

i-consl
k+voc

Fcons
+cons

-seg 1

4 r
_

+WB

.'

The upper-case A and B, li.ke the lower-case a and fil in (2),
,

(3) and (4), predict the consequences shown in Table 1.

Variable rules, like any other rules in a'grammar, are

to be taken as accounting for a speaker's linguistic compe-

tence. Such claims about variable rules have, unfortunately,

been the subject of much misunderstanding. A number of lin-

guistswho are interested in linguistic variability have ta%er.

thts claim to mean that speakers somehm store .the exact per-

centage rates at which they are permitted to activate rules in
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,
certain environments...This,visw is expressed by Ronald

Butters (1971:313) in the following quotation, but similar

interpretations can be,found in unpublished work by David

DeCamp and Derek Bickerton:

The claim, in other words, is that speakers know--
consciously or unconsciously--such percentages, and
know that theymust perform such deletions [as are
called for by Labov's copula deletion rule] a certain
percentage of the time undeicertain specified cir-
cumstances.

To carry this interpretation of the claim that variable tules

reflect competnce even further, one could say that not only

do speakers know the pprcentages involved, but that they also

know the precise percentages at which they.need to apply a

given varl.able rule, so that their speech output, when pooled

with the output of other speakers of their age, sex, social

class, and ethnic membership, will give the aggregate per-
_

centage of application called for by the rule. Referring to .

Wolff-Mei -da-ta-- as-rpresentad -in Table_1,_ this wolast.t_Lt4au that

every upper-middle-class black,speaker in Detroit is competen

to apply the consonant cluster simplification-rule, just in

case the two members of the cluster are separated by a mor-

pheme boundary and the following word does not begin with a

consonant, just often enough so that when his output together

with the output of all other upper-middle-class black'Detroit

c speakers is tabulated, the result will be an aggregate dele,-'

tion rate of 7 percent. To claim that speakers have such

competence is every bit as ridiculous as it sounds. I is

therefore not surprisirig that no one Makes such a'claim.

The claim that variable rules reflect linguistidcompe-

tence is actually much closer to the claim that any rule in a

grammar reflects competence. Consider, "for example, the case

of a speaker who nelver deletes the final member of a consonan

cluster before a vowel, although he may delete such consonants

in 'other enviionmenZt (such speakers no doubt exist). This

3 0
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fact would be captured by a conventional optional rule of the

following form:

74-co.n.s
Li-ncions 1

(6), -cont (0) /
oicej--ft(C)

.grvoice

By specifying that the-cluster which is subject to simplifi-

cation by this rule can lie followed, if by anything, only by

a consonant, we are ascribing to the speaker the competence

to apply the rule when a vowel follows ultimately less often

than in other environments, i.e. never. By allowing variable

constraints, however, we ascribe to the speaker the competence

to apply a variable rule less often in some environments than

in others, even if not ul.timately less often. "Variable rule

analysis, in other words, differs from analyses with conven-

tiongl optional rules in that it treats zero application, not

as anything unique, but'as the limiting case of "less frequent

application". By the same token, categorical application--

------tbe -obligatorY rules Of conventional generative grammar--is

the limiting 'case of "most frequent application".9

What the variable rule claims as the competence of an

upper-middle-class black speaker in Detroit is the knowledge

that the consonant cluster simplification rule is least fre-

quently applied in the environment at the top of Table 1,

somewhat more freely spplied in the next environment, still

more frequently applied in the next, and most frequently ap-

plied in the last environment. No special status is claimed

for the numbers in the first column of Table 1. They merely,

reflect the fact that in one instance of careful observatxon

of the speech behavior of a sample of upper-middle-class black

residents of Detroit they actually did demonstrate the com-

petence claimed by, the variable cluster simplification rule.

They could equally well have demonstrated such competence with

different percentages.

31.
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In his classic article on the variable rule, Labov (1969b)

did make a slightly stronger claim for the variable rule than

will oe made here. His use of the k
o

constant, w,hich is the

seat of social factors such as-age, class, etc., amounts to a

claim that it is part Of a speaker's linguistic competence

thaE he knows not only the relative frequencies based on lin-

guistic environments, but that, for example, an upper-middle-

class speaker knows that he is to apply the cluster simplifi-
,

cation,rule in each environMent less often than a person of

lower social status in that environment. It is clear that

spch knowledge is part of a speaker's knowledge of language

use--his communicative competence--butperhaps"not part of

his linguistic competence. My reasons for eserve about this

stronger claim are based at present more on person'al preference

than on rational arguments. In apy event, even Labov's

stronger claliPdoes not mean that a.speaker stores knowledge

about specific percentages, only that he has competence in

relative frequency of application of certain variable rules

based on his aWareness of his status in his community.

1.5 The determination of social class. Another of the four

aims of this study is tp test the correlation of linguistic

and social factors. As we have already stated, the correla-

tions to be investigated are the age, sex, and social Class

nf the speaker and the race of the interlocutor. The age and

sex of the speaker and the race of the interlocutor are easy

to determine through observation or direct questioning. The

social class of the speaker is much more difficult to deter-

mine and,had to be determined indirectly through the use of a

sociological model. The model used was that of Warner et al.

1960.1° The vial of Warner's method is to provide precisely

the kind of information needed for the correlation studies

based on social class. His method is designed to enable the
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investigator, among other things, "to find within reasonable

-limits the correct class position of any given individual or

family in the community" (Warner, et al. 1960:35). Warner et al.

describe two methods for accomplishing this goal. One is

called Evaluated Participation, which is the more direct method,

but the onemore difficult to apply. It is based on the propo-

sitions:

... that those who interact in the social system of a
community evaluate the participation of those around
them, that the place where an individual participates
is evaluated, and that the members of the community are
explicitly or impli,citly aware of the ranking and trans-
late their evaluatiOs of buch social participation into
social-class ratings 'that can be communicated to the
investigator. (Warner\et_al. 1960:35)

The Evaluated Participation method inVolves interviewing a

fairly large number of people in a given community and ex-

tracting their judgMents on the class standing of other indi-

viduals and families in the community. The research of Warner

and his,associates shows that there is a large degree of agree-

ment within a community on the standing of the individuals and

families in that community. Therefore, social class structure

would seem to be a valid part of the social psychology of the

community.

The second method, the one used in this study, is called

the Index of Status Charazteristics. It is easier to apply,

but is less direct. The Index of Status Characteristics is a

measure of socioeconomic factors ass0(.i.ted with individuals

and families, but was found by Warner and his associates to

correlate well withsocial. class position.

1.5.1 The Index of Status Characteristics (I.S.C.). Four

status charac,.eristics are used in computing I.S.C. These are

occupation, source of income, house type, and dwelling area.

Each of these characteristics is subdivided on a seven-point
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scale, with the highest status associated with the lowest num-

bers. The four seven-point scales are reOrodliced in Tables

2-5. ,For a more complete description, see Warner et al. 1960,

chapter 9.

Table 2. Occupation scale according to Warner et al. 1960.

Occupation-

.14,11itaE
Sample Occupations

1 Lawyers, engineers, high-school superintendents,
other professionals with post-graduate training,
regional managers of large enterprises, Certified
Public Accountants

2 High-school teachers, nurses, assistant managers of
large businesses, accountants, real estate and in-

surance salesmen

3 Social workers', elementary school teachers, minor
business officials, bank clerks, secretaries to
executives, contractors

4 Stenographers, sales people in department stores,

factory foremen, self-employed plumbers, dry
cleaners

5 Telephone operators, hardware saletmen, radio re-
pairmen, barbers, policemen, cooks in restaurants

6 Carpenters' assistants, night watchmen, truck
drivers, waitresses, gas station'attendants

7 Heavy labor, janitors, odd-job men

Warner and his associates also investi3ated education and

amount of income as factors but later abandoned them when they

proved unnecessary. Of the four sets of characteristics, all

proved eminently workable in connection with data obtained from

the Washington speakers except one--source of income. Here the

rating scale proved irrelevant or problematical at four points.

.The first two categories on the scale--income derived from

inherited or earned wealth--were irrelevaot because none of
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Table 3. Source of income scale according to Warner et al.
1960.

Ratirig-

2

. 3

. 4

5

6

7

Source of Income

Description

Inherited wealth

Eatnedwealth

Profits and fees

Salary (paid on a

Wages (determined

Private relief

Public relief and

monthly or yearly basis)

by an'hourly rate)

nirespectable income

Table 4. House type scale according to Warner et al. 1960:

House Type

Rating 'Description
, -

1 Excellent housessingle-family, large lawns,
ostentatious

2 Very good houses--slightly smaller than those
rated 1

3 Good houses--only slightly larger than utility
demands

4 Average houses--one-and-one-half to two-story
wood-frame and brick houses

5. Fair houseshouses'in poorer condition than those
rated 4, smallerlhouses in excellent condition

6 Poor houses--badly run down, but could be repaired

7 Very poor houses--irrepairably deteriorated, halls
and yards badly littered

35
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Table 5. Dwelling area scale according to Warner et al. 1960.

Dwelling Area -

Rating Description

1 Va'ry high--area has a very high reputation, has the
best houses with wide clean streets and many trees

2 High--felt to be superior, but a little below the
top; distinct from those rated 1 mAinly by
reputation

-3 Above, averagearea of nice, but not pretentious
houses

4 Average--areas of workingmen's homes, which are
small and unpretentious, but well cared for

5 Below average--undesirable because of location near
factories or railroads; has more run-down houses
than above rating

6 Low-run-down, semi-slum areas with houses set close
together

Very-low-slums with the lowast reputation because
of poor condition of dwellings and low status of
inhabitants

the individuals interviewed, either in the working-class

sample or in the upPer-class control sample,11 derived their

income from either of these two sources: The last two cate-

gories also caused problems. There was no one in the sample

who derived income from private relief, nor was it generally

possible to determine whether an ineividual derived his in-

come from nonrespectable sourceA. As a result, there were

Aaps at Oree points in the scale and only parttal usability

with a fourth. Furthermore, there was noc always enough in-

formation to distinguish between ineome from wages and iticome

from salaries. Fortunately, Warner and his associates found

that any three of the characteristics could be used with al-

most as good results as all four. When they correlated the
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results of the Evaluative Participation method with the Index

of Status Characteristics results, they found a multiple car-
/

relation coefficient of .972, with a standard error of esti-

mate of 1.02. When only occupation, house type, and dwelling

area were used, the correlation coefficient with Evaluative

Participation was .964, with a standard error of estimate of

1.16 (Warner et al. 1960:174). The use of these three char-

acteristfcs proved only slightly less satisfactory than the

use of all four.

Computing I.S.C. is done in three steps. First, each

speaker is assigned a rating for each of three characteristics

used. Next, these three numbers are each multiplied by a

weighting .factor. The occupation rating is multiplied by

five, the house type rating by four, and the dwelling area

rating by three (Warner et al. 1960;124). The three weighted

ratings are then totaled to give the I.S.C. for that indi-

vidual. These totals were used to determine soèial class by

using Warner's social class equivalence table, reproduced here

as ,.able 6.

The equivalencies in Table 6 were modified slightly in

their application to the Washington data. -These modifications

will be described in our discussion bf procedures.

1.5.2 Comparisons with earlier studies. Warner's I.S.C.

method is quite similar to those used,in two earlier social

stratification studies, Labov 1966a and Wolfram 1969: Labov

had the advantage of having available a population which had

already been stratified by sociologists for another purpose

(Labov 1966a:21i). Like the method used here, Labov's social

classes were set up on the bests of weighted rankings of

status characteristics. These included four-level scales of

occupation, education, and amount of income.
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Table 6. Social-class equivalents for I.S.C. ratings for Old
--Americans, Jonesville; from Warner et al. 1960.

Weighted Total
of Ratings Social-Class Equivalents

12-17 -Upper class

'.18-22 Upper class probably, with some possibility
of upper-middle class

'23-24 Indeterminate: either upper or upper-middle
class

25-33 *Upper-piddle class

34-37 Indeterminate: either upper-middle or lower-
middle class,

38-50 Lower-middle class

51-53 Indeterminate: either lower-middle or upper-
lower class

54-62 Up-Per-lower class

63-66 Indeterminate:,either upper-lower or lower-
lower class

67-69 Lower-lower class probably, with some possi-
bility of upper-lower class

70-84 Lower-lower glass

Wolfram's determination of social Class is likewise based

on a weighted ranking of stet% characteristics. Adapting a

method developed by Hollingshead and Redlich (1958), Wolfram's

population was divided into social classes on the basis of ,

seven-level scales of occupation, education, and residency.

The occupation scale is virtually identical to the one in

Warner et al. 1960 (Wolfram 1969:33). The residency scale is

rdughly equivalent to the dwelling'area characteristic in

Warner's system. Warner's dwelling area scale has the ad-
-1-

vantage of being based on judgments about the reputation of

neighborhoods, rather than, as is true of Wolfram's system,
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on the actual statistics of neighborhoods based on census

data on number of rooms per unit, perent of houses irPsound.

condition with all plumbing facilities in working order, and

income o4residents. Presumably it is_the reputation of a

neighborhood which has a more direct bearing on the deter-

mination of the status of its residents than the sheer physi-

cal-condition of the housing. In the Washington study, the'

vast majority of the judgments on house type and dwelling area

were made by a black researcher who wa3 a native of the city.

While it may, seem intuitively more satisfactory to utilize

education rather than house type if residency .is already being

used, we wi.11 rely on the results of 6rner and his associates,

which indicate the reverse.

1.5.3 Advantages and disadvantages of I.S.C. There are a

number of disadvantages in the selection of Warner's method

of aocial class OeteLTlinati.on. In the first place, the method

is faiixly old. It is quite possible that in the some twenty

years which have intervened between the original publication

of Warner's book,,changes have takdh pface in the factors
-

which Americans recognize as contributing to status. A few

of the occupational rankings may be misplaced or largely ir-.

relevant. It is possible that house type or neighborhood are

either more.or less itpo4ant as indicators of social status.

By and large, however, the application of the method to the

population seemed intuitively satisfying. In the second place,

it would have been preferable to have validated the method for

Washington; D.C., r Ther than to rely so heavily on Warner's

results for another community. The resources for doing so,

however, were not available. Perhaps a more serious objection

is that, by the'admission of Warner et al. (14601129), "...

it may be found ... that more accurate social-class prediction

can be obtained bY' constructing separate conversion tables for

3 9
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Old Americans and for ethnic grOups." In spite of their long

history in this country, Warner's designation of Old Americans

does not include black Americans. By 'Applying his method to

a black population it is possible that the wrong yardstick is

being used. There are Om possible answers to this objection%

First, Warner and his associates believe that "it is probably

true that no very serious error will be introduced by treating

ethnic individuals as Old Americans for,the-purpose of social-

class prediction" (Warner et al. .1960: 129). Second, since

the present sample includes.only blacks, any distortion would

probably effect all the individuals in the sample equally.

The correlations which we find between linguistic-features and

social factors may or may not be correlations in terms of
0

class status within the black community. But the correlations
,

are more likely to be valid on zhe basis of the status the

speakev: have by general American standards. :

On the other hand, there are a number,of advantages to

the use of this method. First, the method is very easy to

apply and requires only data which are easy to obtain. Second,
4

there is the confiaence that it has correlated with anOther
,

method of determining social status in at least one Americpn
,.'.

CommuniEy. Nor is this the first time Warridi's method,hps
... .

been proposed as the basis for sciciolinguIstic research: .)

c

pon found it a promising way to determine social, class in

f kit

sociolinguistic study in Mexico City (Sapon 1953)1. fn the Jr":

last analysis, the method draws considerable validatio from
.A

the correlation with independently derived lingastic data

which we will be Ale to show.
,

tr.

h. 0 .,e,',-

1.6 Procedures :!1* 7 ...,

1.6.1 Data gathering. The data on which this,stu0..is based'
,-

were collected in Washington, D.C. over a peiio

1

of_about t

J°year and a half between the beginning of 19f.ii aumptler
S ./

4 0
pN0,1
:11,
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1969. The original aim of the study was.to obtain a judgment

sample divided evenly amoog.four social classes (Czpper and

lowermiddle and uprer and lower working), between Elle two

sexes, and among three age groups (10-12-year-old children,

I3-19-year-old adolescents and adults 21 or older).1, It was

hoped that five speakers could be placed in each of the"

twenty-four cells uniluely determined by these criteria. Of

these five, two would be randomly selected, giving an array

of speakers virtually identical to that usad by Wolfram' °

(1969:14-16). All speakers, in addition to fitting into the

above framework. were required to have lived in the District

of Columbia for at least half their livei. The search for
z . -

'people who would be willing to grant a linguistic interview

"and who would Meet the various age, class, and sex.qualifi-
,

cations was carried oft in p rather loose Eashion. Most were
.

introduced to the,project by individuals and organizatio.ds

whose help was solicited for this purpose. By the end of the

summer of 1969, about ninety-five individuals.had oeen inter-

Viewed.

By that time It became apparent that the original objec-t

tive would not be reached. 4eakers could only be assigned to

d sOcial claSa after the interview was over. As a result, some

categortes had Mr more than five speakersi others had fewer,

or none at all. A nlimber of inte:7views mere unusable because

the speakerthad not-lived in the ci.ty long enough. Others

were not used because their social 'class could not be pre-

,dated, accurazel enough within the framework of Warner's

,Ihdex of Status :.!..tracteristics'. At the same time, a back-

lash against giving information to be used in esbteric studies

was developing in the- black community. This in turn focussed

our attention on ethical questiow about the propriety of

soliciting information-from speakeis for purposes whose ulti-. _

mate value to those speakers could not be assumed tO be great.

41
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Since it appeared decreasingly likely That the kind of sample \

which.was originally sought would be ohtained, the inter-

viewing was discontinued and the focus changed somewhat.

Attention was turned to the forty-sevel speakers who were

clearly members of the lowest two classes by Warner's cri-

teria (those with an I.S.C. of fifty-iohr or higher). This

sample_was unevenly divided by sex, aEe, and sub-class (upper

versus lower working class). The exact distribution can be

seen in the list of speakers in 'Appenlix B. The unevenness

of the distribution may well render tee conclusions-concerning

the eff4:et of social factors less corzlusive. That the'defec-

tive sample did not preclude reasonalle results, however, is `

apparent from the fact that in large measure it constitutes a

replication ,54the earlier studies, especially Wolfram's.

The correlation3 between ,inguistic factors and the

social factors of age, sex, and racc of interviewer are fairly

straightforward. Two measurements ,f the effect of social

class were made which require some explanation. For ea.c.h

linguistic feature investigated, ccmparisons were made between

the upper and.lower working ciasse... In.these measurements,

data from speakers whose I.S.C. values placed them indeter-
,

minately brJ etween the 'two subclasses were nor tabulated. In

addition, for ...ch linguistic fea:ure a comparison was made

between the adolescents and adults of the working-class sample,

with a control sample of upper-dass adolescents and adults.

This small sample included 'one alult and one adolescent of

each sex whose I.S.C. value was 26 or lower.12 Only 'the most

general conclusions could be drewn from this comparison, but

it proved instructive to note wlich features were totally ab-

sent in the speech of the uppee-class speakers while present

in the speech of the working-class speakers, and those which

were variably present in the speech of both groups. Children

were,not in-luded in these coaparisons because there was only

4 2 klt
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one upper-class child who was interviewed (and he was the

brother of the adolescent girl) and because children can be

expecteeto be the least senaitive to the,sccial effects of

27

language.

Each.speaker was interviewed by one of eight interviewers:

four men'and four women, three black and five white (one of

the white women interviewers interviewed only one speaker).

The interviews were conducted in a variety of circUmstances,

all.pf them rather formal. Some were interviewed in the

field, either in their own homes or in an institutional build-

ing such as a church. Others were recorded in a recording

studio at the Center fpr Applied Linguistics. The studio-

recorded interviews may have cauied some speakers to use a

more formal style than they would have in a field-recorded

interview, but suph an effect was not obvious, The studio-
,

recorded interviews were, of course, of considerably higher

technical quality than the field-recorded interviews. Because

of the varying quality of the recordings, it is legitimate to

question whether or not the necessary phonetic contrasts an

be reliably heard. To determine this, intertranscriber

analyses between the author and the research assiscant who

was responsible for the extraction of the.data on verb con-

cord -s and intratranscriber analyses based on two listenings

by the author to, words ending in final consonant clusters were

carried out. In both cases, agreement on the presence or ab-

sence of the ielevant segments was greater than 90 percent,

indicating a satisfactory level of reliability. Each speaker

was asked the same questions: those in the questionnaire in

Appendix A. Most oi the following analysis is based on the

speakers' responses to the questions in Part I, designed to

elicit extended narrative. Part II, Word Games, was designed-

to elicit spectfic forms which could not be assumed to turn

up in narrative style. Little use has been made of this
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28 TENSE MARKING IN BLACK ENGLISH

mateiial, except for the Auxiliary Probe responses, which were

exceedingly valuable in the analysis of invariant be. The

readings of the extended pasiage were used in an attempt to

show style stratification for the features which proved to be

phonological., As we shall see, one particular sentence in

the extended reading led to an insight into the analysis of

the absence of the present cense verb concord suffix. No

linguistic use was made of the tasks involving the reading of

numbers, days of the week, and standard sentences. These

tasks had the function during the interview of helping the

interviewer discover those who could not read well orally be-

fore they were given the extended reading passage. If a per-

son showed a lack of reading facility in any of these tasks,

he'was not asked to read the extended passage. No use was

made of the word lists and minimal pairs in this study, except

to test the phonetic accuracy of the data extraction procedures.

1.6.2 Typescripting. Between the recording of the interview

and the actual extraction of the relevant data, an intermediate

procedure was followed. Most of the recorded interviews were

typescripted by typistsnwith no particular background in lin-

guistics. The typescripters were instructed to transcribe what

the speaker said as they heard it, using standard orthography.

They were,not told to edit the speech in any way. It was

recognized, of courae, that many of the interesting Lingui.stic

features would be lost by this procedure. It could not be

expected of a typescripter that she would accurately transcribe

the presence and absence of the verbal concord suffix. It was

expected that many examples of distribut,ive be would be tran-

scribed as '11 be or 'd be and vice vexsa. No consistency

could be expected in the transcriRtion of the -ed suffix. The

typescripts were useful (though not essen,ial) to the actual

nxtraction process, in that the extractor'could run the tape
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directly to that part of the interview where a relevant fea-

ture was indicated by the tYpescript. The extractor would

have to listen for himself to the actual feature to determine

whether the sentence in the typescript was actually an example

of the relevant feature and which of the variant usages was

present. For example, if the typescript contained the sentence

She make candy, it was necessary for a competent extractor to

listen to the sentence, first to determine if it was an actual

case of a present tense verb (e.g. that the speaker had not

actually saia She'd make candy or She made candy) and second

to determine,that the -s suffix was actually absent. The

typescript would save the extraStor from having to listen to

those portions of the interview which did not contain present

tense verbs with third person singular subjects.

1.6.3 Data extractiOn. The next step was to extract the data

from the interviews. For the reading and Word Game data,

forms were developed with blanks in the appropriate places to

record each speaker's performance. This was not possible in

extracting narrativadata, of course, because a speaker could

say almost anything in answer to the general questions. In-

stead, each example of a feature which was under study was

typed onl,separate 1-by-5-inch index card. If there was more

than one example of the kind of form being extracted, the sen-

tence was typed as many times as.there were forms. For ex-

ample, if a speaker were to say He goes to school every day

and makes trouble, with two examples of verb concord -s, the

sentence would be typed' on two separate cards--one for goes

and one for makes. Each card was then coded along the edges

for various categories which were thought to be of interest

in connection with the fdature in question. An inch of space

along the edge of each card was designated as a "field" which

would be coded for a specific kind of information. For example,
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the first inch in the upper left-hand corner on the cards for

verb concord -s was designated as the field for presence or
.

absence. If the sentence on the card contained an example of

a-prusent tense verb with a third person singular subject, but

did not have the -s suffix, the field was marked by coloring

it with a red felt-tip marker. If the suffix was present in

the verb on the card, the field was colored with a black felt-

tip marker. If it could not be determined if the suffix was

prgsent or not, the field was lefi white. When-it came time

for analysis, then, it was not necessary to "eyeball search"

each card for examples of present and absent suffixes; it was

only necessary to pull out those cards which were colored red

and black, respectively, in the appropriate field." This

system had the effect of encouraging the investigation of a

number of hypotheses, since checking a new hypothesis did not

require a time-consuming and mind-numbing eyeball search of

hundreds of cards. Even if the cards had not been coded for

precisely the kind of information required by a hypothesis

which was thought of after the data had been extracted, it was

.usually the case that tfiey were coded for something which would

cut down the number of cards which would have to be actually

read. For example, in the analysis of verb concord -s it be-

came necessary to examine all cases of the verb do (or does),

although the cards had not been coded for the presence of this

verb. However, the cards were coded for 'verb bases ending in

a vowel. In the search for examples of do or does, it was

thus only necessary to pull out the examples of verb bases

ending in a vowel and search them for the desired cases, in-

stead of searching all the present tense verb cards. The fact

that hypotheses come to mind after the data are extracted shows

why it is very desirable to extract data by a method which

makes all relevant information recoverable:14 Figure 1 sche-

matically illustrates a samplP card.
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The actual work of extraction was done by the author and

a research asbistant, Shannon Clarkion. For most of thp

tapes, Miss Clarkson extracted the data on verb concord -s,

on irregular past tense and past participial verbs, and on

invariant be (including be in construction with will and

would). The author extracted all the data on regular and

semiregular (e.g. tell and kee) verbs potentially suffixed

with -ed, rechecked all instances of"be which Miss Clarkson

had extracted as following a contracted form of will and

would (she was virtually always accurate), and extracted all

data for the final dozen or so interviews. Miss Clarkson

also extracted all the Word Game data except for the last

several interviews, and the author extracted the data'from

the extended reading passage. As a rule of thumb, it was

decided to extract for each speaker twenty examples of present

tense verbs with third perlon singular subjects, twenty ex-

anIples of irregular past tense and past participial forms,

twenty .examples of regular and semiregular verbs potentially

suffixed with -ed,16 and all examples of invariant be. In

practice, usually more or fewer than twenty examples of a

given category were extracted. Some interviews did not con-

tain twenty of the desired examples, and sometimes a form

which had been omitted by the typescripter turned up as an

example of the feature being extracted. In fhese cases, the

extra form would be added. Sometimes more than twenty ex-

amples of a feature were extracted because the twentieth

example came in the middle of a passage which had several

more exdmples of the same kind, and it seemed not to make

sens.e to stop in the middle,of the passagS. The number

twenty served mainly as a loose control to make the longer
. .

Anterviews manageable and to keep the more lcquacious speakers

from being grossly overrepresented.

4 8
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1.7 The use of statistics. Considerable use was made in this

study of one of,the simpler statistical tests, the chi-square

test'for independence of variables. This test was used not

only in the studies of the correlation bdtween linguistic and

social factors but also in the linguistic analysis as well.

The use of statistics in a linguistic study calls for some

comment. 'Because so much of language-structure is pervasively

regular, most linguists have assumed that variation in Lan-

guage which is not virtually always predicted by linguistic .

-factors is not really part of linguistics, outside of noting,

by means of optional elements or rules, those points at which

such variation exists. In our discussion of the variable

rule, wi attempted to argue that this view of linguistics 11"-

overly restrictive and that a great many linguistically

vant facts will be overlooked if such a view is adhered to.

In short, variability is linguistically imortant, and rela-

tive' levels of frequency must.be carefully obgerved.

Once variability is admitted as a legitimate subject for

linguistic analysis, it immediately becomes apparent that

methods will be needed to distinguish truly random variability

from conditioned variability. It would seem reasonable to

turn to the techniques of statistical analysis, which have

been designed for just such purposes. But surpiisingly, we

find no examples of statistical tests having been applied to

any of the data presented in Labov's work, or in the work of

Wolfram (1969). In Labov's work on contraFtion and deletion,

he claims that the 'great regularity observed in the syntactic

constraints on contraction and deletion of is makes statistics
s

superfluous:

The fact that this pattern'repeats regularly in six -
different groups, in each style, indicates how per-
vasive and regular such variable constraints are.
We are not dealing here with effects which are so
erratic Or marginal that statistical tests are re-
quired to determine whether or not they might have
been produced by. chance. (Labov 1969b:731)

4 9
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Within Labov's statement here there are really two arguments.

The first is that the regularity involved is so obvious that

inspection of the data is all that is required to reveal it.

The implication of this argument is that if one were actually

to go to the trouble of testing the data statistically, a high

level of significance would be the result. However, mere in-

spection of Labov's-tables for any one group by one who is not

experienced in such arrays of data does not-reveal this.16

The second argument is based on the fact that Labov has

data from six different populations and has two styles for

each. If each group in each style shows the same tendencies,

even if the data for any one group were not significant, one

would still be justified in claiming the reality of such regu-

larities. The standard elementary statistical tests are not

designed to give inforMation on the significance of regularities

in tendencies in sever- al comparable populations. This same

argument also applies to Wolfram's work. By analyzing four

social,classes separately, he has, in effect, four populations.

For a feature like final consonant cluster simplification,

Wolfram (1969:57-74) finds that the frequency of occurrence of

simplified clusters is influenced by the phonological environ-

ment in exactly the same way, ipdependently for each social

group. The frequency levels may not be statistically signifi-

cant for each group individually, but when the same pattern is

repeated four times, the impression is almost unavoidable that,

statistical _ests of significance are not relevant.17

There are two points of view, then, on why statistical

tests should not be used in linguistic analysis. From the

point of view of traditional linguistics, only presence, ab-

sence, and variability are interesting categories; degree of

variability is taken not to be a proper subject for linguistic

analysis. We have already discussed'our reasons for rejecting

this view. The other view, taken by Labov explicitly and by

50
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Wolfram implicitly, is that the regularities observed when

degrees of variability are taken seriously are so profound as
:-

to make statistical tests irrelevant, either-because inspec-
.

tion of the data makes it obvious that an important discovery

has been made, or because statistically nonsignificant tenden-

cies are repeated for a number of populations_and in a varie,ty

of style's:" In spite of these arguments, which we find very

convincing, statistical tests will be presented in this work

for three reasons. First, due to the imbalance of our sample,

We are baSically treating it as one population instead of try-

ing Eo subdivide it on the basis of social class. For this

reason, infdiences based on the repetition of tendencies in

separate p4ulations are not open to us. Second, if it is

true that the regularities discovered by this methodology are

as profound as has been claimed, it ought to be true that the

application of statistical tests will show them to be highly

\\significant. This in turn may help convince those who may not be

impressed by arguments like Labov's. Finally, we wish to make

statemeals about social influences and semantics which do not

sho\w quite the degree of regularity shown in other areas to be

discussed. As an example, we will test the influence of the

race of the interviewer on the frequency of certain nonstandard

forms. We will also test the frequency of occurrence of a cer-

tain class of adverbs with distributive be. The use of the

chi-square test in these latter cases will prove especially

use f ul .

NOTES

1. William A. Stewart (personal communication) refers to this
phenomenon as "dialect influenced standard English" and
compares it to the dialect influenced standard German which
is common in Switzerland. 'e

2. The title of this volume gives a clue to the answer to this
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quebtion. We shall be able to document an impressive de-
gree of unity between our results and those of Wolfram and
Labov and his associates. So impressive is this unity thaf
the fact that the study was done in Washington, D.C. was
not considered relevant enough for 1-ie city to be named in

the title. It seems likely that the same findings would
turn up In studies of working-class black speech in almost

.

any northern American city.

3. This rule will b. discussed in,detail, and presented in a
difterent form, Cn a later chapter.

4. This is,a Tule oi English, not a striEtly nonstandard rule.
lt is fOund to operate, with slightly aifferent frequencies
and constraints, in dialects of English at all-social
levels.

(
5. We shall later present evidence that the preferred formu-

lation of this constraint is whether or not the cluster
ii followed by a vowel.

6. Note that the variable rule does not, predict the actual
figures in Table.1, only the relative frequencies.

7. Full rigor would, of course, demand that we specify ## also
by means of features.

8. This convention was suggested to me by William K.,Riley:

9. These limiting cases are of special ipterest in the study
of language change as the beginning and end points of
changes. For a discussion of the role of variable rules
in language change, see C-J.N. Bailey Ms.

10. All referencesPto Warner et al. in this study are to the
1960 Harper Torchbook edition. The book was first pub-
lished in 1949 by Science Research Associates, Inc.,
Chicago.

- 11. These two samples will be described later.

12. For all but the adult woman, these ratings corres-
ponded to the upper-class ratings given by Warner et al.
1960. The adult woman would not be classified as upper
class in Warner's system, but was the highest status
adult woman we interviewea.

13. An edge-punched keysort-system which would allow all the
cards coded for a given piece of information to drop out
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,

.

. of the pack instantly when the keysorter ib inserted
would have been more convenient than having,to physically
pull out teach card code with a particular color. How-
elier, commercially avgilable edge-punched cards are
rather expensive and are difficult to improvise%

._

14. It may appear that it would be impossible to read a color
code which is marked only along the edge of a card Which
ib less'than a millimeter thick. However, using colors ,

as different as red, black, and white, it proved veryo ,
easy to sort cards-on the basis of edge-color codes.

15. The decision to lake only,twenty exam?les of all regular
and semiregular verbi per informant had an inhibiting

. effect on the analysis, as we shall poitt out.

16. When the chi-square test was applied to two of the table'4
in Labov 1969b, however, an extremeLy high level of sta-
tistical significance was found.

17. The case becomes even stronger when one compares Labuv's
and Wolfram's data od'a feature like postvocalic !r] and
findb the same social and linguistic factors affecting
the presence and absence of [r] in Negro commumxies
separated by several hundred miles.

18. Wolfram has since said that "the relative importance of
-statistics for sociolinguistic study is an area which
needs careful research and explication. We must know in
what areas statistical calculations are expedient, what
areas they are questionable and what areas,they are in-
applidable for the linguist doing research in social
dialects." (Wolfram 1970a:42).
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/-*

2.1 Irregular verbs. To establish the status of past tense

as an underlying category of Black English, it is of great"

importance to analyze the behavior of irregular verbs. A14-

though most verbs form their paststense and past participls

by the suffixation of -ed, a number of the most common ones

take irregular paSt markings, the most common of which is a

change in the vowel from present to past tense, e.g. give-gave,

fall-fe11.1 A numbervof verbs which end in [d]'-ih the present

tense undergo devoicing to [t] in the past, e.g. send-sent,

build-built. Some have only a difference in the final conson-

aLt to mark past tense as different from present, e.g. make-

.1 made', has-had; these may be the only examples of this type.

A further kind of irregularity involves ver.bs which differ boa)

in the vowel and in the final consonant or consonant cluster

from presentform to past lorm, e.g. catch-caught, IV-bought..

Still other verbs have the same form whether the use is past

.or present, e.g. beat-beat, shed-shed. Finally, two verbs have

suppletive forms for the past tense (82-went; am/is/are-was/

were).2 All of these irregular forms were used in the speech

of the Washington working-Class speakers with a high degree of

consistency.
.

Twenty examples of irregular verbs were collected for each

,speakar, yielding a total of 833 occurrerices. Of these 833,

only 24 were classifiable as nonstandard. gleven were partially

or fully regularized by the addiaon of the -ed suffix, e.g.
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Then he ranne' off; I seed this picture. These 11 cannot be

used as evidence that past tense is not distinct in the dia-

lect, since the tense distinction was made, though in a non-
,

standard way. Of the remaining 131 12 were identical with the

present tense form of the verb, e.g.:

He hold his handout and made him fell. (64)

I looked in the box and it was a bicycle and I know
it was mine. (14)

V
The remaining ermple invoillihed the verb eing. The context was

past, but it could not be determfned from the tape recording

whe'ther,the speaker had said sing or singed. If we grant that

the indeterminate siag example represents thc ab...ence of tense

making, this leaves a total of only 13 of the 833 instances

(1.6 percent) which could be cited as evidence that tense is

not a distinct category.
. .

"These 13 examples Are used by seven different speakers.

All'of the speakers, including these seven, used other irregu-
..

Ilae verbs with their standard past forms many more times than

they used such verbs'with ndsuch mar4ing. The conclusion to

...which we are forced on thebasis of this evidence is that the

past tense distinction is an inherent part of the'grammar cf

a1,1 of the speakers in the sampIe.3,

For fnur of the Aven-4eakers, it is not even possibla
_

to state that past tense is unmarked even.for certain indi-
.

vidual verbs. These four speaker's used at ledst ope irregular
VI\verb in unmarked form in one part of the interview but with

the appropriate past tense indiaior in another part of the

same interview. For these speakers, the Standard and unmarked

pOt forms of such verbs are in some type of variable distri-

hu4on. For the remaining verbs, in whicE there were no in-

stances of the standard form in the sa.e interview, i still

cannOt be asserted that the standard form is unknown, since

the standard form may not happen to have been used more than

50,
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once within the coafines of the twenty examples selected for

analysis.
,

bnly one ver1 appeared invariantly without past tense

.making from more ;hen one speakei. -Three different speakers

used know instead of knew. But this cannot be taken as a

feaLure of,the working-class Black English of Washing. ton,
,

since of the fourteen speakers who used the verb khow in the

past tense, eleven used knew appropriately. The strongest

sta'tement which can be made about the non-use of tense mark-

ing in irregular verbs is that for a few speakers the verb

know is like tae verb _put in standard English; it takes no

overt past tellse marker.4 However, even for these speaker;

,

this does nct mean that there is a lack of the past tense

category, siace all of them use the past forms of other ir-

regula,- verbs in a completely standard way.

If pasc tense were not part of the dialect, it wc Id be

expected tEat wherea form of do is called for., e.g. in ques-

tions, in negatives, under emphasis, or in certain elliptical

sentences, the present tense form would be found. (In most

'f
analyses of English, tense is considered,to be affixed to

auxiliary do ifthe tense morpheme is separated from the main

verb in one of these four ways.) If past tense did not exist,

the re...cult would be that auxiliary did would never appear, or

at beNt would fluctuate with'do or does in past contexts. But

in the data from the Washington working-class speakers, did

appt:ars urder these conditions in appropriate, contexts with-
.

ou exc.f.ption, e.g.:

vith emphasis:

Honest'to goodness, I really did learn. (37)
Nobody never,did show up for practice. (85)

/with not:

I didn'ty know they was that serious. (41)

No, he didn't do nothing. (61)
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in questions:

What do you mean, how did I play? (08)
,. Did you read the artivle in the Post?(26)

in elliptical sentences:

Narman, he didli't ge.t hurt too bad, but Joe Rossi did. (06)
- Sqe wanted ta get caught and she did. (39)

Exampl4s of.auxiliary did showed up'in association with both

regular and irregular verbs; there were no counterexamples.

This evidence is no doubt the strongest that the category past

tense Ls part of the grammar oftthe dialect.

Two speakers used double pasts with auxiliary did (out of

eighty-three examples).

Thesq were:

I did thought if I were fishing by myself and
I fell in I woald have drowned. (14)

I didn't did anything co you. ,(41)

Speaker 41 used did as an auxiliary in the standard way else-

where in the interview. Speaker 14 did not, however. Even so,

'his usage cannot be taken as evidence of incompetence with past

tense,"since he used the irregular past form fell in its sten-

dard'form in the very same sentence.

2.2 Absence of [d]

2.2.1 General remarks. When the -ed suffix is affixed to a

regular verb ending with a vowel, it is pronounced as [d].

Such verbs in Black English are sometimes pronounced without

this (d). This is true regardless of the function of the suf-
";,.

fix. Somb examples are:

Derived adjective.L,They were showing a colored [khali]
preacher. (74)

Past tense: He applied [aphla] for a job. (67)

Past participle: Then we was discovered [tskevil. (37)

Wolfram (1969:95-108) and Labov (Labov et al: 1968:129-131)

have shown that there is a phonological process in Bleck English
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by which syllable-final [d] can be deleted When it occurs after

-
a vowel.

s We assume that the same explanation applies to the

observed absence of .ed after verbs ending in vpwels in Wash-

ington black working-class speech as well. There seems to be a

number, of reasons for making this assumption. First, a phono-

logical.solution has proved valid for two geographically sep-

arate black communities, suggesting that what was described

may be general.for all Black English. Second, while data for

[d] absence in single morphemes, as in bid, for example, were

not tabulated from our Washington data, such [d] absence was

informally observed by the investigator. In addition, we shall

be able to show that [d]-deletion in our Washington sample is

sensitive to phonological constraints; in large measure the

same ones observed by.WoIfram.

2.2.2 Data extraction: In the data extraction procedure we

made no attempt to eliminate what previous studies had sug-

gested were phonetically difficult environments for the ob-

servation of [d]. Thus, sentences like They tried to get her,

in which [d] is followed by a homorganic-stop ([t]), and

We hadn't studied the heart, in,which [d] is followed by what

is often a homorganic stop (the first consonant of the), were

extracted whenever they occurred aa one of the twenty arbi-
.

trarily selected sentences. This was done in the hope that a

way would be foUnd by which the presence or absence of final

[d] could be determined at least indirectly. It was discovered

that the presence of [d] could often be unequivocally deter-

mined. Sometimes the first half of the stop closure was

clearly voiced and the second half clearly aspirated, as in

She tried to [thradthi] learn the girls to do needlework (73).

In other cases there was,no.aspiration, but the yoicing did not

carry through the duration Of,the stop clost e, as in I was too

scared to [sla dtil feel the pain (13). In still other cases
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the voicing continued throughout the stop closure, but the,

closure was clearly of more than one segment duration, as in

I. prayed to (phrtz'd-i] die (37). Occasionally, the presence

bf the -ed suffix was clear because it was marked by the

characteristic glottalized alveolar stop resulting from the

application of the Black English final obstruent devoicing

rule to (d], as in They carried the (khErt9edt] guns back (83)..

The absence of [d], on the other hand, could very rarely

be determined with any confidence. When the (d] was only one

segment in duration Or flapped, it was impossible to determine

whether it represented the fusion of (d] from -ed and the (d]

or (t] beginning thP following word, or the intervocalic voic-
.

ing or flapping of the (d] oi (t] of the following word alone.

For example, the phonetic sequence (thra<Zi] couid represent

try to as well as tried to, in the appropriately allegro style.

The result was that, when the next word began with an

alveolar stop, final (d] could be judged present with reason-

able confidence in many cases, but could never be judged

demonstrably absent. Since a present/absent decision could

not be made in this environment, all such examples were ex-

cluded from the main tabulations. Nevertheless, these doubtful

cases proved crucial for the style stratification study of tills

feature, as we shall see (chapter 6).

2.2.3 Phonological constraints. The working-class speakers

used verbs et.ding in vowels a total of 121 times in situations

in which the -ed suffix was to be expected. Of these 121 ex-

amples, the expected (d) was absent 33 times, or 27.3 percent.

It was almost immediately obvious that the phonetic environment

which followed the verb had an important effect on whether the

(d] would be present or not. Three types of environment were

compared: vowel, consonant, and pause (whether terminal or due

to a hesitation). When the next word began with a vowel, (d]

r u
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was absent in 13 percent of the observed cases. When the aext

word began with a consonant, 38.6 percent of the potential

instances of (d] were absent, and 39.1 percent were absent

when a pause followed. It is clear that the effect of a eon-
,

sonant or a pause is identical, and that when a word beginning

with a vowel follows, (d) absence is greatly inhibited. On

the basis of these percentages, we divided the data into two

parts: (1) examples which the verb with the -ed suffix was

followed by a word beginning with a vowel, and (2) examples in

which the v.erb was followed by a consonant or pause. The in-

hibiting effect of die following vowel waS statistically.sig-

nificant (see Table 7).

Table 7. Effect of following environment on the presence of
(d] representing the -ed suffix.

##V ##(C)

Present 47 41

Absent 7 26

Percent absent 13.0 38.8

N = 121

X2= 10.07, p<.01

The next phonological factor which seemed to have an ef-

fect on (d]-deletion was whether the preceding vowel was

accented or not. It seemed that (d] was less often deleted in

words like showed or applied than in words like married. Two

examr.,:s in our sample were not tabulated with respect to

accent. These were two instances of the word carried, both

pronounced monosyllabically:

she carried herself (khLraaself] (11)

she carried her (khe:at] mother some goody (63)

It is possible that the word carry is to be considered mono-
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syllabic for some Black English speakers. If so, these two

examples should be counted with preceding stressed vowels.

It is possible, on the other hand,.that ti-e word is disyllabic

with stress on the first syllable, as in seanddrd English, but

that phonological processes can reduce it to one syllable. If

these rules apply after 01-deletion, these two examples should

be tabulated with preceding unstressed vowel;. If they apply

first, so that carry is a stressed monosyllable when WI-
,

deletion applies, then it should again be counted with pre-

ceding stressed vowels. Since these questions are unanswered,

it was decided to eliminate these examples from the tabulation.

The results of the analysis of the remaining 119 verbs is given

in Table 8.

Table 8. Effect of the accent of the 'preceding vowel on the
4 presence of [d] representing the -ed suffix.

V V

Present 63 23

Absent 15 18

Percent absent 19.0 43.9

N = 119

X'= 8.16, p<.01

2.2.4 A syntactic constraint. The third constraint which

affected the presence of [d] representing -ed was a grammati-

cal one. If the -ei was a marker of pasttense, it'was sig-

nificantly less likely to be deleted than if it had another

function, such as past participle marker or marker of a

derived adjective.6 Using all 121 examples, the results of

the test for this constraint is given in Table 9.
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Table 9. Effect of grammatical function on the presence of
[d] representing the -ed suffix.

Past Other

Tense Functions

Present 64 24

Alisent 13 20

Percent absent 16.9 45.5

N = 121

X2= 1132, p.001

2.2.5 Hierarchy-of the constraints. It remains to determine

the hierarchy of constraints so that the correct WI-deletion

rule can be written. When real data are examined, it is dif-

ficult to find rules whose frequencies show the hierarchy of

the constraints in the optimum way. There are two reasons for

this. First, and most simply, the variable constraints on

many rules are empirically not well ordered beyond the first

two constraints.' In the second place, when a/body of data is

subdivided by various combinations of constraints, each sub-

division may contain very few examples. In the Washington

data, the three significant constraints lead to the establish-

ment of eight subdivisions: the combination of three items

taken three at a time. The 119 examples (the two examples of

carried were removed for reasons discussed above) were not

evenly distributed among the eight categories. For example,

there were only six cases of verbs in which the [d] in question

was preceded by an accented vowel, the verb was followed by a

vowel, and the -ed did not have a past tense marking function.

There were only ten examples of verbs in which [d] was pre-

ceded by an unaccented vowel, the verb was followed by a word

beginning with a vowel, and -ed had a past tense function.
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With several such small categories, it is not surprising that

the data4appear not to conform to the principle of hierarchical

ordering.

To avoid the difficulty posed by these sparsely populated

categories, the data were tabulated with the constraints com-

pared pair-wise. First, the effect of accent was compared

with the effect of a following word beginning with a vowel,

while ignoringthe grammatical function of -ed. Then the ef-
.-

fect of accent was compared with the effect lf the grammatical

function of -ed, while ignoring the effect of the following

phonetic environment. Finally, the, effect of a following word

beginning with a vowel was compared with che effect of the

grammatical function of -ed, while ignoring accent. The re-

sults of these three tabulations are given in Table 10. The

results of this tabuiation shos that both the grammatical

function of -ed and the following phonetic environment outrank

accent as constraints on [d]-deletion, and that the following

phonetic environment outranks the grammatical function. These

facts suggest that the following phonetic environment is the

first constraint in the hierarchy, that the grammatical func-

tion of -ed is second, and that accenr is third. The rule for

the deletion of [d] representing -ed can be written as follows:

[

+cons

+ant - (0)/ 11[-acc]) #L -([+PASTI)]##
A..([4,-cooncs1)

-cor

-voc

+voi

Since this is the first variable rule to be _presented, in

the interests of clarity we will explain how it is to be inter-

preted. If, for a given derivation, any of these Greek letters

represents preSence of the feature, the operation of the rule

(i.e. the deletion of"[d]) is favored. If the indicated fea-

ture is absent, the operation of the rule is inhibited.
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Table 10. Pair-wise comparison of the constraints on the

[d]-deletion rule.

Constraint 1d1-absence

_BaAbs. Total Percent Abs.

/##V 4 37 10.8

/##v 3 15 20.0

11 - 41 26.8

15 26 57.7

(a) Effect of accent compared with effect of following

environment.'

Constraint 01-absence

No. Abs. Total Percent Abs.

/[+Past] 10 59 17.0

V /[+Past] 3 16 18.8

/-f+Past] 5 18 27.8

/-[+Past] 15 26 57,7

(b) Effect of accent compared with effect of grammatical

function of -ed.

Constraint NJ-absence

No. Abs. Total Percent Abs.

##V/[+Past] 5 40 12.5

##V/-[+Past1 2 12 16.7

__##-1.,/[+Pastj
. 8 35 22.9

##-V/-(4-Past] 18 32 56.3'

(c) Effect of following phonetic environment compared with

effect of grammatical function of -ed.

6 4
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Specifically, if r in the above rule represents presence, an

unaccented vowel preceding [d] is present; if it represents

absence, the vowel is accented. If B in the rule represents

presence, the -ed suffix involve0 is not the past tense marker;

if B represents absence, -ed does mark past tense. If A repre-

sents presence, the verb involved is followed by a pause or a

word beginning with a consonant. In cases in which A repre-
_

sents absence, it is followed by a word beginning with a vowel.

When A represents prescuice, the irequency of kfl-deletion will

be higher than if the B feature is present and the A feature,is

absent. When B represents presence, the frequency is higher

than if the,r feature is present and the B feature is absent.,

2.2.6 Comparison with the Detroit data: There is a striking

degree of convergence between these results and those of

Wolfram's (1969:95-109) study of [d]-deletion in black speech

in Detroit, although he took under consideret-4on only non-

grammatical [d]. Wolfram found that the frequency of [d] ab-

sence was lower when the word was followed bx,a word beginning

with a vowel, and that it also was lower when an accented vowel

preceded the [d].8 He gives no data from which the hierar-

chical ordering of the two constraints can be inferred, but his

cryptic handling of the accent constraint compared to his de-

tailed treatment of the effect of the following phonetic en-

vironment suggests that he considers the latter to be the more

sigi7ificant constraint.

Even more striking is the degree of convergence concerning

the effect of a pause in the following phonetic environment.

In the Washington data, the effect of a consonant and a pause

on the frequency of [fl-deletion was virtually identical. The'

situation for the Detroit data was presumably the same, since

Wolfram (1969:98) came to the same conclusion:

6 :5
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Elsewhere ... the distinction between a Lollowing
consonantal and non-consonantal environment affects
the frequency of particular realizntionse In Fig. 24
there is a-similar type of environmental distinction,
obtained by separating the following environment on
the basis of vocalic versus non-vocalic environment.
The vocalic environment includes any potential d
immediately followed by a.vowel; the non-vocalic'
environment includes any potential d when followed
by a consonant or pause of some type (either a ter-
minal or non-:terminal pause).

This degree of convergence points to two interesting Con-

clusions. First, the [d]-deletion rule is an established part

of Black English phonoldgy on a nationwide level. Second, the

rule for deleting grammatical [d] is clearly the same as that

which deletes final [d] in single morphemes.9

2.2.7 Deletion and devoicing. Linguists who have ana-lyzed

final [d]-deletion in Black English have combined [d]-deletion

with the analysis of other phenomena in the dialect. As we

pointed dut earlier (cf. note 5),-Labov (Labov et al. 1968: .

129-131) allows postvocalic [d] to'be deleted by a "final t,d

deletion rule" which deletes postvocalic [t] as well as post-

consonantal [t] ana [d]. Wolfram separates postvocalic and

postconsonantal [d]-deletion, and separates the deletion of

[d] from the deletion of [t] after vowels, but treats the de-

letion of [d] with the devoicing of [d] in postvocalic

syllable-final position. He gives no linguistic evidence that

the tvo phenomena are related, except, for the fact-that the

vocalic versus nonvocalic following environments seem to con-

strain devoicing as they constrain deletion. Wolfram's basic

reason for treacing the two phenomena together seems to be

more sociolinguistic than strictly linguistic. A basic con-

cept in his work is the notion of the linguistic variable.

Following Labov's earlier work,1° WolfraM-defines the linguis-

tic variable as "an abstraction [which] is realized in actual
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speech behavior by variants; that is, individual items which

are members of a class of variants constituting the variable"

(Wolfrat 1969:4i). Thus, the linguistic variable realied by

variants is somewhat analagous to phonemes realized by allo-

phones or morphemes realized by allomorphs. The linguistic

variable, however, is not the same thing as a phoneme or a

morpheme. First, the variants of a given variable can tran-

scend phoneme Joundaries. Second, the variants are,considered

to be controlled to a degree by social considerations, not as

"freely" varying. Finally, a variable does not.have to be a

phonological unit; it can equally well be a grammatical feature.

Wolfram is led 1)r his model to consider deletion (the 0

variant), devoicing (the t variant), and the voiced pronunci7

ation (the d variant) to be the three variants of the vari-0
able, d. In an attempt to account for the correlation between

stigmatization and social class in die use of final poztvocalic

[d], this approach is qufte,defensible, since it is useful to

know tgat the deletion and devoicing in this position are

4 socially stigmatized. For our purposes, however, it is im-

portant to dit.cover whether or not there are linguistic reasons

that will leaa to the conclusion that'deletion and devoicing

are related in some way. There are two reasonable hypotheses.

Conceivably, deletion could apply to the output of devoicing .11

The other hypothesis is that devoicing and deletion function

indepeildently of each other.

One indicatfon that the two operations are no; entirely

parallel is the fact that the devoicing of [d] is part of a

general.final obstruent devoicing rule." Not only can both

mood and mooed be pronounced [mu:ut] or (mu:u9t], but leg is

sometimes [1E:k] or [1E:9k], rob often is heard as [ra:p] or

[ra:9p], and edge can be P.:21 or [E:9C]. Underlying voiced

spirants are similarly devoiced, but at reduced frequency

levels." en the other hand, [d] is the only voiced obstruent

which can be deleted ky regular phonological rules."
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This obviously does not preclude the possibility that [d]

could.be devoiced by the general obstruent devoicing rule and

iater deleted by a rule which applies only to voiceleSs alve-

olar stops. The reasonableness'of this analysis depends on

the answer to two questions. First, does he output of the

devoicing rule applied to [d] yield a segment which merges

with It]. Second, does deletion ayply to final postvocalic

[d] and [t] equivalently. Although there are no tabulations

to prove,it, .it seems clear, on the basis of many hours of

listening to Black English speech by a number of linguists,

that final [d] is much more frequently deleted thari is final

postvocalic [t]. Even if the correct analysis calls for a

single rule to delete both segments, it will have to be a

variable rule which predicts that the frequency of deletion

of original [dl-i-S higher than the frequency of Aeletion of

original [t]. This means that original [t] and devoiced

original [d] must be distinct at the point of application of

the deletion rule. This in turn implies that the answer to .

the first question above must be negative.

Unfortunately, the question about the merger of [t] and

[d] cannot be answered unequivocally., Wolfram (1969:95) wait

able to discriminate three kinds of phonetically devoiced seg-

ments which he classified under the t variant -- [ti],
ca.'

and [ti]. These same segments were observed in the Washington

data. It is clear that [ti] is a possible manifestation Of

underlying [t]. For many speakers of English, including

speakers of Black Enplbsh, r] is also possible as a reflex

of underlying [t]. But rtl, (Wolfram's rt1]) is noticeably

distinct from any variety of [t]. At the same time, [t] is

the most common output of the devoicing rule,as applied to [d].,.

The best answer that can be giyen is that devOiced [d].ie some-

times indisting4ishab1 6 from it], but often (perhaps usually)

it is not. Apparently, there are somd three stages'of
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devoicing: eliminatton of glottal friction b, retention o4

glottal stricture, which begins before the oral clesur

(yielding (90), followed oy either eliminationOlst e oral

closure (yielding ["]) or by the.coarticolation of glottal

stricture and oral closure (yielding [n]). In either of phe
0.14.

latter two cases, a segment indistinguiShable from [t] re-

sUltn, otherwise original [t] aad oxiginal [d] are-8istindt.

Since the two kinds of,,segments must be distinct at the point e

of deletion, it is clear that deation of [d] Can apply to the '

.-4
output of the first stage of.cievoicingl.obut cannot apply.to

the output of etther of the,subsequent steps. Illothu words, -

a derivation sequence [4] Ft] 1: 0 is possahe, bu.t
C

a set

(
quence [d] -. [9t1 ftlr 20 is not. In spit of it, ap-

[9] J

'parent rea'sonableness, a stepwise gradation of voicing to de-
-

voicing to total deleticn is.not in accord with:the facts.

We conclude that devoicing and deletion are linguisgicaly

. separate phenomena.

2.2.8 Constraints on devoicing. Although devoicing of final

[d] is ancillary to the main purpose of this volume,'it is

instructive to examine it in some detail. There was consider-\
-able convergence betweph the an4yses of the Detroit and

Washington data concerning the constraints on devoicing..

Wolfram considered four kinds of constraints: (1) whether r

not a word beginning with a yowel followed the,potential [d];

(2) if a vowel did not follow, whether a tonsonant or a pause

followed; (3) if a consonant followed, whether or not the con-
-

sonant was voiced; and (4) whetheK or not an Unstressed vowel

preceded potential [d]. 'He found that the.presence of a word

beginning with a vowel sharply inhibitedsdewAcing, just as it

inhibited deletion, and also found that a pause following

potential 0] cl6rly favored Clevoicing, Compared to cases in

fit
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which a consonant followed. There was a slight increase in

the frequency of the devoicing of [d] when the next 'word began

with a voiceless consonant, compared to cases in which the

next word began with a voiced conaonant. The differences in

frequency were very small, and fpr one social class, voiced

consonants seemed to favor [dj-devoicing.

vlhen the Washington data were examined, th,e same con-

straints were found to tik ffective. The major difference is

that the influence of voicing in consonants appears to be
,

greater in the Washington data,. but there are not many ex-

amples. Table 11 displays the resultspl The figures in (a) --

were highly atgnificant, those in (b) !significant at only the

-05, level of confidence, and there we le too few examples in
/

/(c) to allow a valid statistical tes Wolfram appears to

take voicing as a constraint which operates weakly only within

consonantal following environments.,
1 /
For the Washingtcn data,

however, if the data in Table 11 are rearrank4ed as in Table 12,
/

a pattern emerges which suggests that voicing is more general

as a constraint than consor ntality or vocalicity. Voiced :

consonants and vowels seem to inhlbit devoicing, while voice1-

less consonants and pause tend to favor devoicing. Since 41
. ,

vowels are voiced--and pauses ar necessarily voicelessit

would appear reasonable to extra t the presence or absence
/

of

voicing as the overriding constr4int.
/

The fourth factor investigaed by Wolfram was
%
the pr/esence

*k

\
or absence of accent on the vowel precedingopotential [el.

Tabulating only those examples in \,which potential (dj was not

\
followed by a vowel, Wolfram found,that an unaccented preceding

\
vowel had a slight tendency to favor devoiceng.15 A replica-

\
tion of this tabulation in the WashiTgton data revealed tnat

J

70 percent of the instances of (dj aiter an unaccented/vowel

were devoiced, while 51.7 percent of the instances after an
J

accented vowel were devoiced. These rasults proved npt to he_
\

70 \ :
,
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Xable 11. The effect of three following environments on the
frequency of devoicing of [d] representing the
-ed suffix.

Voiceless 2 22

Voiced 46 18

Percent voiceless 4.2 55.0

N = 88

X2= 28.42, p<.001

(a) Effect of a following vowel compared to the absence of
a following vowel.

4#
--##C

Voiceless 11 ° 11

Voiced 2 16

Percent voiceless 84.6 40.7

N = 40

X2 = 5.17, p<.05

(b) Effect,of a following pause compared to a following
consonant.

-##C0 ##C

Voiceless 8 3

Voiced--
-

2 14

Percent voiceles,s 80.0 17.6

N=47
(c) Effect of a following voiceless consonant compared to a

following voiced consonant.
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significant statistically. However, the results in the two

studies tended to converge; absence of accent had a slightly

favorable effect on devoicing in both sets of data. The

Washington results cannot be taken too serionzly since only

thirty-nine examples met the qualifylng condition, i.e. that

'they not be followed by a word beginning with a vowel.

Table 12. The effect of four following phonetic environments

on the devoicing of [d] representing the -ed suffix.

##C ##C
o v

##V

Voiceless 11 8 3 2

.*
Voiced 2 2 14 46

The same conclusions which can be drawn ioncerring the

deletion rule can be drawn about the devoicing rule. The de-

voicing rule applies to final [d] whether or not-it represents

a grammatical suffix. The rule for devoicing [d] (and probably

other voiced obstruents as well) seems furthermore to be a

general rule of Black English phonology, and not limited to

certain geographical areas.

2.3 Cluster simplification

2.3.1 General remarks. When -ed is added to a verb base end-

ing in a consonant other than [d] or [0, the result is a

cluster of two consonants, the second of which is the [d] or

[t] representing -ed. If the final consonant of the base is

voiced, -ed is phonetically [d]; if voiceless, it is [t].

The Black English treatment of word-final consonant clusters,

of which these -ed clusters are one type, has been extensively

studied by Wolfram (1969) and by Labov and his associates

(Labov et al. 1968). It was found in each of these studies
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.that the removal of [t] or [d] representing -ed is only one

case of a general phonological process by which a word-final

consonant can be removed under certain conditions. Further-

more, the two linguists, working independently with data'from

two widely separated cities, came to many of the same.con-

clusions about the detiiis of this phonological phenomenon.

The Washington data also converged in a remarkable way with

most of the major conclusions of the two earlier studies.

2.3.2 Procedures. Before we examine the details of Washington

working-class speech with respect to final consonant cluster

simplification, it is necessary to describe the procedures

used in extracting and tabulating the data. As mentioned

earlier, twenty eRamples of verbs potentially carrying the -ed

suffix were extracted for each speaker, and each example was

transcribed phonetically. The data under consideration here

include all verb bases ending in consonantal segments except

[t], [d] and [r]. Bases ending in [t] and [d] take the suffix

form [id], and no cluster is involved. According to Wolfram

(1969:131 note 14), the effect of [r] is the same as that of

a vowel. In our preliminary tabulations, we analyzed twenty-

three examples of verb bases ending in [r] and taking the -ed
a

suffix. In all of these verbs a constricted [r] was clearly

pronounced. Of these twenty-three examples of [rd] clusters,

seven (or 30.4 percent) were simplified. This figure is very

close to the rate of deletion for [d] after vowels, which was

27.3 percent. ,The examples are few, but the results do tend

co confirm Wolfram's observation. For this reason, and be-

cause [r] in its constricted pronunciation as the first member

of a consonant cluster is so rare, we decided to eliminate

potential [rd] clusters from further tabulations.

Fifty-five other \examples were eliminated because it

could not be determined whether or not the final stop was

7.3
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present. In by far the majority of these cases a phonetic

[t] or [d] was present, but it was uncertain whether these

segments represented -ed or the initial [t] or [d] of the

following word. The following three examples illustrate the

problem.

... kept us in and talked to [toktht] us, you know. (12)

I used to get knocked down [nakda<un] pretty near
every day. (26)

I liked "The [1a4kdi] Good, The Bad and The Ugly". (07)

The rest were indeterminate because of special factors in the

speaker's tempo, or in tve quality of the tape recording.

Twenty-eight examples of named were eliminated when it

was discovered that final [d] was present in only one case.

This raises the question whether or not the word even has an

underlying -ed suffix for these speakers. It is conceivable

that name in phrases like a boy name Larry is not related to

the verb to name.16

There remained 382 clear cases of verb bases ending in

nonalveolar consonants in which the -ed suffix was expected.

2.3.3 The analyses of Wolfram and Labov. As profound as their

agreements are, Wolfram and Labov do not agree completely on

the details of the cluster simplification phenomenon. For

Labov, there is a rule which removes final [t] or [d] and only

[t] or [d], and this rule removes these consonants whether

they are the second member of a consonant cluster or not.

That is, his "t,d deletion rule" deletes the [tj of sit as

well as sift, and the [d] of sad as well as sand. In addition,

Labov proposes a separate rule to delete the second members of

[st], [sp], and [sk] clusters. For Wolfram, the second member

of a word-final consonant cluster can be absent if and only if

it meets two conditions: (1) the second member is a nonstrident

stop (e.g. not an affricate)," and (2) the two members agree

7 4
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in voicing. Thus, Wolfram sees the absence of the final stops

of [sp], fst], and [sk] clusters as part of the same phenomenon

as the absence of [t] and [d] when they are the second members

of other clusters; the absence of final [d] after a vowel is

part of-a-completely different phenomenon." Wolfram makes no

allowance for the absence of ft] after vowels and explicitly

excludes clusters involving [t] and [d] in which both members

of the cluster do not share the voicing specification. There

are no final clusters in English in which the first member is

a voiceless consonant and the second member is [d]. The spe-

cific clusters which Wolfram's specifications exclude and

Labov's specifications include are [10 and [nt], in which a

voiceless stop ([0) follows a voiced consonant ([1] or [n])

(Wolfram 1969:51). Table 13 summarizes the difference between

Labov's "t,d deletion rule" and Wolfram's consonant cluster

simplification phenomenon.

The question of the merits of the two analyses can be

answbred rather easily on empirical grounds for any given

body of data. The answers to the following questions would

resolve the uncertainties at the four main points of disagree-

ment.

Question: "Yes" answer:

1. Does deletion apply to [d] after vowels Labov
under the same general conditions as to
[d] after consonants?

2. Does deletion apply to [t] after vowels Labov
or voiced consonants under the same
general conditions as to [t] after voice-
less consonants?

3. Does deletion apply to [p], [t], and [k] Wolfram
after [s] under the same general con-
ditions as to other stops which agree in
voicing with the preceding consonant?

4. Does deletion apply to clusters whose Wolfram
members cgree in voicing and which do not
begin with [s) andhr end with [t] or [d]
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under the same general conditions as it
does to clusters whose members agree in
voicing and do begin with.[s] and/or end

in [t] or [d]?

Table 13. Comparison of the treatment of final consonant
cluster simplification by wnlfram and Labov.

Case Wolfram Labov

Separate rule t,d deletion

Vt04 No rule t,d deletia

Cvt## No rule c,d dele_tion_

f iot#411
CC simplification t..,d deletion

ILCvd##)
,.

( t) -
oi

ss p )## CC simplification separate rule

..k..,

i I ## Cc simplification no rule
av av

Symbols:

V = vowel
C = consonant

= any consonant except [s]

/ = any consonant except [t] or [d]

o = voiceless
v = voiced
av av = agree in voicing

After presenting the data from the Washington working-class

sgeakers, we shall address ourselves to these questions to try

to determine to what extent each of these analyses is correct.

It should be noted that our discussion of -ed absence will in-

clude data from the area of intersection of the two analyses,

except that Labov's data includes the absence of [d] after

vowels, which we have treated separately, and our analysis

includes [s#0 clusters, which Labov treats separately.

7.6
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2.3.4 Bailey's analysis. Charles-James Bailey (personal

communication) has proposed a third way of dealing with the

problem of final cluster deletion. His analysis came to my

attention too late to be empirically checked in the Washington

,working-class data, but will be summarized here.

Bailey's contention is that in the examples, involving

final apical stops undei consideration here, deletion can

occur when the stop clusters with the preceding consonant.

This apparently contradicts Wolfram's claim about "mixed-

voiced" clusters and Labov's claim about unclustered [d]- and

[0-deletion. There is basic agreement between Bailey and

Wolfram that final unclustered [d] is variably deleZable, while

final_ unclustered [0 is not systematically deletable. Theze

is a great deal of agreement between Bailey and Wolfram about

the facts of the simplification of //nt// and riteral+//t//

sequences, the only examples 'of Wolfram's "mixed-voiced"

clusters. But these sequences, Bailey observes, are either

not consonant clusters or are not "mixed-voiced". Final

underlying //nt// clusters (as well as //mp// and //nk//

clusters) undergo the deletion of the nasal consonaht.with

nasalization of the preceding vowel, if the prece Lng vowel

is in the same syllable as the nasal. Thus, the correct pho-

netic transcription for sentz, for example, i5['5et].19

Deletioh does not take place isn this case for exactly the

same reason that it does not take place in set UsEati, viz.

[t] is not a member of a consonant cluster. "The same:argument

does not apply to [ed] clusters, since in these cases con-

sonantal [n] is preserved; and clustered [d] is deletable in

the regular way. Similarly, in many cases, final lateral+r/t//

sequences al-e n6t consoiant clusters, since the lateral is not

a consonant bdt the satellite of a syllable nucleus.20 The

correct transcription for built, then, is ['IA
1
:OA 'with [

1
]

the symbol for the satellite lateral. The [t] does not delete

7 7
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in built for the same reason it does not delete in bout

['bet] (and for the same reason it does not delete in dent),

that is, it is not a mergimr of a consonant cluster but rather

follows a 'nucleus plus satellite. The [d] of build rbj :d]

can be deleted, since [d] is deleteble after vocalic nuclei.

However,-- in words like bolt the lateral is consonantal,

but is phonologically treated as unclustered wich [t] nonethe-

less. But the consonantal 1 in bolt is phonetically voiceless, e

so even Wolfram's "mixed-voiced" restriction would'also erron-

eously predict [0-deletion in bolt, at least if cluster simpli-

fication applies sufficiently late in the derivation. The

phenomenon of voiceless lateral consonants being phonologi.cally

,treated as unclustered with following stops is not limited to-

the behavior of Fit] sequences. The Northern States pronunci-

ation of golden ['go:1dp] involves the nonconsonantal pro-,

nunciation of the lateral and allows the cluster of [d] and the

syllabic nasal. The Southern States pronunciation of golden

rgouldan] has a consonantal voiced lateral which clusters with

[d] and prevents the develcpment of a syllabic nasal from (en].

The same phenomenon can hc seen by contrasting London Ulandan]

with mountain Ume-'-q]. But the Southern States pronUnciation

of molten involves a consonantal but voiceless lateral and also

the syllatic nasal (('mo%to]). The [tp] sequence is permitted

even after a consonantal lateral, but only, if it is voiceless.21

Whatever solution is correct for molten will doubtless apply to

the somewhat anomalous failure of [t] to delete in bolt.

just as it is possible to test Labov's analysis against

Wolfram's (as we shall attempt to do in anSwering the above

questions), Bailey's analysis is also testable with careful

attention to the relevant empirical data. One possible test

depends on the correct ordering of the rule for consonant clus-

ter simplification with respect to the rules which delete nasal

consonants before syllable-final voiceless obstruents and which

7 8
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produce saeellite laterals out of underlying consonantal lat-

erals (Bailey would agree that there are underlying sequences

of consonants in both cases). If evidence can be foynd that

the cluster simplification applies before the rules affecting

liquids and nasals, then arguments based on phonetic outputs

would lose their relevance. I know of no evidence that this

is the correct ordering, but Labov (1969a) has shown that

cluster simplification is not an extremely late rule. It must
,

apply at-least before inserting the vowel which produces the

[iz] variant of the plural suffix from underlying [z]. The

evidence which is now available, however, is fairly neatly

handled by assuming that cluster simplification operates on

late phonetic sequences.

The other possible test involves a prediction inherent in

Bailey's analysis. According to Bailey, built is like bit (or

bout) with respect to [0-deletion. Therefore empirical ob-

servations should show that the frequency of [t] absence in

bit and bout is comparable to the frequency of [t] absence in

built (presumably a very low frequency). This prediction is

Largely borne out in Shiels (1972) where final //lt// clusters

of all'types were found to be virtually always intact in the

speech of adolescent Black English speakers in New York City.

Analogously, the absence of [t] in sent should show up at

frequency J.,.vels comparable to the deletion of [t] in set.

Shiels ststdy exes not bear out this prediction, however,
,

since she found that [t] is deletable after underlying //n//

(whether or not the consonant is preserved in the phonetic out-

put) at frequency leves markedly higher than the deletion

after vowels, although it is deleted markedly less often than
,

is [d] after [n].

Returning to laterals, Bailey's analysis predicts that
,

01-deletion after satellite laterals (as in build, or for

that matter, after nuclear laterals as in pulled rphl:d] and

..
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gambled Pgambld1), would occur at frequencies comparable to

deletion of [d] after vowels, not after consonants. Labov and

Wolfram have both shown, and we have been able to verify, that

final [d] is noticeably less frequently deletable after vowels

than after consonants. The data in the present study are cap-

able of being used to test this prediction, but were unfor-

tunately not extracted in such a way as to make such a test

feasible.

2.3.5 Constraints on cluster simplification. A majOr con-

straint on consonant cluster simplification which was found by

both Labov and Wolfram was that bimorphemic clusters, i.e.

clusters which have a morpheme boundary between members, were

less often simplified,than monomorphemic clusters. Thus, the

final ft] in missed,[m:s#0#] is less likely to be absent than

the final ft] of mist fra.stiliAl. Furthermore, Wolfram found

that the presence of a morpheme boundary was the second most

important constraint. Wolfram made no attempt to hierarchize

the constraints he found, but his data on the critical cross

products show that toe morpheme boundary was second to the

absefce of a following consonant in the promotion of cluster

simplification. Labov, however, found that social status and

style. tended to have an effect on the ordering of the two con-

straiqts. For the adolescents and preadolescents, peer-group

membership had a crucial effect. For each of the peer groups

he investigated (except, inexplicably, the Jets), the more

importdet constraint was the absence of a vowel after the final

cluster. For one group of "lames" (i.e. nonmembers of peer

groups), as well as for the Jets, the two factors were of

equivalent importance. For another group of "lames", the mor-

pheme boundary was actually the more important constraint.

Labov also investigated the relative positions of the two con-

straints for adult speakers. In casual style, both constraints
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were of equivalent effect for the middle-class adults. In

seven of eight groups of working-class speakers in casual.

style, the absence of a following vowel was the more important

factor; for the lower-Working-class adults who grew up in the

North, the two factors 'Were equivalent. But in careful style,

all adult groups but one upgraded the importance of the inter-

vening morpheme boundary. For those groups of speakers for

whom the two factors were equivalent, the morpheme boundary

constraint became the more important one in careful style.

For those groupsof speakers for whom the absence of a follow-

ing vowel was the most important constraint in casual style,

the two became equivalent in careful style. For one g-roup of,

adults, the upper-working-class speakers raised in the North,

the two constraints actually switched positions: in casual

style, the morpheme boundary was of secondary importance; in

careful style, it was of primary importance. The exceptional

group was the upper-working-class speakers who grew up in the

South; for them, the absence of a following vowel was- the most
'

important constraint in both styles. The generalization seems

to be that in moving away from vernacular Black English--either

through a shift in social status or a shift to a more fopial

style--the intervening morpheme boundary takes on greater im-

portance, whereas within the vernacular, the absence of a

following vowel seems to be the more important constraint, as

Wolfram found to be the case for all social classes in his

data; cf. the figures in Table 14, culled from charts in Wol-

fram (196962,68).22

For the vernacular, at least, both Wolfram and Labov found

that the major constraint affecting cluster simplification had

to do with the environment following the potential cluster.

It is clear that if the word following a cluster begins with a

vowel, fewer clusters will be simplified than if a consonant

follows. What is not so clear is what the effect of a pause is.
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Wolfram claims (1969:61):

The crucial distinction is between environments in
which a consonant follows immediately and those in
which it does not. Thus, we may distinguish between
non-consonantal, which includes a vowel (whether It

be part of a lexical item beginning with a vowel or
a vocalic hesitation segment), pause, or terminal

juncture, and a consonantal environment.

Pause, Wolfram is saying, affects consonant cluster simpli-

fication in the same way as does a following vowel. . Labov

comes 'to the opposite conclusion (abov et al. 1968:136):

The most important effect, of cbur-se, is that a con-

" , sonant precede the -t,d--that is, that we are dealing

with a crustei.. The second or e effect is the in-

fluence of a following vowel: anything which is not

a vowel favors the rule.

Table 14. Cross product percentages of two constraints on
final consonant cluster simplification in,Detroit
Negro speech.

C#C##C CCO(V)

Upper-middle-class 49.2 22.6

Lower-middle-class 61.7 43.3

Upper-working-class 72.5 65.4

Lower-working-clss 76.0 72.1

When only final clusters are under consideration, the major

inhibiting effect is a following vowel. Anyt%ing which is not

a vowel--including pause--favors the rule deleting the finat

memker,of the cluster. In other words, pause affects the rule

in the same way that a consonant does. Neither scholar, how-

ever, presents the evidence on which he bases his conclusion.

Tabulations of the 382 clear cases of potential bimorphe-

mic clusters in the Washington data tended to converge with

Labov's conclusions aliout the status of pause rather than with

Wolffnmq. Table 15 shows a cocoarison of following environ-
s

ments and their effect on deletion.
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Table 15. Comparison of the effect-of three following
environments on final bimorphemic cluster
simplification.

C.
##V ## ##C

Intact 144 10 34

-5[ii 109-

Percent -

simplified 28.7 73.0 4* 76:2.r,

It is Cleir that the effect of a consonant and the effect

of a pause are virtually identical. The data justify a dich-

rAct4lof following environments as Labpv has suggeated--between

vowe' and nonvowel. Tabulated in thi, way, the effect of a

vowel on deletion compared pp tne effect of a,consonant is

statisticcuiy highly significant, as Tabie 16 shows.

,
Table 16. Comparison of the effect of a following vowel and

the abjence of a following vowel on final bimor-
phemic cluster sicr-lification.

. ##V __##(C)

.c Zntact 444 ' 44

Simplified 58 136

Percent ,

11. simplified 28.7 75.6
. .,

N = 382

= 86.4, p<.001.

4 Another constraint dissussed by both Labov and Wolfram

is Ihe.phonological quality of the first member of the cluster.

Three maduz kinds of Consonants weie investigated, for their

effeci'on deletion: stops, spirants, and sonorants. Labov dealt

with these constraints relatively grossly; he combined stops

and spirants at obstruents and compared them with sonorants.
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However, his sonorant category does not include (n]. Labov

found End] and [nt] clusters hard to tabulate for the follow-
.

ing, reasons (Labov et al. 1968:126): 1

In the -case of nasal /n/ plus /-t,d/, we fresuently
find that a nasal _flap is formed in which the stop
feature is expresse'd by the ballistic flap dharacter

1 and the nasal by nasality. Yet this flap cHaracter-
istic shades.imperceptibly into a single nasal, and
it was found impossible to cotie the series Sdtis-
factorily: that is, the number of indeterminate cases,
was large as compare& to the clear razes.

Tabulating in this way, with stops and spirantsrclassed to-

gether as obstruents, And with sonorants not including (nd]

clusters, Labov found that - preceding nbstruent favored de-

/Action more than 4Apreceding sonorant.

The Washington data included forty-six exatliples of po-

tential (nd) clusters. Most of these seemed to be relaLively

straightforward, the verb was either transcribed as ending in

(nd] and the cluster tabulated as intact, or the verb ending

was transcribed as (n] ar.d the 'cluster tabulated as simplified.

But there were three kinds of ploblems for which special de-
, ,

cisions had to be made. The first is the tase LaboNnntions

in which the verb ends phonetically i a 'nasal flap, in

he had already signed up [sanGp] for it (60). These c ses

were tabulated as simplifiedpusters; however, there ere

only four cases th which a nasal flap was transcribed. The

second orobrem,involved cases in which both members of the
-

cluster were absent, as in I loaned one (louwan] of my friends

five dollarS (61). In all such cases, the preceding vowel was

nasalized, and there were no cases where (n] was transcribed

as absent and fd] as _present. These cases were tabulated as

simplified clustces. The third problem arose with some pro-

nunciations of the verb happened. In some examples, neither

tfie (n] nor the [d] was present, gut the verb ended in a syl-

labic [m],vresumably by assimilation to the preceding [p],
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as in I fell on the floor and was wondering what happened

RIEPT] (76). These cases were tabulated with the simplified

clusters Other pronunciations inclusied both this syllabic

bilabial nasal and [n], as in I forgot what happened at

[hapmnt] the last part (55). Presumably, not only did the

underlying syllable represented orthographically as en assimi-

late to the preceding labial stop, but the underlying [d]

representing -ed assimilated to the preceding nasal. Under

this assumption, these cases (four in number) were tabulated

with the intact clusters. By making these detisions, we were

able to include the potential [nd] clusters in our tabulations.

Wolfram's consideration of the nature of the preceding

consonant differed from Labov's in two aspects. Like the

present study, Wolfram included tabulations of potential [nd]

clusters. More significantly, as it turns out, Wolfram broke

down the obstruent segments into, two categories--stops and

spirants. This gives an interesting graded series based on

sonority an.1 ccntinuing airstream meclianism.23 Stopb are

neither sanorant nor sustained, spirants are sustainediut not

sonorant, and sonorants are both sustained and sonorant. Wol-

fram's results tend to indicate that the "sustained" feature

(which he calls "continuant") is the feature providing the more

important constraint on cluster simplification. Tabulating his

examples of bimorphemic clusters when followed by something

other than a consonant, Wolfram (1969:70-71) found that:

Particularly for the working-class informants, where
final stop absence is a fairly regular patf.ern, the

stop + stop clusters show a lower perceatage of
absence than the spirant + stop and nasal/lateral +
stop. In spirant + stop and nasal/lateral + stop
clusters, the first member of the cluster is a con-
tinuant.... If the scores for continuanL + stop
clusters are contrasted with those for stop + stop
clustei-s, the difference between the two types of
clusters is significant.
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The difference in the frequency of final consonant absence

after spirants compared to absence after sonorants is not

'nearly so clear in Wolfram's data. Wolfram compared the fre-

quency of absence after spirants with ab'sence after sonorants

for both bimorphemic and monOmorphemic clusters.
24

By and

large, more final consonants were absent after spirants than

after sonorants. Among the monomorphemic cluStexs; however,

the upper-middle-class speakers had about the same level of

absence after the two kinds of consjnants, and the lower-

workiag-class had a higher rate of absence after spirants

than after sonorants. When the bimorphemic clusters were

tabulated, absence after spirants exceeded absence ulter son-

orants, dxcept for the lower-working-class speakers, for whom

the reverse was true.

The Washington working-class speakers proved to be very

sensitive to the effect of the preceding consonant in their

application of the cluster simplification rule. Final stops

were deleted after stops 37.4 percent of the time, the fre-

quency after spirants was 49.1 percent, and after sonorants

the frequency was 63.3 percent. This distribution was highly

significant, as Table 17 shows.

Table 17. Comparison of the effect of three types
of preceding consonants on final bimorphemic

cluster simplification.

Sonorants Spirants ihri Stops

Intact 54 57 77

Simplified 93 55 46

Percent
simplified 63.3 49.1 37.4

N = 382

X2= 18.10, p<.001
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For the Washington speakers, deletion after spixants is

much more clearly intermediate .between deletion after stops

and after sonorants than was the case for the Detroit speakers.

Clearly, "stopness" and obstruence inhibit deletion, while

sustained airstream and sonoTance favor it. Stops, which,in-

corporate both the inhibiting factors, cause the lowest level

of deletion frequency. Sonorants, which have the two favoring

features, cause the greatest frequency. Spirants are obstruent,

tending to lower deletion frequency, and sustained, tending to

raise it. Not only are these results statistically significant

for the Washington data and reasonably convergent with Wolfram's

Detroit analysis, but they also make good phonetic sense as well.

Wolfram makes a suggestion as to why "continuants" should

favor deletion more than stops do ( Wolfram 1969:71):

With continuant 4- stop clusters, the continuant is
often lengthened when the final stop is absent
(e.g. [mcs:ap] 'messed up'). This lengthening can
compensate for the absence of the final stop. With
voiceless stop consonants, the same type of length=
ening does not generally occur. Thus, the observed
difference in frequency lies in the potential for
lengthening that is found in the continuants as
opposed to stops. Until further quantitative study,
and more reliable transcription of length can be
achieva, this interpretation is only tentatively
proposed ad an exp.lanation for the frequency dif-
ferences between the various types of clusters.

An attempt was made to check Wolfram's eminently reasonable

hypothesiS against the Washington data. Length proved to be

,rather difficult to perceive with any high degree of confidence,

so it is doubtful:that Wolfram's call foK "more reliable tran-
.

,scription of iength" was actually met. Nevertheless, it soon

became apparent that, contrary to Wolfram's expectations, there

Were a number of examples in which length was as clearly per-

ceivable in stop consonants as it was in continuant consonants,

although it was seldom transcribed for either. Examples of each

kind of transcription appear below:

'
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Long.continuant: We get the tree fixed up [f=lcs.Gp]

and what not. (10)

Long stop: The best teacher I ever had was my

first-grade teacher. And I liked fla'1(.1 her

the best because .... (07)

A comparison of the number of transcriptions of long stops be-

fore deleted -ed with the number of transcriptions of long

continuants showed very little difference. There we-re 148

examples of simplified bimorphemic clusters in which the first

member was a continuant. In fifteen of these cases, a long

continuant was transcribed, or 10.1 percent. There were

forty-six examples of simplified bimorphemic clusters in which

the first member was a stop. Six of these were transCribed as

long stops, or 13 percent. In short, we were unable to verify

Wolfram's hypothesis.

The Washington results, then, agree with Wolfram's data,

but not with Ldbov's. Ldbov says nothing about ills coaclusion

that sonorants in the preceding environment do not favor de-

letion as,nmch as obstruents, except to state that they do not:

"Finally, we note tha clusters with sonorant first members

show less simplifica on than those with obstruent first

members"(Labov et a . 1968:135). There are several' factors

which might explain his results are in this direction.

First, Labov did not consider [rid] clusters. In the Washington

data, [rid] clusters were romewhat mot4 often simplified than-
.

other sonorant [clj clusters. Secondly,,he presumably did

include [10 clusters. This cluster is an example df mixed-

voiced clusters which Wolfram excludes from simplification

entire1y.2 It seems reasonably clear that these mixed-voiced

clusters are at least less liable to be deleted than sonorant

[d] clusters, and so would tend to lower the tabulation of

frequency of deletiou for sonorant + stop clusters in Labov's

data. Third, Labov may well have included (rd] clusters in his

count, which would agail Lend to lower the deletion frequency

II

4
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for sonorant + stop clusters. Finally, this constraint is a

relatively low-level one, and is probably not well-ordered fo_

all sets uf Black English speakers. We saw that in Wolfram's

data tne ordering between sonorant + stop and spirant + stop

clusters was not clear. Tabulating stop + stop and spiran,

+ stop clusters together as obstruent clusters would give

Labov a frequency level that could easily be poorly ordered

with respect to tonorapt + stop clusters.

In their study of black adolescents in New York, Labov et al.

'raise the issue of the status of the final [dj or [tj in such

verbs as keep-kept, leave-left,and tell-told (Labov et al.

1968:127). These final consonagis are not unambiguously the

sign of past tense; the vowel change also indtcates the gram-

matical category. 1Labov and his associates found that the

frequency of cluster deletion when these "ambiguous" cases were

invalved was lower than the fraquency of simplification of mono-

morphemic cl,.sters but high:r than the frequency of bimorphemic

clusters when a vowel change was not invalved. This result was

replicated in the Washington data, except, of course, that there

are no data on monomorphemic clusters. Of seventy verbs which

form their past tense, past participial, and derived adjective

forms by both a vowb1 change and the addition of [tj or [dj,

fifty-six (or 80 percent) had simplified clusters. Of the 312 -.4`

examples of verbs which form these forms only by the suffix-

ation of (tj or [d), 138 (or 44.2 percent) had simplified clus-
.

ters (see Table 18).

In analyzing the'absence ofidj representing -ed affixed

to verb bases ending in a vowel, it was found that deletion was

favored if the final syllable was unaccented. An analysis of

this constraint in connection with final consonant clusters

revealed that weak accent favored deletiln of [dj or [tj as the

second member of a Bimorphemic cluster as well. That is, the

-ed suffix is significantly more likely to be absent in a verb

8 9
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Table 18. Comparison of the effect of vowel change
and the absence of,vowel change on final
bimorphemic cluster simplification.

Vowel Change No Vowel Change

Intact . 14 174

Simplified 56 138

Percent
.simplified 80.0 44.2

N = 382

Je= 27.5, r.001

like damaged than in a verb like móved or believed. In tabu-
.

lating the effect of this constraint:the seventy-one examples

of verbs which form their'past tense by a vowel change as weil

as the addition of Ed) or (0 were t'emoved, because all such

verbs are monosyllabic and therefore fall into the accented

syllable category. This means that the vowel change constraint

could effect the tabulation of the stressed syllables, but not

the unstressed syllables. Of the remaining 311 examples, 30

had final unaccented syllables, while,the remaining 281 ended

in or consisted of an uc ed syllable. Simplified clusters

ccurred in 70 percent of th unstressed syllables but in only

41.6 percent of the stressed syllables. This difference was

significant, but only at the .01 level of confidence (see

Table 19).

In the case of -ed with verbal bases ending in a vowel,

it, was found that Pi] absence was signilicartly less frequent

when it rfpresented the past tense than when it represented a

past participle or a derived adjective. The tabulations seemed

uo suggest that the relatively mote serious potential loss of

information might serve to inhibit WI absence in past tense

forms. The situation with respect to bimorphemic clusters
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Table 19. Comparison'of the effect of stress and the
absence of stress on final bimorOhema
cluster simplification%

Stressed Unstressed
. Syllables Syllables

Intact 164 9

JSimplified 117 21 °

Tel-ceni gimplified 41.k 70.0

= 311

X2= 8.835.01 =

seems quite analagous, and the same argument would seem to be

applicable: Mit the data do not 'Jear out this reasoning.

Whether or not the final ft] or [d] of a consonant cluster

repreients a past tense -ed or a partiip r n adjective

-ed had a very slight effect on its frequency of deletion.

Of the 299 potential past tense clusters, 49.5 percent were .

simplified. Of the 83 'adjectival and participial bimorphemic

clusters, 55.4 pement were simpli,fied. The tendency was thus

in'-the.same direction as in the case of [d] hbsence after

vowels, but the difference was not significant.

L'abOv mentions voicilig as a minor constraint on conson-

ant cluster simplification; that is, voiced clusters are

slightly more likely to be.simplified than voiceless clusters:

-. He indicate'S that he compared all clusters in which both mem-

bers are voiced with those in which both members are 'voice-

less, eliminating the mixed-voiced [1t1 clusters. This means

that all the clusters whobe. first member is a sonorant were

inclUded among the voiced crupters, thus mixing the effect of

a sonorant with the effect of voicing. To discover precisely

what the effect of voicing would be, it seemell wise to control

for manner of articulation. For the Washinhon working-class
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speakers, voiced obstru,-.s (bcth spirants and stops) were

compared with voiceless obs:ruents. It was discovered that

bimorphemic clusters whose iirst members were voiceless ob-

struents were deleted t a frequency rate of 41.2 percent

while the rate after vo celess obstruents was 48.8 percent.

This difference is not significant. It seems that voicing

alone is not a constraint on deletion, at least not for the

Washington speakers.

2.3.6 The form of the rule. We ar, now in a position to dis-

cuss the specific form of the cluster simplification rule.

First, we shall attenpt to resolve the major differences be-

tween the descriptions of Labov.and Wolfram. To do this, we

will consider the four questions raised earlier in this 'section.

1. Does deletion apply to [d) after vowels under the

same general conditions as to [d] after consonants?

A "yes" answer would support Labol.r's "t,d deletion mle" over

Wolfram's analysis of clusters only. Wolfram believed he had

found a difference between the effect of pause and the effect

of following vowels and consonants on [d] absence after a

vowel as compared to consonant-cluster simplification:

The difference between (a) consonantal and non-
consonantal, and (b) vocalic versus non-vocalic
in the tabulations is found in the classification
of pause or terminal juncture. In (a), pause and

terminal juncture are included in the non-consonantal
environment; in (b), in the non-vocalic. The effect
of pause operates quite differently for the d variable
and the consonant-cluster variable. (Wolfram 1969:131,

note 17)

Labov, of course, did not find such a difference in the effect

of pause on the deletion of WI after vowels and after con-

sonants, and, as we have seen, our results show that the effect

of pause is the same as the effect of a consonant on [d]-dele-

tion as well as on consonant-cluster simplification.
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The significant constraints on the deletion of NJ after

vowels found in the present study are: (1) the presence or /

absence of a vowel following potential final NI; (2) whether

the -ed represented by NJ marks the past tense or not; and

(3) whether or not the final NJ in question occurs in an

accented or unaccented syllable. The significant constraints

on cluster simplification which we found are: (1) the presence

or absence of a vowel after a potential cluster; (2) the ob-

struence and sonorance of the preceding consonant; (3) whether

tile verb in question has past and derived adjective forms in-

volVing a vowel change; and (4) whether the cluster in question

occurs in an accented or unaccented syllable. In both cases,

the pr2sence or absence of a vowel serves as a major constraint,

and the presence or absence of strong a,cent as minor one.

The constraints having to do with the phonetic qualities of

the preceding consonant and wi-th the vowel change in the case

of cluster simplification are not relevant to NJ-deletion

after vowels. The only difference in constraints on the two

cases of final consonant absence has to do with _the functiod

of the -ed suffix. This was an impOrtant constraint on the

deletion of NJ after vowels but was statistical-Ur-not signifi.-

cant as a constraint on bimorphemic cluster simplificatinn.,

Nevertheless, the tendenEy, found for cluster simpLOiciation was

in the same direction as that found for NJ-deletion'after
. -

vowels: slightly fewer bimorphemic clusters were simplified iE

the final member represented past tense -ed chLn if it repre-

sented adjectival or participial -ed. If enough_populations

of Black English speakers could be found with-the same tendency,

statistical significance as shown by such tests as chi-square

would not be important. Yet, if the data for other populations

patterned in general as the Washiagton data do, there might be

a problem in ranking the constraints in hierarchical order,

since past tense function seems to be a much higher-ranking

9 3.
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constraint in the case of [di-deletion after vowels. However,

it would be possible to cut the Gordiin knot by tabulating

both kinds of deletion together and ranking the aggregate

frequencies. In any event, the bulk of the evidence points

toward a "yes'q4-nswer to Question 1.

2. noes geletion apply to (t] after vowels or voiced

consonants under the same general conditions as to

ft] after voiceless consonants?

Unfortunately, it will be impossible to answer this most

crucial question. In the Detroit study and in the present

study, casual preliminary listening to the tape recordings

seemed to indicate that final (t] absence after vowels, (n],

and [1] was almost negligible, and as a result, no tabulations

were made of (t] absence in these environments in either study.

Since Labov did make tabulations in this area and found that

(0 absence could be combined with (d] absence in these en-

vironments, the answer to Question 2, in the absence of

counterevidence, must be (a qualified) "yes".26

3. Does deletion ap,L, to (0, 40,--and [k] after

[s] under the eame general conditions as to

other stops which agree'in voicing with the

preceding consonant?

The answer to this question is crucj.al for the determin-

Ution whether or not a rule limited to (t] and (d] is justified.

. Labov and his associates (1968:131) give three arguments why

(s] (p], (0, or (kJ clusters are not governed by the same

rule which deletes (d] or (t] in other environments. We shall

consider each one of them in turn:

A. The frequency simplificatiOn is higher, approaching

that of a categorical rule for many speakers.

This cannot be taken as an argument for setting up a sep-

arate rule any more, than the fact that (t] and [d] re more

often deleted after a consonant than after a vowel constitutes
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a conclusive argument that a separate rule is needed for these

environments, teo. Higher frequencies of rule operation in

some environments than in others is precisely the kind of

phenomehon that Labov's treatmenE.of variable constraints is

designed to acoount for. Even for those speakers for whom

simplification frequency in this environment "approaches that

of a categorical rule", variable rules cad be written to.pre-
.

dict invariance within the variable rule (Labov 1969b:739-40).2"

It would be peculiar to delete [st] clustr.,rs by a separate rule,

and not with the remaining instances of final [t] deleted by the

final "t,d deletion rule". For the Washington speakers, it was

not true that [s) raised the frequency of [tj-deletion, as com-

pared to other voiceless spirants. Clusters of the fbrm (sift]
i

were simplified 48.9 percent of the time, while other clusters
,

of the form +dons were deleted 51.9 percent of the time.
-son fit

[

+&)nt
-voice '

Further confusion results when,ye examine the [s] + stop

cluster simplification rule as Labov- writes it. The rule
3

deletes final stops after all strident segments. If we accept

Chomsky and Halle's (1968:176) spcification of the features

of the Englisti consonants, thiCwoula delete stops (in.particu-
.

lar [t]) after laz voiceless spiran. Yet Labov does not pre-
,

sent any evidence of dramatically higher deletion freqLencies

after any spiiadto except [s].

B. These are the on1.7 clusters in which final -.2 and

-k-are effected: that is, after nasals and liquids,
-- I

thesestops are preserved intact.

This factis not disputed. However, it would be accpunted

for equakly well by Wolfram's more general restriction that the

two members of a clustei must agree in voicing for deletion to

take place."

final clusters

The clusters [sp) and [sk], are the only two

in English involving [p] and [k] as the .s.,,-ond

9 5
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member in whieh the voicing,specification of both members is

the same. But if we accept a "yes" answer to Question 2 above,

we cannot preserve the voicing agreement'restriction on the
0 .

cluster simplification rule as a wholei As a result, the

simplqication of (sp] and (sk] clustiis muse be, if not a

-'separate

C.

rule, at least a, eUbcase of Lhe general deletion,rule.

Final -sts, -eks present special difficulties

for NNE 1Ndgroyonstandard English] speakers.' These

clusters are literally unr-onounceahle for most

individuals ... and are:resolved by a number of

means all of which involv the toss of the stop.

One of these "means" involves the insertion of (t] and

the removal of thefinal stop between the two occurrences of

[s]. Thus, the plural of test for.many Black English speakers

is ftEsiz]. But, as Labov goes on to show-, this plural form

is the resutt of a general rule for [4]-0enthesis in English,

which applies between the final sibklant of a base and a [z]

suffiw. This rule applies after, the deletion of the final

stop, by whatever means, and sheds no tight on the form of the

rule by which the stop is deleted.

Another of these "means"AnVolves the prohunciations

(dts:] for desks and (tts:1 for tests. These pronunciations,

by no means uncommon in standard English: seem tk, involve the

deletion of the stop between two homorgamc cônsonants. This

phenomenon is not limitU to (s]; it seems, on the basis of
---

the Washington data, that -ed in the form Ed] or (t] wad vir-
,

tuapy always deleted between any pair of homerganic conson-

ants, even across wont boundaries, as'in the examples below.

He jumpted back (dzampbak) and he went lawn and hit
the ground. (86)

'Cause the,dude slapped me (sla.pmil a,couple of
times, hisself. (84)

Again, it seems that this should be a constraint on the general

9 6.
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deletion rule; in any event it does not seem to be evidence to

be used in an argument involving only [s] + stop clusters.29

Of Labov's argumenti, only argument B seems to have.any

validity, and it is yalid, not because the first member of the

clusters involved is [s], but because the second members of

,some of these clusters are [p] and [k]. 'We conclude that the

answer to Question 3 is "yes".,

4. Does deletion apply to clusters which agree in 10_

voicing a4d Which do not begin with [s] and/or

end in [d] or [t] under the same general con;

ditions as it does to clusters which agree in

voicing and do -begin with [s] and/or end in

[d] or [t]?

This question refers to the case in which deletion would be

predicted by Wolfram's_vOicing agreement constraint but in

which Labov's rules would predict no deletion, since the case

is covered neither by the "t,d deletion rule" nor by the [s]

+ stop rule. Bruce Fraser.(personal communication) has

searched for such clusters in English and found that the lan-

guage has only a single lexical item meeting these conditiops--

the word bulb. Neither the present study .nor either of the twb

previous studies extracted pronunciations of the word bulb, so

tilat there are no hard data to refer to. However, most lin-

guists who have worked on Black English would agree that no

pronunciation involving the absence of the final stop is pos-

sible. The siluation is further complicated by the fact the

[1] member of the cluster is often not a consonant, so that a

phonetic consonant cluster does not result. This fact makes

it tempting to postulate that there is no underlying [1] in

the Black English phonological structure of the word. However,

the fact t.at bulb is sometimes pronounced with a consonantal

[1], and also that Black English has a rule for [1]-vocalization

9 7 .
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on independent grounds (cf. Labov 1969b:748,755), indicates that

this is not the solution.

Even if there is a consonantal [1] in the underlying-form,

-if it is vocalized before the application of the simplification

rple, Wolfram's'constramts would not predict deletion, be-Cause

the fipal stop would then be preceded by a vocalic segment.

But the evidence from final [1d1 clusters is that the vocali-

zation of [1] should follow the cluster simplification rule,

since the absence of [111 after vocalized [11 seems to be at

frequency levels comparable to absence after consonants, not

after iowels (see Labov 1969b:748). The word bulb seems clearly

a counterexample to Wolfram's voicing a6reement condition and

to be consistent with what Labov's rules predict. Since there

i3 only one word involved, it would be an easy matter to mark

bulb as an idiosyncratic ,exception to the cluster simplifica-

tion rule, but it can occasionally be the case that such

marginal instances provide the only valid evidence to decide

between alternative analyses. The answer we accept to Question

4, then, is "no".

Since our acceptance of "yes" at"the answer to Question 2

and "no" as the answer to Question 4 entails the rejection, of

Wolfram's voicing agreement restriction and acceptdnce of

Labov's limitation of tHe operation of cluster simplification

to [t] and [d1, we will have to modify the "t,d deletion rule"

to include [sp1 and [ski. The rule is no longer a "t,d dele-

tion rule" but a "final stop deletion rule". With this one

exception, We endorse Labov's analysis against Wolfram's.3°

The form the rule takes thus far, excluding the Greek

letters to indicate,hierarchy of constraints and with the

variable constraint in parentheses, is:

[

I-cons

-son
/ [Fcons

-cont
(°' <-voice>]

-strid
<-cor>

9 8
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All nonsonorant, noncontinuane(i.e. stop) consonants which

are not strident (excluding [t
s
] and [d

z
j) may be deleted if

they are the second member of a consonant cluster. However,

noncoronal stops ([p], [b], [k], and [0) may be deleted only

if the first member of the cluster is voiceless. This restric-

tion does not apply to the nonstrident coronal stops at] and

[d]). Since [b] and [g] never occur as the second member of a

final consonant cluster if the first member is voiceless, this,

restriction is effectively limited to [p] and [k]. Since the

only voiceless consonant which can precede [pj and [k] in this

environment is [s], the restriction limiting deletion of non-

coronal stops to those instances where they follow voiceless

consonants allows the rule to apply to [sk] and [sp] clusters

in addition to final [d] and [t]. As we have indicated, the

preceding environment will not be limited to consonantal seg-

ments, but this environment will be one of the hierarchized

constraints.

Earlier in this section, we mentioned that if [0 pre-

ceded a final stop, the frequency of deletion resembled'the

deletion'frequency of postvocalic environments rather than

postconsonantal envtronments. As the rule stands now, final

stops can be deleted (at a certain relative frequency level)

i
after any [4consj segment, that is after any

[fcons
segment

-voc

[i-consi
(any true consonant) or after any segment (any liquid).

+voc

But this does not predict the apparent empiric:A facts: [1]

should be included but [r] should not. But to include all

(+cons] segments except [r] results in An odd set of feature

specifications, namely:

-vocN

This means that the segment in question must be consonantal

9 9
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add either nonvocalic, or, if vocalic, then anterior. The

features vpcalic and anterior are unrelated, and to require
*

that a segment be either minus for one or plus for the other

seems very strange. There is, of course, no reason why a

phonological analysis cannot contain odd specifications if the

phonological situation being described is a strange one. Sup-

pose, for çample, that there was a late rule in English which

specifies a ghonological process which takes place following

any consonant except [fj. The specification of this environ-

. ment would be

rtCorons

)1

l-contJ

This specification states that the segment is consonantal and

either coronal, or, if not coronal, then noncontinuant. The

oddness of, this specification matches the oddness of the hypo-

thetical situation; there is no reason why [fj and only [f]

shduld be excluded from an environment which includes all the

other consonants in the language- But giyen the facts about

the phonetics of American English constricted [r], it would

not seem implausible that it should for some rule function

like a vowel or a glide, rather than a consonant.

There seem to be at least four solutions to this problem.

One, of course, is simply to accept the odd specification-sug-

gested above. Another would be to argue that the complication

is evidence that varaible rules are not linguistically inter-

esting. A truly linguistic rule, in this view, would not re-

quire a phonetically implausible specification. The consonant

cluster rule, as it is being formulated now, applies to [t]

and [dj in any environment And to [p] and (k) only after [s].

The only reason we need to talk about all consonants except

(r) is that this environment has an important effect on the

relative frequency of deletion. If we decide that relative

100
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frequency is irrelevaixt to linguistic theory, we simply write

an optional rule of the form:

[

+cons
-son
-cont (0)/ ['="--voic>1 ##
-strid
<-cor>._1

In brief, this rule says that final (t) and (d) can be option-

ally deleted no matter what precedes or f011ows, and, that final

[kJ and [p) can optionally be deleted after [sl. This is tan-

tamount to saying that linguistic theory has nothing to say

about degrees of optionality and that variations in relative

frequenv, however dependent on linguistic environment, should

be left to "performance" or accounted for in some other non-

linguistic way.

'. In Fasold (1970), I argued that variable constraints not

only predict relative frequency,, but also predict that there

will be speakers for whom a rule is applicable in the more
.

favorable environments, but not in less favorable ones. Con-

sider, for example, a rule of the form:

X (0)/(AB

This rule predicts that, for speakers who delete X in both

and Z , X is more fiequently deleted in Y than in

'Z . But it also predicts that there may be speakers who

delete X in Y but not in Z , althoughr there will be no

speakers who delete X in Z but not in Y . To take the

case of the final stop deletion rule, this means that there

may be speakers for whom final consonants are deletable after

consonants (the favorabl, environment) but not after vowels.

Wolfram's data strongly suggest tbat there are, in fact, such

speakers. All of Wolfram's social-class groups delete final

monomorphemic consonants in postconsonantal position at con-

siderable frequency levels. However, the upper-middle-class
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white and black groups delete final NJ in postvocalic position

only very infrequently. The exact-figures, culled from Wolfram

(1969:60,97), are shown in Table 20.

Table 20. Comparison of consonant cluster simplification
and postvocalic NT-deletion in the speech of
upper-middle-class Detroit speakers.

Percentage deletion

C in C '## NJ in V ##

UMW 38.7 2.0

liMB 51.0 3.7

Since twenty examples of potential final clusters and twenty

examples of potential final NJ were tabulated for each of the

Detroit informants, there must have been many in these two

groups who showed no NJ-deletion at all to produce percentages

under 4 percent. On the pther hand, there must have been

severayn these same groups who displayed at least some cluster

simplification in order to produce percentages in excess of 38

percent. Therefore it is clear that there are some upper-

middle-clats speakers who have deletion after consonants but

not after vowels. If these speakers also show no deletion

after [11 as well as after vowels, as seeml likely, especially

for the black speakers, then their rule, stated informally and

ignoring variable constraints, is:

C1 (0)/ C2 ##

where C? is voiceless if not coronal

and is not (r1 in any event

In other words, in order to write the correct phonological de-

letion rule to describe these speakers' competence, the problem

of eliminating [11 from the preceding environment must be faced,,

even if the rule is not a variable one.
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A third solution has to do with the capability of [r] to

serve as a syllable peak. A closer examination of the examples

in the preliminary tabulation of potential [rd] clusters re-

vealed the [rrin question was syllabic in all but two cases.

In a dialect of southern origin, like Black English, it is not

surprising that.[r] in nonprevocalic position should be pro-
,c

nounced in a clearly constricted manner only when syllabic?"

This suggests that [d] is deleted less frequently after

syllabic Aegatents than after nonsyllabic segments, rather than

basing the distinction on whether the final [d] occurs after a

vowel or a consonant. This would fit well with Chomsky and

Halle's suggestion (1968i353-355), which they. attribute to

J.C. Milner and C.-J. Bailey, that the feature "vocalic" should

be replacedby ihe feature "syllabic". If this is the case,

then ihe constraint about_the preceding consonant shaald be

stated as
[
fc

ons]
. So stated, the constraint excludes vowels

-syl

(which are always syllabic), glides (which are nonconsonantal),

and syllabic sonorants. In order for this to be the correct

solution, syll/abic [1] and syllabic nasals should have an et-4

fect on frequency analagous to the effect of a vowel or [r],

and nonsyllabic [r] should have an effect like a sonorant con-

sonant. But there are so few examples of syllabic [1], sylla-

bic nasals, and constricted nonsyllabic [rl in our data that

this hypothesis cannot be verified. What data there are seems

to indicate,that deletion is much more inhibited after syllabic

[1] than after nonsyllabic [1], tut not much more inhibited

after syllabic nasals than nonsyllabic nasals. If these indi-

cations are truly representative, then the specification we

must make is as undesirable as the original one, namely:

-syl

-nas

The analysis involving the specification [-syl] can be saved,
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however, if nonsyllabic [r] turns outto have a cbnsonant-like

effect, and (1) additional data.on syllabic nasals show that

they actually do have an.effect like a vowel; or (2) it can be,

,shown that [r] and [1] are syllabified before application of

the deletion rale and nasals are syllabified after it has

applied. 0
The fourth possible solution has to do with a revision of

the teatimes of English [r]. Most descriptions oi English

based on generative phonological theory define [r] and [1] by

the features
[ onsl

. It will be instructive to examine the
+voc

reasoning betiind this. Acgprding to JakobsOW, Fant and Halle

(1963), laterals and "the various intermittent r-sounds" are

so specified. They make it clear, however, that this specifi-

cation does not apply to English" [r] (Jakobson, Fant and Halle

1963z22):

As for the co-called "continuant r , it is actually a

non-syllabic vowel. For example, the English "Received
Pronanciation" possesses a vowel phoneme, which is
opposed as diffuse to /a/, as grave to,/i/ and as un-
rounded (plain) to the rounded (flat) /u/. This pho-
neme is split on the prosodic level into an unstiessLd
/a/ and a stressed /'a/. The former loses its syl-
labicity in the neighborhood of another vowel phoneme
(bear /b'ea/) and becomes still "closer" when followed
by a vowel (red /a'ad/). The stressed phoneme /'a/ is
reprtsented by a more advanced and close variant before
unstressed /9/ (bird /b'ead/) and by a more retracted
and open variant in other positions (bud /b'ad/).

For these scholars, then, English [r] is not a liquid. at all,

but rather a vowel. As such, its features would be
[7cons]
+voc

If this analysis is correct, the problem af'separating [r] from

[1] is solved; the environment must simply be specifiell as

[-cons].

This analysis has not been widely accepted for English, .

however. In Chomsky and Halle (1968), for example, both [1]

and [r] are marked ag fc
onsi

. It is crucial for our purposes
+von
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to examine the justification for marking [r] as [4-cons]. Des-

cribing dis,tinctive features in articulatory terms, "conson-

antan is defined 'as (Chomsky and Halle 1968:302):

... sounds [which] are firoduced witfi a radical ob-
struction in the midsagittal region of the, vocal
tract.... In the case of the common lingual
[r]-sounds, the raised tongue narrows the passage
sufficiently to produce a consonantal obstruction
even if it does noe make complete contact with the
roof of the mouth.

In their discussion of the feature "consonantal", Chomsky and .

Halle show that they intend "radical obstructior" to be char-

acteristic of [11, but not of glides or retroflexed vowels.

/Alt it must be questioned if the obstruction of English [r] is
A
really significantly more "radical" than that of [y] or [w].

If we accept Chomsky and Halle's definition of consonantal,

it seems that an equally good case can be made for assigning the

feature [-cons] to English [r] as [4-cons], simply by deciding

that the constriction is not "radical!' enough. At the same

time, it is not necessary to follow the Jakobson, Fant and Halle

analysis of English [r] as a vowei. It is easily conceivable

that [r] should be specified as a glAde. If the feature

"vocalic" is used, [11 would then have to be specified as

[-voc]. The same argument by which [r] is assigned the fea-

ture [i-cons] applies to the [-yogi assignment. At4ording4o

Chomsky and Halle (1968:302),-vocalic segments:

... are producad with an oral cavity in which the most
radical constriction does not exceed that found in the
high vowels [i] apd [u] and with vocal cords that are
positioned so as to allow spontaneous voicing.

English [r] is not vocalic if its constriction is not (signifi-

cantly) more radical fhan that of [0 or [u]. If theafeature

"syllabic" is substituted for the feature "vocalic", [rj need

only be markee [-cons], since glides are distinguished from

nonsyllabic liquids by the feature "consonantal" alone (Chomsky

and Halle 1968:354).
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.
We would be justified i'h specifying [11 as a glide

,

:-- . .

TcOA,
-voc/syli ) in order to timplify the consonant deletion rule

.

i .

only if by so doing an inordinate number of other phonological

rules of English are not thereby complicated. 1One way to get

evrdence.on thig Would be to search the literafre and note

the effect that this change nold have on the rules,that have

been proposed for English. As an exploratory, first step, we

,- examined the summary of rules in Chomsky and Halle (1958:23.8-

245) to see what effect specifying [r] as a.glide wiiuld have.

It was found that none of these rules woad be complicated bY

such.a change, and that three of them would actually be some-
.

what simplified.

Theee three rules are the'llain Stress Rule, a rule foe

vowel tensing and roUnding, and another rule for vowel tensing.

These rules hive'as part of their en-rironmects the specification

acons . This specifiC-ation refers to'all segments which agree

Lent

in vocalicity and consonantality and are nonanteriore All

glides are and [tant]. Liquids are[cons
-voc -+Noc '

p-consi
but [1]

is [+ant]. Therefore, this dpecification is designed to in-
.

-clude all glides and [1.4. If [r] fs also a glide, the specifi-
/

cation need notjefer to the 'feature anterior;
[cons I

will t
-voasyl

suffice. 1.

ile[r] is given the feature spepification of a glide or

even (following Jakobson, Fent and Hallq) a vowel, it will be

marked [-cons]. With thls spectfication, [r] will be excluded,

as desired, from the consonantal environment given on page 82.
_

Of the three possible solutions we have outlined, we can

clearly reject only the one which demands the'Sbandonmentlof

the variable rule concept.' The evidence for or against the
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solution involving the feature "syllabi'd" and the sClution by'

which [r] in English is marked [-consj is too inconclusive

even for a tentative adoption of either. Thus, we will write

-.the rule conservattvely with the features given in Chomsky and

Halle (1968):

-son
cont

<-voice>/
+ant
-voc

##

Zcoe%

Another constraint that needs special comment is the cyle

involving verbs like keep and tell, which form their past

tense, past participial, and deriv4d ad;ectival forms by vowel.

change as well-as by adding [t].or [4]. This feature was found

to favor deletion. The questton arises concerning how this

constraint is to be written in the rule.

Problems involved in specifying the environments for,vowel

change can be solved if it is assumed that the'formative bound-
.

ary + intervenes between the verbal base and the -ed suffix in

these verbs, while the word boundary # intervenes in'the regular

verbs (Chdinsky and Halle 1968:210,369,370; Sloat and Hoard 1970).

Thus, told is represented AS [tbo'l+dj and tolled as Woul#dj.

If it is assumed that this is the correct way to distinguish

these samiirregular verbs from regular .ones, it will also helii

in dealing with the constraintp on deletion. To review the

facts, it is the case that dluster simplification occurs more

often il there is no boundary present between the members o f

the Cluster than if there is, and if a boundary is present,

there is more deletion if the boundary is + than if it id #.

Labov accepts the distinction between the_two kinds of bound-

aries and accounts for it by assuming that # is the equivalent

of two instances of +. The presence of +, then, is a constraint

on "t,d deletion" and an additional + (adding up to #) Is

another constraint. Labov's insight can perhaps be better
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handled by making use of the distinctive features for bound-

l'aries proposed by-Chotsky and'Halle (1968:364-372). Ip their

system, the relevant features are:

[

-seg(ment)

for +: +F(ormative) BOUndary)
-W(ord) B(oundary)

for #: -FB
+WB

_

-Both boundaries share the feature [-see] and can be distin-

guished by either of the other features.
32

Somewhat arbi-
:

trarily, we suggest that they are to be distinguished by the

formative boundary feature. In this way, we assume-that the

absence of a unit having the:feature [-segj between the mem-
. .

bers of tbe cluster favors the operation of the rule, but if

such a unit does intervene, then the rule is favored tore if

it also has the feature [+FB] than if it does not. The form

of the rule, with these variable constraints in parentheses,
_

now is:
-

+- cons 14+cbns

-son f-voc

-cont (0)/ ##,X. k+ant
(+FB)

-strid k <-voice>i
<-cor>

A further problem which arose was in connection with the

behavior of Sonorants and spirants, as oppo'Sed to stops, as

the first member of a potential cluster. In the Washington

data,'sonorants favored deletion the most, followed by spirans,

,then stops. If this subset of constraints were to be hier-

archized, there are two possibilities. One could take the

feature common to spirants and stops, viz. [-son], and make the

absence of this feature the primary constraint. Within the

nonsonorant consonants, the secondary constiaint wáuld be

"continuant". Alternatively, one could select a feature corn-
/

mon ,to spirants and ,sonorants, say "sustained", as We suggested
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earlier. Abtence of chls.feature would be the primary con-.
-

straint favoring deletion. Within the consonants, specified
-

14aus1, those which ve [+son) would secondarily favor dele-

tion Tore than those which are [zson].

The way to decide how to hierarchize constraints in vari-

-able'rule theory, as it has so far been developed, is to

examine the crucial cross productg: If.the nonsustained son-

orants favor deletion more than the sustained nonsoncrants,

then it'is clea;.that sonordnce should be reco2nized as the

primary constraint'. If not, then "sustained" is the primary*-
,ponstraint. Unfortunately, such a procedure cannot be followed,

- because, w4ile'there are sustained nonsonorants, viz. spirants,

there is no 'such thing as a sonorant which lacks a,"sustained"

airstream'mechanism. Another consideration is that in current

--verstons'of distinctive feature theory there is no*feature cor-

responding to "sustained"; that-is, no sinVe fedture shared

exclusively-by sonorants and spirants. This would be no special.

problem if we adopt ihe first of the two alternative solutions

outli6d'abcve. Let [+son] be the main,favo4ng feature and

[+cont) be the-secondary feature. 'This would suit the Washing-.

ton data well, but is less satisfactory for Wolfram's,Detroit

data, where the'distinction betwezn

not as clear. As Wolfram suggested

data are better served if a feature

sOnorants fs used.

sonorants and spirants is ..

himself (1969:71), his

common to spirants-and
4

Another kind of analysis would involve modifying the raw-,.

'ing of the distinctive'featura. Perhaps the feature "contin-4

uant" should be modified sp that continuance is not limited:,to

tni oral cavity, and sonorants are specified'as [+con;].

Articulatorily, this would amount to A decision that the con-,

*btinuidg outflow.of-air, by whatever.route, is more tmportant
.

in phonology than the degree of obstruction j.n the oral cavity.

f'In Order toAstify such a decision it would be neceqsary to

409
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demonstrate that nasals and liquids function like spirants in

some respects in the phonologies of at least some natural lan-

guages. Another conceivable sblutiqn would be to add the

feature "sustained". to apply to cpntinuing airstream consonants:

But no evidence has ever been presented to suggest that such a

feature is distinctive in any language. For English, this

solution would mean assigning the feature [+sus] reddndantly

to both sonorants and spirants, just to simPlify the final

consonant'deletion rule. In other words, it would cost a rulop

? to simplify a rule, which is hardly economical.

The best solution presently available seems to be to

designateg[+son] as the primary favoring constraint for the

Washington speakers and perhaps also for Wolfram's middle-class

and upper-working-class speakers, with [+cont] functioning as

a secondary.constrain. Perhaps for all of Wolfram's social

groups, and.certainly for the lower-working-class speakers,

tt, primary constraint shbu-ld be considered the absence of the

F-son 1
feature complex

l-contj'
with no secondary constraint. Adopt-

ing this solution, the final stop deletion rule now has tht

form:

+cons
+cons .\

- -son
+ant

-cont -. (6)/ ## X -voice>
-strid

<-cor>
- (+son) f

(+cont)

([-(4.sFe

If we add the constraints concerning the,following environment

and.accent, the rule takes the following form:33
-

[

:Peons,

-son
-cont (0)1 0 X ((-acci)
-strid
<-cor>

1 0

:

+cons t

(+son)
---## ([-Evoc 1)

l-tanei

<-voice>

(LsFegoi -cons
f-voc\

(+cont)

I
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It now remains to determine the hierarchy of the con-

straints. We already have decided that between the featun:s

sonorant and continuant, sonorant takes precedence. When the

position of these two related features in the general hierarchy

is determined, their ranks reldtive to the entire system can be

deterMined. Our datg, like L. w's, seem to indicate that the

most important single constraint is that the final consonant

which is potentially deletable follow another consonant (except

(r]). The next most important constraint revealed by the

analysis of the Washington data is the presencefor absence of

a vowel following the potential final stop. Assuming that gn

investigation of monomorphemic clusters in the Washington data

would reveal that a boundary wat the next most important con-
.

straint, at it was in Detroit and., for the most part, in New

YOrk, we will mark the presence of a boundary as the third

constraint in the hierarchy.

The remaining constraints on deletion are: (1) presence

of the'feature (+FBI in the boundary between members of,the

"cluster; (2) the properties of the consOnant preceding the

deletable consonant; and (3) the accent of the syllable from

which the finai stop is deletable. When the cross products

for several of the constraints -- the formative boundary fea-

ture, the properties of the preceding consonant, and the

presence of a following vowel -- were observed, a near-ideal

array emerged (see Table 21). In spite.of the fact that many

of the cross products are based on a small number of example4,

in only two places (indicated by asterisks) were the percent-.

ages seriously out of order. 34 The cross products indica6,

not surprisingly, that'the presence or absence of a vowel is

the most important of the constraints displayed. Next is the

boundary feature, followed by the two features which determine

the nature of the preceding consonant.

1 1 1
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Table 21. Cross products of some constraints on the final

stop deletion rule.

Following Preceding

-EUvironment Boundary Consonant

V # stoP

,

# ' siprant

V # sonorant

+ stop

+ spirant
A

+ sonorant
,

-V # stop

-V # spirant

-V # ' sonorant
. '

-V +___ stop

-V + spirant

-V. + sonorant

No. Absent:

No. Observed

Percent
Absent

7:65

14:55

16:51

12:14

10.8

25.5*.

.31.4 '-

85.7*

2:5 40.0

7:12 58.3

25:42 59.5
,

28:39 -71,8

49:59 83.0

2:2 '100.0*

11:13 84.6

21:25 84.0

To get a somewhat cle'arer picture of the ordering con-
_ _

straints and to include the accent constraint, the cross pro-
,

ducts were compared pair-wise. (It was imybssibli to put the

accent constraint in Table 21, since all the irregular verbs

with the formative boundary are monosyllables, and therefore

have.strong accent.) The-results are displayed in Table 22.

With regard to the preceding consonants, only the sonorance

feature was compared,-since the place of ehe continuance fea-

ture in the hierarchy can be determined from the place of the

sonorance feature.

In the case of the minor constraints, the frequency of

deletion tends to level off when the more important member of

the pair is favorable.to the rule. By and lar4ge, these tables

show'that the presence or absence of a voWe1 in the following

environment outranks all the other constraints, and that both

11
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Table 22. Pair-wise comparison,of four constraints .a the
final stop deletion rule.

- , Following Percent
Boundary Environment Absent

i #
V 25.1

+ V 67.7

# -V 72.9

. + -V '85.0

p

Following Percent
Accent Environment Absent

strong V . 19.4

:- weak V 57.1

strong -V 73.3
.,

weak -V 73.9

Preceding Percent
Accent Consonant Absent

rong obstruent 35.1

strong sonorant, 55.6-

weak .obstruent .70,0

weak sonorant 70.0

Preceding Following Percent
Consonant Environment Absent

obstrueni V -25.2

sonorant V 34.9

obstruent -V 68.8

sonorant -V 83.3

Preceding Percent
'Consonant Boundary Absent

obstruent 36.8

sonorant 59.1

obstruent 79.4

sonorant 75.7
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the absence of strong accent and the boundary feattire outrank

the sonorance of the preceding consonant. The effect of ac-

cent and the effect of the formative boundary 'feature cannot

be compared directly, but their effect when compared with the

other constraints is about the same, especially when compared

- to the socoranceaconstraint. We will tentatively assign these

tWo features the same rank. The final hierarchy of constraints;

then, ls:

(1) Deletable consonant preceded by another consonant;

(2) Deletable consonant not follOwed by a word be-
ginning with a vowel;

(3) Boundary does not intervene between deletable
consonant and preceding consonant;

(4a) final and prefinal consonants separated by a
formative 'boundary;

(4b) Syllable ending in the deletable consonant has
weak accent;

(5) DeletaSie consonant is preceded by a sonorant
consonant;

(6) Deletable consonant is preceded by a continuant
consonant.

Assigning Greek capital teeters in order of rank, the

final form of the final stop deletion rule is'35

[

+cons
-son
-cont - (0)/ ## x-a ([-aco) A

-strict'

<-Cor)i

(+cons

(-voci
1+ant)
<-voice>

\ E(+son)
2(4cont)

(Lac:tad)._
## B--

2.4 Absence of [id)

2'.4.1 General remarks. When the -ed.suffix follows (d] or

[t], it takes the forR ftd]. Phonologtcal processes described

by Labov et al. (1968) and by Wolfram (1969) Can explain the

absence of the -ed suffix when it is the second member of a

114
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final consonant cluster and when it is [d] following a vowel,

but there are no known phonological rules to delete [id].

Nevertheless, it was found that [id] was absent in a consider-

able number of cases, although'at a lower percentage rate than

[t] or [d], whether in clusters or not. Since the evidence

frost irregular verbs indicales that past tense is an integral

part of Black English, and since phonological rules for de-

leting [t] and [d] have been discovered, it is to be expected

that phonological rather than grammatical rules can lie dis-

covered for [idl-deletion.

2.4.2 Tentative rules. Finding the conditions under which

the suffix could be absent was complicated. To begin with,

it was not the case that [id] was always either intact or com-

pletely absent. In a number of cases, the [d]was.absent while

the vowel was present, aS in a word like separated [sEpire].

This was to be expected as d esult of final [d]-deletion, to

which we have already referred and which is described by

Wolfram (196995-108). Absence of [d] seemed to follow the

constraints discussed by Wolfram, and the devoiced variants

noted by him ([t], [ti], [t9], and [9]) were all observed.

The fact that the [d] can be deleted and the [i] preserved sgr,

gests a solution that could account for a number of examples of

complete absence of [id]. Seven of these occur before vowels.

While examples like [sEpirEqi] for separated or I expected . *

[ikspEkti] are not rare when iollowed by a pauie or by a word

beginning with a consonant, there is only one clear example in

which [d] is absent and [i] is preserved when the next word be-

iins with a vowel. It appears that when the final [d] is de-
.

leted,the remaining unaccented vowel is assimilated to the

initial vowel of the following word>,. If such a process is

assumed, seven examples which would otherwise be anomalous

would be accounted for. A loose form of the rule is:
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-Rule 1. (0) / fdt)

By the [d]-deletion rule and Rule 1, [endid 4p] (ended up)

becomes [..nd 4p] in the following way:

endid Op

[d]-deletion endi 4p

Rule 1 end Op

In other cases, it appeared that [i] had been deleted and

[d] preserved. In such cases, the result would be either,a

ttd1 or a [dd] cluster. Such clusters are simplified; if the

Verb base-ends in [t], [t] is assimilated to the following [d],

as in [wand] wanted. If the same process is involved when the

verb base ends in [d], the result is also a single [d]. For

examnle, if needed were to undergc such a piocess, the result

would be as follows:

niaid
nidd

nid_
This result would be indistinguishable from the result if the

entire [id] suffix were to be aeleted by a single rule, or if

[d] were deleted first and then [i] by Rule 1. This iUggests

the attractive alteinative that the whole problem could be
0

solved if [i] were allowed to- be variably deletable in all

environments and the resulting cluster simplified. Rule 1

could be dispensed with and a single_operation set up to

account fol.. all [id] absence. This solution demands that no

verbal base that ends in [t] can occur in the past tense with-

out the [id] suffix unless the [t] is phonetically [d].

Wanted can appear as [wantid] or [wand] 'but never as [want],

and tooted as [thuuaid] or [thuud] but never as [thuut]. Our

data show that this is true of all verb bases ending in [0,

unless to follows. In these cases, it is clear that there is

a devoicing assimilation to the [th] of to, a rule which is ;

needed in any event.36 An example is I just wanted to [wanthil

have fun.
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But a closer examination of the cases in which [i] has

been.deleted and [d] preserved, or in which both segments have

been deleted, reveals.a number qf.peculiarities which would

got be explained.if all cases of [id] absence were covered by

RI-deletion acid S'implification -of the resulting cluster. In

the data there are fifty-three examples of [id] absence to

,which Rule 1 could not appli9 The most striking fact about

these is that thirty-nine, 75 percent, involve the words want,

and start. Of the remaining fourteen, three involve sentences

in which_the tense reference is doubtful. Leaving these aside

for the moment, it will be useful to examine the remaining

eleven examples:

counted to [Ithauneuuj a hundred (09)

counted Waun.01.from six to nine (72)

the cal exploded [isplaudj (63)

voted [vaudj for myself (60)

decided to [sad.ei] go (40)

accumurated [akhyiumyile.d] some scars (26)

lasted [lms-] me about a year (88)

all of you all is arrested [arEs] (58)

just &elected [silek] officers (45)

busted the [bastdi] stove (35)

acted [mit] like he was dead (83)

The exampies have been divided into three groups. The first

group, the two examples of the verb count, shares with the

verb want the fact that it ends in the cluster [nt]. The

second set of four verbs shares with the verb start (in its

usual pronunciation [stat]) the fact that it ends in an alve-

olar stop preceded by a vowel. When [id] is added, the [t]

And [d] of ihe verbal base become [a] in such.words. 'The third

set of vBrbs shares the feature that in,standard English they

would end in a cluster of obstruent plus alveolar stop. Our

ift7
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analysis of [id] absence will have four main solutions. One

is deletion via final [di-deletion and Rule 1. The second is

the solution which will ultimately apply to want and the first

category in the above list. The third_will apply to start and

the second category in the list. The final solution will

-apply to the third category in the list.

7

2.4.3 Bases ending in a consonant cluster. It will be easiest

to present the solution to the cases of verbs ending in a clus%

ter of two consonants in standard EngliA first. Although the

evidence so far indicates that such final chisters are present

in the underlying forms in Black Englisfi, there is some indi-

cation that in some-cases the underlying form must be con-

sidered as having only the first obstruent of the expected

cluster. Although no detailed study of this phenomenon has

been undertakon, it appears that children are more likely than

adults to eyidence underlying forms with only one consonant,

and that words rarely used in formal concexts (such as bust)

are particularly susceptible to reanalysis of this kind. Of

the five examples in the third group above, three were spoken

by-children and one-of the two spoken by adults is the word-

bust.

One obvious solution is that for these speakers the verbal

bases of these five verbs end, not in a consonant cluster, but

in a single consonant -- the first member of the expected

cluster. Put another way, the five verbs are treated as if

they were spelled something like Lassed, arressed, selecked,

bussed, and acked, respectively. This being the case, the -ed

suffix would be represented by [t], as actually appears in the

case of bust. In the other four, the [t] has been removed by

the final clusCer simplification process.

Labov et af: (1968:131) suggest an alternative analysis

for these cases which does not require reanalysis of the base
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forms. They suggest that the underlying form of the -ed suf-

fix is a single apical consonant end that the vowel Ell is'

inserted epenthetically when thdwerb base ends in an apical

consonant. If this vowel epenthesis rule follows the final

stop deletion rule, then the original apical cdnsonant in the

verbal base will have been deleted at the point at whidh the

epenthesis rule applies, and the verb will no longer meet the

conditions fpr vowel epentfiesis. As a result, the -ed suffix

will form a consonant cluster in the usual way. Under this

analysis, the standard English derivation for the word busted

and the pronunciation given by speaker 35 would be derived as

follows:

Standard Speaker 35

Underlying form: ##bast#d## 1Pbast#di#

Final stop deletion: ##bas#d#i

Vowel'apenthesis: ##b8st#10#

Voicing agreement: ##bas#0#

Surface form: bastid bast

Unless final stop deletion is somehow allowed to apply again,

however, this analysis would not explain the remaining examples

in which there is no final stop at all. .

2.4.4 Bases ending in (nth We have seen that [nt] clusters

are stable in BlacR English. The above solution, then, would

not apply to the first two groups of verbs, which in any event,

seem to behave differently from the obstruent clusters in that

all six examples have an intact alveolar stop, while four of

the five final alveolar stops in the putative obstruent clus-

ters are absent. In the second place, one of these examples

contains a long nasal consonant. These observations lead to

the positing of a different phonetic process. First, the [nt]

cluster is converted to 6] between the accented vowel of the

verb phrase and the unaccented [i] of the suffix by a well-known
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ruble of English pronunciation: Actual realization of this

segment is attested in several examples of verbs in whiq the

[id] is.intact, such as wanted [wanid], painted [p'eqid], and

pointed [0.-Pnid]. These forms were found in he speech of

theupper-class control sample as well as affwoqing-class

.speakers. This rule effects the removal of [E] as a segment.

We gi've the rule informally as.:

Rule 2. nt (n)/

In the apptopriate allegro style, what seems to take place

next is the deletion of [i], with compensatory lengthening of

the preceding nasal consonant. An informal version.of this

rule is:

Rule 3. (11q)/ Co[+syl] dit4

-If the speech is even more rapid, the length feature is de-

leted. This rule is:

Tule 4. n. (n)

These three rules account for the examples of want, but in the

two cases of count, voiceless [t] is present in place of the

expected [d]. In the first case, counted to a hundred, the
_

devoicing is to be accounted for by a rule to be given later

which assimilates a word-final [d] to the tnitial [0] of the

word to. There are two possibilities for the absence of voic-

ing in the other example. One is that the Black English rule

for devoicing final obstruents has applied. The other is that

it repr2sents a "slip of the tongue" performance error. These'
c

three rules derive the cases of wanted a watch as spoken by
o!

ipeaker 85 and speaker 12 in the followingbway:

.(85) wantfitdiiiiaMwaCIN (12) wantiiid#Wiiwa#

RUle 2 ,/ waniitd##91ffiwaaiii

Rule 3 wan.lid##91iiiwaC## wangidNiefiiwaaiii .

Boundary
deletion wan.d waC"

1.2 0

wand 9 wa'C
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2.4.5 Rases ending in an apical stop. For verbs which end
;

in [t] or .[d] preceded by a.vowel, a different analys.p is

.appropriate. There are two peculiarities which set these
."

eases off from thesones analyzed above. The first is that the -

final 0] may be lengthened. In other words, it appears that

the deletion of the reduced vowel is reflected in the follow-
.

.

in$ consona4" rather than the prdceding.one. Or* example of

this is:

Sthrted [S.tadt.] prairing to him (40)

In the second place, most of the'examples.of the verb start,

when appearing before a gerundive nominal, have no final con-.

4.

sonant at all;.they are-pronounced [stal.

the prOper analysis of these examples is indicatedu.by 9wo
vor.

r.further examples:
-1

. decided [se d.] to go (40)

' started to [sta dikput him in jail (72)
s

In both examples, it seerns that the 0] of the verbal base hes

been.deleted, and that-the RI of the [id] sufftx (ripresented

in the phonetic transc.ription as [J has been reddbed. In the
"

, case of decided, aot'only was the,vowel [i] reducede but- the

fina[d] was' lengthened. These two examples suggest that

what is needed is a rule to delete Oh and a subsequent rule

deleting the vowel [i] with compensatory lengthening of the

following 0]. Then a rule to remove the length is needed,

since most examples do not have the long consonant.

The.set of'rules we need seems to be something like the
, A

following: -

/

c

.Rule 5: t) (1)/
ld

Rule 6., (0)

Rule 7: id (d.)/ ## 37 * 0

We now need a rule to eliminate the length of the final 0].

We already have a rule to shorten [n]. This rule will be
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generalkzea to apply to all consonants, and will be ordered

dfter Rule 7:

Rule 4'.
[+lngI-cons]([-lng])

This leaves ds with tAe problem of the absence of even

the remalning [d] in many examples of started. One solution

would be to allow gules 5, 6, 7, and 4' to (*rate as out-

lined,above and then' allow the [d]-deletion iule to delete the

remaining [d]. Thi's would mean that Rule 1 would havelto

apply after Rule 4', but'xhis would be no particular problem.

The diiiicaty is the. in.our data, [d] is deleted over 70 per-'

cent of theetime from theverb start when it is followed by a

gerundive. In Wolkram's data, final [d] is deleted by.tAe

lower-working-class in the most favorable environment wily a °

little over 26 percent of the time. Furthermore, operation of

Rules 5-7 and 4' would leave the form [sta#d]; which it the

least favorable environment for [d]-dele-tion_as it has been so

far described. It could well be, hpwever, that the enviionment
. ,

required (following gerundive nomidal con's,truction) could be

placed high on the hierarchy of constraints on the [d]-deletion
,

rule and thus cause the surprisingly high number of,instances

of [d]-deletion from started.

The constraint itself is a rather strange one to have

such an impact on a phonologicalarule. It seems possible that

the gerundive nominal construction contributes to the accent'

pattern of the entire.verb phrase and that it.is Otis unique

accent pattern tHat directly affects the [d]-deletion. In the

absence of such An analysis, and.to emphasize ehe fact that we

are proposing an only partially satisfactBry solution,'we will

write a second (d]-deletion rule and wrile the constraint as
0

if it were a grammatical one:

Rule g. d (.6)/(Xth WVERBing]Nt]vp
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It may appear strange that started should be the only

. verb involved, and,it may/seem that the rule should be made

to_apply to this lexical item only. But when the restrictions

on Tule 8 are considered, it turns out that very few English

verbs can meet them. To meet these tonditions, a verb.base

must either end In a vowef (since Rule 8 predigtsethat triedi

in gases like tried,leaving early would sometimes become trie')

Or be eligible; to undergo Rules and also Lake the,gerundive

construction. Few English verbs meet these requirements. It

is certainly not surprising that start is the only one in our

data.'

2.4.6 Assimilations. It now remains to account for the assimi-

lations plvol,iing the [th] cf to. 'Oere are cages in the data

of this:[0] being assimilated to the [d] of [id] as well as .

,the reverse. There is some evidence'that the assimilation of
* .

tdj to [th] occurs in a more allegro style%than thg opposite

assimilation. When [d] assimilates to [el, the duration of

the.vowel of a verb like want is generally shorter than wtien

[thi assimilates to [d].- Perhaps more diagnostic is the Cact

that there are numerous cases of the [0] of to assimilating
2

to the [d] of [id] even when [1] is not deleted, but there are

no examples of the reverse. The following array of occurring

and nonoccurring types are to bg observed:

wanted to [wanidi] be (31) 4

wanted to [waLdi] see 01)

wanted to [wanthi] study (11)

*wanted to [whilithil VERB 38

As far as our data are concerned, these two facts work

together with the shortening of prefinal nasal consonants to

set off a mded series of styles in the following manner:
-

Style 1: wanted to [waiiidthi]
0.,

Styfe.2: wanted to [wanidi]
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Style 3: 'wanted to (wandi]

Style 4: wanted to [wandi]

Style 5: wanted to [want"t]

There are no examples of a long nasal and assimilated [d] in
A

the same verb phrase.

The informal versions of the two assimilation rules are:

Rule 9. ?' (d)/ dq--]
0

Rule 10. d (0/ ### TO

The operation of either of these rules results in a geminate

cluster of alveolar stops. We will assume that English has a

,very general rule to simplify clusters of geminate consonants

and that it applies after Rules 9 and lo. An informal version

of that rule is:

+cons +cons

acor acor

pant Oant
0/

Rule 11, as it, is written, will noCapply to the sequences

genefated by Rules 9.and 10, namely Edffdl.and (WO. It

seems reasonable to suggest that perhaps the allegro styles in

whith Rules 9 and 10 operate involve the deletion of word

boundaries. This means that the word boundaries which would

block the operation 'of Rule 11 in the case of Ved to seguences

in more lento styles are not present in situations in which

Rules 9 and 10 apply, so that Rule 11 will apply in the form

.given. We are in no position to make explicit just how the

boundary deletion wcirks. Our assumptions give the correct

answe'rs,as far as our data are concerned, however.

2.4.7 Rule order. It remains to put the rules together in

their correct order. Rule 4', which shortens long consOnants,

is pivotal in the setD There are two sources for the long
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consonants which are shortened by Rule 4'1 the long [n] gen-

erated.by Rule 3 and the long [d] generated by Rule 7. Rule

2, which creates flapped [n].from [nt] Clusters, must Inecede

Rule 3. Rule 7 is designed to operate after the deletion of

[a] by Rule 6, which in turn mustiollow the creation of [a]

by Rule 5. For these reasons, Rules,2 through 7 above are

effectively ordered in 'the following manner:

5

2 6

3

Rule a, which in its present form operates on started only

when it has been reduced to [stad], is desigoed to follow all

the reduction rules and so must follow Rulq 4'. The two rules

for the assimilation of [d] and [t] before to are much. simpler

if they are allowed to apply to the result of the reduction of

[id]. These two rules also must follow Rule 4'. Rulej.1, as

we have already pointed out, reduces the geminate clusters

created by Rule's' 9 and 10. The last four rules are ordered-

4ith respect to Rule 4" in the following manner:

4 '

0 8F 9 10

\ 11/

Rule fis completely independent of the other 10. The effec-

tive'ordering of Rules 2 through 11 is as follows:

5

2

;3

4'

.

.111,4/
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4

;

itile 1 :an be inserted anywhere in this set and Any other

ordering ')eyond that specified above is arbitrary. We will

simply list the rules in the order in which they were pre-

'sented, excepCfnr Rule 4', which now follows Rule 7. With

this ove clange, the ordering constraihts in the above chart

twill be met.a'l

Old New
. No. No. Name

1- 1 W-assimilation

2 flap n

.3 W-deletion
linj-lengthening)

.

10 10

11 . 11

flavd

(al-delstion

'((g-lengthening)"

consonant
shortening.

2nd (g-deletion

(th)-assimilation

(g-assimilation

,geminate cluster
'reduction

Rule

-* (0)/ D

nt (i)/ 1/

n#i (n#)/
r C0P-syll d##

t -
(d)/ V V

id (d.)/

r+consi
li-lng])

Lflng

(0)/
(X# WCVERBing1NY]vp

th (d)/ ditt-]
0

d

+cons
otor
Oant 0/

-1
+cons
ocor
13ant

2.4.8 Sample derivations. The following simple derivations

will help clarify how the rules Operate:
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wahted to [wadi] know (56)

Underlying furm:"Wwantiiidigthi#

Rule Form

1 does not apply

2 th

3 is not applied

4-8 do not apply

9
s

10 does not apply

11 ##wailidi##

wanted a [wan.dej wa.tch (85)

Underlying form: Mant#idfiliali#
-

Rule Form

1 does not apply

2

3 ##wan4d#W#

do not apply

7 is not apPlied

8-11 do not apply

wanted [wand] it (45)

Underlying form: ##wandid##

Rule Form

1 does-not apply

2 ##wanifid##

3 ##Warvild##

4-6 do not apply

7 ##wan#dii#

8711 do not apply

wanted to [wan.di] be (25)

Underlying form: iiiiwanaidNithiNi

Rule Form

1 does not apply
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2

3 4#wan4diP#00#

4-6 ijo riCA a-pply

7 is not applied

8 does not apply

9 ##WangldiNdi##

10 does not apply

11'

wanted to [wandi] take (90)'

Underlying form:, OiwanaidiMthiiiii

Rule Form

1 does not apply

2 Viwanitidii#00#

3 iNwan-itdOthili#

4-6 do not apply

7 NtwanlidNithi##

8 does not apply

9 #/iwan#diiiidi##

10 does not apply

11 ##wanitdi##

wanted to Naneil go (83)

Underlying form: #wantiiid#ithiii#

Rule Form

1 does not apply

2 ffrifrWanffridfili th Olt

?
4-6 do not apply

' 7 MiwaniidOthiii#

8 ,does not apply

9 is not applied

10 #ilwaniitiffIthilf#

11 fiwanifthi##
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decided to [sad.thi] go (40)

Underlying form: ##sad#id##tht##

Rule Form

1-3 do not apply

4 ##sabid##thi##

5 ##safid##tht##

6

7 is not applied

8 does not apply

9-10 are not applied

El does not apply

started [stadj telling (89)

Underlying form: ##stat#id##

Rule Form

1-3 do not-apply

4 ##stabid##

5 ##staid##

#lista#d##

7 Ostad##

8 does not apply

9-10 are not applied

11 does not apply

started [sta] carrying (84)

Underlying form: ##statffid##

Rule Form

1-3 do not apply

4 '##stabid##

5 ##sta#id##

6 ##sta#d.##

7 ##sta#d##

8 ##sta##

9-11 do not apply
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The following derivation involves Rule 1:

decided on [disaaon] (45)

Underlying form: ikdisadfadVion##

1st [d]-deletion
,

1 ##disad##0111fr#

2-3 do not apply,

4 ffdisaaW10# 41

5 is not applied

6-11 do not apply

2.4.0 Residual cases. The rules illustrated above will ac-

count for virtually all cases of [id] absence. There are,

however, three cases in which the tense reference was doubtful.

In one case, it is nJt clear how the phonetic sequence is to

be divided into words. The first sentence, :n context, is:

We just starte4 this club, this little small club.

And-Wednesday, we [silckt9i9ofisrz]. (45)

It is unclear whether this phonetic sequence 'should be inter-

preted as selected officers or select the officers. If"it is

the second, then it is an example of [id] absence.

The second example is:

She didn't seemyto understand me. Therefore, We [sta:]

hollering and fighting. (01)

This could be interpreted as started hollering, with [id] ab-

sence, or as we'd start hollering, with 'd deleted by another

process. Neither example is Crucial, however, since even if

they actually are examples of [id] absence, they would fit

exptanations already given.

The third example is:

7.14,man had a bombis and aks Salt and Pepper they

[wal)g9U] for a ride in the car. (63)

This sentence is aberrant from the grammar rules of Black Eng-

lish, as well as the phonological rule's in this section. The
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correct embedded question would be either aks Salt and Pepper

did they yant to go, or (possibly) if they wanted to go. It

seems re4onable to regard this whole sentence ai involving

erformance errors.

2.5 Summary. After careful investigation of the phenomenon

of -ed absence in the Washington, D.C. data, it is clear that

past tense is indeed a category in the grammar of Black Eng-

lish. It is rare for nonstandard past tense-forms to be used

with irregular verbs. The alternants [t] and [d] can be

variably removed by the final stop deletion rule, and [id]

can be deleted variably in both Black English and standard

English by the series of rules discussed in section 2.4.

NOTES

1. These two and many other irregular verbs distinguish the
simple past from the past participle (e.g. give-gave-
given; fall-fell-fallen). Due to the fact that relatively
few such verbs exist in English and also that the past
participle was moderately infrequent in the interviews,
there Dino analysis of differences between past and past
participle. Indeed it is an outstanding question as to
whether such a distinction actually'exists in Black English.

2. The forms of be are not here analyzed in connection with
past tense.

3. Common verbs like know, come, and give were sometimes used
without the appropriate vowel change to mark past tense,
but other common irregular verbs like have, zit, make, Lo,
and do were used in the past tense in almost every inter-
view and always in their standard forms.

4. If this use of know is characteristic of the speech of
some speakers and not simply an accident of the small size
of the sample, the analysis would be interesting, in that
in standard English only verbs ending in t or d belong in
the put class.
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5. These two linguists differ as to their analysis of the
nature;of [d]-deletion, however. For Labov, it is part
of the "t,d deletion rule", which deletes final [t], as
well as both [d] and [t] after consonants. For Wolfram,
the deletion of [d] after vowels does not apply to [t]
and is distinet.from the deletion of both [d] and [t]
after consonants. We shall present this difference of
analysis in considerable detail later.,

6. Possibly there are differences in deletability among the
nonpast tense uses of -ed, but there were not enough data
in our sample to show this.

7. This fact would appear to trivialize the notion of hier-
archical ordering for such rules, since two constraints
logically have to be ordered.in one way or the other. It

must be kept in mind, however, that the order of two con-
straints has often been shown for separate but comparable
populations. For an example,see Wolfram (1969:62-74),
where the presence or absence of a following consonant and
the morphemic status of the deletable consonant were
ordered in the same way for each affour social classes
as constraints on final qodsonant cldster simplfication.

8. Since none of Wolfram's examples contained [d] represent-
ing -ed, the grammatical function coastraint was irrelevant.

9. No doubt this means that the presence of the morpheme
boundary # between the final [d] and the rest of the word
is a constraint on deletion which would fit into the
hierarchy somewhere.

10. Labov 1966b. In more recent publications, Labov seems to
have abandoned the concept and is now accounting for vari-
ability in terms of variable rules.

11. Labov et al. (1968:131) speak of the devoicing of final
[d], its merger with [t], and subsequent deletion, pre-
sumably by the "t,d deletion rule".

12. As Wolfram himself pointed out (1969:95).

13. There is a tendency for final obstruents to be very briefly
voiced or devoiced in white dialects of English as well, but
the impression which most linguists who have worked on Black
English have is that Black English devoicing is qualita-_
tively different. For discussion of another dimension of
differences between black and white devoicing, see Wolfram
(1970b:10,11).
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14. But cf. Wolfram, loc. cit. Cases in which other final
voiced obstruents have been deleted can be observed, but
at such reduced frequency that they are best considered
errors in performance.

15. Wolfram (personal communication) tabulated only those
cases of final [d] which were not followed by a word
beginning with a vowel (i.e. the most favorable environ-
ment for devoicing) so that his percentages of devoicing
would be high enough to give as clear a picture as possible
of the effect of stress.

1.6. It is unfortunate that Wolfram (1969:73) used examples of
named in his refutation of Loflin's (1970) erroneous claim

_

that -ed cannot be absent in derived adjectives modifying
nouns. There is no such restriction on -ed absence, even
when named is not involved, as the following two examples,
and many others, show:

they was a improved. [mphrev] ball club (25)
and Luke, he ate fifty boiled [130).1] eggs (18)

17 By writing one rule to.delete.[t] and [d] and another to
delete the final members of [sp], [st], and [sk] clusters,
Labov implicitly guarantees that the second members of
the clusters reduced by these rules will be nonstrident
stops.

18. Apparently, since he treats the absence of final [d] in
a separate section of his chapter on phonological vari-
ables. Wolfram would not consider the absence of final
consonants in either case a phonological "proces", since
for him both are to be accounted for by the "realization
rules" of stratificational phonology.

19. The phonetic transcriptions in this section are Bailey's.
In his.usage, // // stands for the lexical representation,
/ / is used for intermediate representations between the
lexical and the phonetic representations, and [ ] is used
for phonetic representations.

20. Specifically, in Southern States English (Black English
is in many respects a Southern States speech variety, of
course), laterals are consonantal after a vowel in the
same syllable only if the vowel is one of the back rounded

ap, uvowels [0, ou o
ilu] as in tool, stole, ball,

(alternate pronunciation), cowl, gule, and mule, but is not
consonantal in accrual, bestowal, withdrawal, newel, fuel,

or towel UthiPl] or Pth2w1]).
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21. Voiceless laterals seem not to create clusters, even if
they are non-nuclear,ve.g. Miltbn Umit:t0 (cf. London)
and voltage ['vouldId?], with a voiced non-nuclear lateral.

22. Contrary to Labov's results, Wolfram's data show an even
more pronounced tendency for the followilig environment
constraint to outrank the intervening morpheme bAndary
constraint in the middle classes than in the working
classes.

23. We will call the sonorants and spirants, which are pro-
duced with a continuing airstream mechanism, "sustained"
for thd time,being, in contrast to the use of "continuant"
in the literature on generative phonology. In generative

ophonology, "cOntinuant" refers only to those consonants
which are produced without obstruction4in the oral cavity.
Thus, in generative phonological descriptions, spirants are
continuant, nasals are not, and there is often disagree-
ment about the assignment of the feature "continuant" to
liquids. For the time being we will use the term "sus-
tained" to designate consonants in which the airstream is
not totally obstructed. That is, sustained consonants in
our usage include all sonorants and spirants, but exclude
stops. ,

24. He'did not tabulate absence after stops in monomorphemic
clusters because there were too few examples. A moment's
reflection will convince the reader that there are very
few-such words in the English language.

25. But, as Bailey points out (see above) if clustei simpli-
fication is a late rule, both [1] and [t] are voiceless.

26. If Bailey (above) is correct, Question 2 is ill-formulated.

27. The speech behavior pf some of the Washington speakers
seems to indicate that they have a morpheme structure
condition which for. .ds final clusters consisting of [s]
plus voiceless stop. For these speakers, simplification
would appear categorical in this environment simply because
there is no final consonant to delete. But this would have
nothing to do with the form of the deletion rule.

28. Or by Bailey's suggestion that nasals are deleted and that
riquids are nuclear (vocalic) in these environments.

29. This constraint will not be presented in our version of
the rule because: (1) the data on interhomorganic -ed
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were not consistently extracted; and (2) there seem to
be troublesome problems in defining the notion "homor-
genic" precisely for the purposes ot stating this con-
straint.

30. If further research shows that [t] is not systematically
'deletabl6 after vowels and voiced consonants, our con-
clusions would ve'ry likely be reversed. With such re-
sults, the more attractive solution would be: (1) a
separate rule for the deletion of [d] and only [d].after
vowels; (2) the imposition of the voicing agreement con-
straint oq the cluster reduction rule, with concomitant,-
eliminatioh of the-exceptional status of [sp] and [sk]
simplification; and (3) the treatment of bulb as an
idiosyncratic exception. Acceptance of Bailey's, solution
would involve a major revisim of what is tO be considered
a consonant cluster, the elimination of the voicing agree-
ment constraint, and would not require any special con-
.siderations for the word bulb.

A

31. Wolfram (1969:111) found that sYllabic [r] (which he
identifies as [r] following a central vowel)p in s;xesmed
syllables was-much less frequently absent than was non-
syllabicir] or syllabic [r] in unl-tressed syllables.
Npst of the examples of syllabic [r] in the data under
discussion were in stresapd syllables.

32 A third boundary, =, has the features [-seg, -FB, -WB].

33. We will ignere'the constraint concerning the function of
the -ed suffix, which proved statistically significant
only when the final consdnant was single [d]'.

3 . The second aberration is not serious, since only two
examples' were involved. The first one is more serious,
since one would expect fourteen examples t9 be tufficient
to begin to show a pattern. However, the only irregular
verb (with + rather than #) endi4 in a stop + stop
cluster is kept, and a large number of the fourteen ex-
ardples are,instances of the phrase kept on thich is
usually pronounced [kepan].

35. This ir a relatively cautious form of the,orule. A less
cautioL ifersion, in which we assume that [r] is a glide,
that on', consonants which are the final members of uon-

'sontnt clusters may be deleted by this rule, and that the
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voicing agreement constraint holds, would be:

.

-son -1 ovoice it-rseg A,.(Lcons])
(0)/ ## X r ((-acc])

-cola 1-.. 4,(+son) it (+FB)] c

.grvoicej, (+cont) 4

.
,

36. There is one counterexample, He counted (khaulvtn] from
six to nine, in which the final (t] is not voicid, but
this could be considered a real error in pronunciation.
Aotually, this example will contribute in a crucial way
*?1, a more comprehensive understanding of [id] absence
than is being suggeseed in this paragraph.

_ 37. For ease of exposition, we will ignore the.refinement
dbout the further reduction of (i].

%1

38. There are a few cases of wanted to as (w.anit9ei], but
the presence of two segments (including devoiced (d] from
(id]) is clear in all of them. Nevertheless, perhaps too

4 much importance should not be attached to this gap in our
data, which may well be accidental. 0

-39. There are not enough data_to allow a determination of
variable constraints In the variable rules in this set.

40. "Underlying form" is use here, somewhat loosely, to mean
"phonological shape before this set of rules applies".

41. It is possible that the correct analysis would have
Rule 1 ordered before Rule 4 so that (d] would Sdcon-
verted into a flap (dt between (a] and (1] inste of

between (a] and the (0] of (0n]. I have not beeh able
to thknk of a reason for preferring one analysis osier

the other.

1 -3 6
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3 PRESENT TENSE -

3.0 General remPrks. As the past tense (and certain other
0 ,

grammatical functions) are marked by theP-ed suflix,.the

present tpase is parked by the suffix -s, but only if the sub-

ject of the verb involved is third person singular. The

standard Englishjorm of the verb come, for example, is comea

if, the subject is a singular noun or one of the pronouns he,

'she or it, In Blacic English this present tense suthx, like

the -ed suffix, is frequently absent, contributing to specu-

lation that Black English.may lack the tense specifications

of theTtandard dialects. We hatre already seen that the evi-
.

dence ioncerning the absence of -ed overwhelmingly supports the

conclusion that the grammatical distinctiqn is present in

Black English, but the phonetic representations of the suffix

may be removed by phonologicaL rules. We will find, as have

the two previous studies (Labov et al. 196§, Wolram 1969),

that the evidence concerning -s leads to the opposite con-
7

clusion, viz, that the absence of this suffix has its explana-
a.

tion in.sthe,grammar of the dialect. Even for speakers who

never use -s, however, it is difficult to conclude that there

. is the lack of a graMmatical distinction in their dialect,

since prvsent tense -s is completely redundant in stanflard

English. N. duffix marks the present tense forms of standard
-

English verbs when the-subject is a plural noun dr one of the

, pronouns I, .211, we, or they. The absence.of efts -s in Black

Engrish has the effect of regularizing the irregular standard

121
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English paradigm for present tense verbs. The irregular

standard English.pattern for come, for example, is:

I come we come

you'come ,you come

he, she, -it, the man comes they, the men come

4Xhe Black English pattern, for those speakers who do not use

-s variably, is more regular:

I come

you come.

we Came

you come

he, she, it, the man come they, the men come

In Black English it is merely the case that the grammatical

distinctIon needAot be marked by inflection.

In examining the data from the Washington speakers, it

was found that the presence or absence of the suffix was

reasonably easy to determine. Of 655 examples, only 16 had to

be rejezted as indeterminate, most of them because it was

suspected that they were not present tense verbs at all.

Occasionally, constructions of would plus a verb undergo the

removal of would via contraction to 'd and deletion of 'd.

For example, the sentence They hsed to talk abOut him like a

dog because he come to school with the same suit on (86) was ,

not tabtalated because th, speaker may well have intended

he'd come to school. Of the remaining 63§.examples, the suf-
,

fix was absent in the speech of the working-class speakers

417 tim-d, or 65.3 perc'ent.

3.1 Irregular verbs. Thera are four verbs in standard Eng-

lish (aside from the modals) for which the third person singu-

lar Present tense is not formed simply by adding -s. These

are be, have, do, and say, for which the forms are is (not

bes), has (not haves), does (not dos), and sayb UsEz], not

[se'z]). Be has suppletive present tense forms which behave

entirely differently from other verbs in English, so be was
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nqt tabulated.1 Have and' do, however, show the same lack of

inflection as do the more regular verbs, giving sentences like

He have a bicycle and He do strange things. 2 The hypothesis

was entertarned that the standard forms of these two verbs

would be easier to learn than the standard 'forms of regular

verbs, dince has and 'does are more distinct from have and do

than walks is from walk, for example. Table 23 gives the re-

sults of the comparison of have with regular verbs.

Table 23. Comparison of ble absence of third,person singular
present tense -s with have and with regular verbs.

Have Regular Verbs

Present 16 195

Absent 18 363

Percent
absent 52.9 65.1

There is a tendency for -s to be absent less with have, but

the difference is not statistically significant.

When do was analyzed, it was discovered that the presence

of the contracted form of not (i.e. don't or doesn't) seemed

to be ihe major factor influencing the absence of -s. The

negative forms were much more frequently.used without 7s than

were the affirmative forms. At this point we must bring up

two additional facts. First, both have and do serve as either

auxiliary verbs or as main verbs. Second, the forms don't and

doesn't are only possible when do is functioning as an auxiliary

verb. 4These facts suggest that the presence of not may be ir-

relevant and that -s may be absent more often when the verb is
8

serving in its auxiliary function. Positive forms of do used

as main verbs show -s absence somewhat less frequently than

when used as auxiliaries. With have, the opposite is true;

the form has is used more often when the verb is an auxiliary
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°than when it is a main verb. These results are not to be

taken seriously, however, since there are only nineteen ex-

amples of posiiive do forms and only thirty-four have forms

in our sample. Whatever the explanation, there is a great

deal more -s absence with negative do forms than with regular

verbs (see Table 24).

Table 24. Comparison of the absence of third person singular
present tense -s with negative do forms and with

regular verbs.

Don't/Doesn't Regular Verbs

Present 4 195

Absent 24 363

Percent
absent 87.5 65.1

The difference is significant at only the .05 level of confi=

nce (X2 = 4.20), which is judged not adequate for determining

linguistic constraints. The positive do folms, on the other

hand, showed -s absence somewhat less often than the regular

verbs: 63.2 to 65.1 percent.

The occurrences of hate and don't/doesn't vere excluded

froM.tabulations based on the phonological characteristics of

the present tense verbs. The change from have to has makes it

difficult to tabulate on the basis of the phonological shape

of the verbal-base. Is it valid, for example, to consider ha-

the base of has? If so, then why is the form have observed,

not ha, when -s is absent? Such considerations make it im-

possible to characterize have in the present tense as a verb

base ending in a vowel or a consonant. The exaMples of don't/

doesn't were omitted for fear that their inclusion would intro-

duce a skewing factor into some of the categories. Do/does,

on the other hand, was included. The'absence of -s in this

c iase s virtually as frequent as with regular verbs. Further-
.
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niore, the vowel change in the standard form, [u.4] to [G], does

not involve a change in any of the phonological characteris-

tics we are interested in.

3.2 Phonetic alternants. Analogotis to the [id], [d], and

[t] forms of -ed, the -s present tense suffix (as well as other.

-s suffixes in English) has [iz], [z], and [s] pronunciations,

depending on the phonological features of the final segment of

the base word. The [iz] form occurs following strident con-

sonants, the [z] form follows nonstrident voiced segments

(including all vowels), and the [s] form'follows nonstrident

voiceless consonants.3 Our analysis of -ed showed that the

suffix was absent much less frequently if the expected form was

[id]. In the case of it was found that the [iz] form was ,

absent slightly more often than the other two pronunciations,

but certainly not significantly so (see Table 25).4

Table 25. Comparison of the absence of [iz] and [s] or [z]
representing the third person singular present
tense suffix.

[iz] [s],[z]

Present 11 191

Absent 25 350

Percent
absent 69:4 64.7

3.3 Phonological environments

3.3.1 Preceding environment. Whether the preceding segment

was a vowel or a consonant had a significant effect on the

absence of -ed, but no such effect was discernible in the case

of -s absence. Following a vowel, the suffix was absent in

63.9.percent of 144 examples. When a nonstrident consonant

preceded, 65.0 percent of 397 examples showed -s absence, a
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statistically negligible difference.. The possibility that

voicing of the preceding segment (and hence the vqicing of the

segment ,representing -s as well) might influence the frequency

af 7s absence was also investigated, with the same result: the'

suffix was absent after voiced segments in 64.3 percent orthe

cases; after voiceless segments the percentage was 65.4.

3.3.2 Following environment. The effect of the following

phonological environment was also investigated. In this case,

the tabulations were done so as to be maximally comparable to

the tabulations done by Labov,et al. (1968) and Wolfram (1)69).

Labov investigated the absence of several kinds of "S finals in

English, including monomorphemic examples (box, else), plurals

(pots, fishes), adverbs (sometimes) and possessives (John's),

as well as present tense examples. Since his corpus apparently

included relatively few cases of s following a vowel, most of

the figures presented deal with clusters of consonants plus

[s] or. [2] (the [it] pronunciation is not dealt with). In the

speech of the adolescents and preadolescents in Harlem, s after

a consonant was absent much less frequently when the next word.,

began with a vowel than when it began with a consonant, but

this pattern did not hold for the present tense suffix, where'

a following vowel appeared to favor its absence.s Labov's

working-class adult speakers from the North show the inhibiting

effect of a following vowel, even with the present tense -s.

The working-class adults from the South in his sample show the

reverse effect, as do the Harlem adolescents and preadolescents.

Labov is hard-pressed to explain the results with the present

tense suffix and the explanation he offers (Labov et al. 1968:

172-3) is not very satisfactory.

The absence of present tense -s after consonants was tabu-
-7,

lated for the Washington speakers for the effect of the follow-

ing segment, and only the slightest of differences was found.
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When a Consonant followed, -s was absent 65.5 percent of the

time, and When a vowel followed, the suffix was absent in

64.2 percent of the cases. To find the group most comparable

to Labov's adolescent and preadolescent speakers, we selected

all the male 10-12-year-old children and 14-19-year-old ado-
,

lescents,for separate analysis to see if a following vowel

appeared to favor -s absence in their speech. These speakers

correspond most closely to Labov's "lames" (i.e. not memtv.trs of

peer groups) in style B (individual interviews). In Ubov's

sample, these "lames" showed the same pattern of -s absence

before vowels as the peer group members did. The Washington

male adolescents and preadolescents, however, showed a distinct

tendency in the opposite direction. Table 26 shows the contrast

between the New York and Washington "lames".

Table 26. Percentage of third person singular present tense
-s absence in the speech of Washington male ado-
lescents and preadolescents and New York "lames"
in style B; by following environment.

V

Washington 777. 637

New York 56% 64%

3.3.3 Absence of hierarchy. Wolfram (1969:136-7) noted that

the patterned hierarchY between preceding and following environ-

ments which is typical for phonological constraints is totally

absent in the case of verb concord -s. Table 27 displays a

comparison of the Detroit and Washington speakers by preceding

and following environments. The data from neither city admits

of hierarchical arrangement. The striking thing about both

sets of data is that the highest percentages occur following

a vowel and preceding a consonant; while the lowest percent-^

ages occur following a vowel and.preceding a vowel. In
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Washington, the disparity in the frequency between these two

environments is remarkable. This result coulebe charged to

a peculiarity in the samples, but this is a little more diffi-

-cult to do with the agreemenE in the data from the two cities.

We have no ,xplanation for this result, but can only point out

that the hie:archical pattern we found so consistently in our

investigation of -ed is absent here.

Table 27. Percentage of third person singular present tense
-s absence in Detroit and Washington; by preceding
and following environments.

c##c c_fgv v INC* v##v

Detroit .62.4% 67.47. 72.21 61.87

Washington 65.57 64.2% 72.97 50.87

3.4 Nonphonological factors

3.4.1 Collective subjects. The Washington data show that the

absence of present tense -s is not controlled by any of the

most likely phonetic factors and reconfirms the conclusions of

Labov and Wolfram that the absence of the suffix has a gram-

matical rather than a phonological explanation. The data were

further analyzed to determine if other, nonphonological con-

straints had an effect on absence. There are certain words in

English which are gramatically third person singular nouns but

Which logically refer to a number of individuals. Such words

as group, team, everybody 'take the -s suffix in standard Eng-

lish in spite of the fact that their actual referents are sets

of more than one. It seemed reasonable that some Black English

speakers might treat these words as plural nouns because of

their multiple referents, which would mean that they would not

require -s in the present tense. If this were the case, the

effect would be that present tense verus with collective third
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persoa subjects would manifest significantly less -s presence

than verbs with noncollective-subjects. The data, however,

failed to support this hypothesis, as Table 28 shoWs.

Table 28. Comparison of third person singular present tense
-s absence with collective noun and noncollective
noun subjects.

deflective
subject

Noncellective
subject

Present 12 210

Absent 20 397

Percent
absent 62.5 65.4

There was slightly less -s presence when the subject was

collective, and the difference is clearly not statistically

significant.

3.4.2 Conjoined verbs. Another possible constraint suggested

itself when the reading passage data were anslyzed. Two occur-

rences of present tense verbs with third person singular sub-

jects were in the sentence So she makes us sit down and tells

us not to talk. Twenty-four of the working-class speakers

read this sentence without skipping part of it or misreading

anything.e Fully half of them read it as she makes us sit

down and tell us. The pattern was so prevalent and explana-

tions based on phonological factors so unlikely that we cqn-

sidered the possibility that there may be a constraint on the

second member of a conjoined verb phrase. The "-s and -0"

pattern was not nearly so common in narrative style, however.

Of the thirty-four sentences in the data, only nine examples

had suffixed verbs first and unsuffixed verbs second. The

remaining twenty five examples had either both verbs unsuffixed,

or both verbs suffixed. This was true of the makes and tells
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readings in reading style as well. The results are given in

Table 29.

-

Table 29. Comparison of third person singular present tense
-s absence in conjoined verb phrases; in narrative

and reading styles.

Narrative

7s & -s

style 9 16 9 0

Reading
style 10 2 12 0

These results seem to indicate less a linguistic constraint

than the rapid onset of a fatigue factor. Let us assume, as

independent evidence suggests, that the absence of -s in Black

English is not only grammatically explainable, but due to the

fact that for many speakers the suffix is not a part of the

dialect at all. If this'is the case, then when the suffix

actually is used,. it nuist,be due to a conscious effort to

speak on the basis ofa "foreign" grammar rule. All but two

of the readers did suffix at least the first verb under the

pressure of reading aloud for our_interviewers, but half of

them were unable to follow the noninherent rule throughout the

entire verb phrase, giving the "-s and 0" pattern. In narrative

style, with less pressure to conform to the standard English,

norm, most speakers followed the proper Black English rule and,

did not euffix either verb. In nine cases, speakers used

standard English forms for both verbs, and in another nine they

succumbed to fatigue between the two conjoined verbs. But in

neither style did anyone insert -s with the second verb after

having used the first verb without it. In other words, while

several speakers reverted to the Black English rule after

having begun with the standard English rule, especially in the
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\\\\ that -s is not part of the grammar of Black English, was also

observed in the Washington data. This is the tendency toward
\ .

' hypercorrection, or use of -s yith verbs whose subjects are

\\mit third person singular and e;ten, in a few cases, with non-\
\

finite verbs. Some examples;

\\I watches that just about every week (82)
\
You just fails for that day (10)

Mc:\t of ,the time we goes out on Easter (06)

-
\

Thes'e, syndicates wants him to turn it over to them (73)

They triade a deal to hijacks this cargo train (83)
,

You keep on playing until the last one is caughts (87)
\

This is precisely the behavior one would expect if the third

person concord rule is foreign to speakersof Black English.

If -s as a verbal suffix is not part of the dialect, Black

English speakersecannot be expected to resp9nd to the restric-

tion that limits its use to cases in which the shbject is in

the third person singular. When coming in contact with a

socially favored standard dialect, Black Ehglish speakers
,, .

would observe that the -s suffix is used by standard speakers

as a verbal suffix. At first, however, many of them may not

observe the restriction as regards the person and number of

the subject, or even that the suffix is used only with finite

verbs. As a result, when shifting toward standard English,

some Black English speakers might be expected to use -s with

?RESENT TENSE 131

more formal style, none moved to the standard English rule

after having begun -with Black English grammar._ This fact may

reasonabl: be interpreted as an interesting bit of supporting

evidence for the conclusion that the -s suffix for present

tense merbs is simply not a part of the competence of many

Black English speakers.

.

3.5 Hypercorrection. Another phenomenon in,Fonnection with

present tense -s, cited bSP both Labov and Wolfram as evidence
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6

present tense verbs when the subject is not third person singu-

lar or even when the veib is not finite. And.this, of course,

is exaittly what was observed, not only in Washington, but in

New York and Detroit as.well.

Wolfram (1969:139) states that the use of verbal -s by

speakers of Black English sill be ound to be more frequent

the closer one comes to the appropriate standard English con-

straints. The most frequent usage is with pmeseht tegse verbs

and third person singular subjects. The next most frequent

usage is with present tense verbs with third person plural

subjects. Tnird most frequent is its use with present tense

verbs with nonthird person subjects, and least frequent is its

usage with verbs which are not finite. Wolfrdm's conclusions

about the most frequent and least frequent usage can hardly be

disputed: -s usage in the Washington data was overwhelmingly

with present tense verbs with thifd person singular subjects,

and the use of -s with nonfinite verbs is extremely rare; the

two examples cited above were the only Ones found. Whether

or not our data would support Wolfram as to the frequency with

third person plural subjects compar4d Zith-nonthird person

subjects required explicit investigation. For each speaker'

who used hypers, we tabulated twenty instances of present

tense verbs with other than third person singular subjects,

whether or not hyper-s was used with them. In this way, there

were twenty examples of potential'hypercorrections for these

speakers, matching the goal of twenty examples for all speakers

of the potentially dppropriate use of -s. In terms of pure

frequency, there was almost no difference between the use of

hyper-s with thir( person plural and nonthird person subjects;

in fact, it was slightly more frequent with honthird person

subjects. But in terms of numbers of speakers, Wolfram's con-

clusions tended to be borne out. Five speakers used hyper-s

with third person plural subjects, two mith verbs with first
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0

person singular subjects, two with verbs with second person

subjects, and only one with first person plural subjects.

Furthermore, the use of hyper-s with nonthtrd person subjects

tended to imply its use with third person plural subjects.

Only one speaker used hyper-1 with a nonthird perscin subject

without also using it with third person plural subjects.

It has sometimes appeared to standard English speaking

observers 8f Black English that its grammar calls for the

opposite use of -1 from that specified by standard English

grammar. That is, it appears that is not.used with third

person singular subjects, but is to be expected with all other

Subjects. Our data, like those of Wolfram (1969:1.39), shows

that the use of -s with verbs which do not have third person,_

singular subjects is much less frequent than its nonuse with

third person singular suNects. As we have seen, -I was ab-

sent from 65.3 percent of all present tense verbs with third
0

--person singular sebjects. It was present with only 13.4 per-

cent of the 142 verbs with subjects of other persons and number

in the speech of those who used hyper-1 at least once. With

regard to numbers of speakers, the difference is even more

striking. Of the forty-seven speakers in the sample, forty-

four showed at least some absence with third person subjeas.

Only six used hyper-1 with any type of nonthird person singu-

lar subjects. It seems clear that -1 absence is part of the

grammar of Black English but that hyper-s is as much a viola-

tion of Black English rules as it is of the rules of standard

English.

,

4

1.6 Excursus: The notion of interference.

stated that the evidence we have indicates

tense -s suffix is not part of the grammar

Black English. This would mean that while

standard EngliSh would includ? a rule some
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X
[-PLORD]

Y [4-VERB[ [-PAST] Z

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4+[z] 0 6

where 2 is subject-of 4

,

Black English grammar would simply lack spch a ride. But this

would imply that-the variation we have observed ith9ng our

working-class speakers is-produced by a number f'4eakers (of

)

\

Black.English) who (almost) never use -s and b 'A'number of)

speakers (of standard English) who (almost) never silow -s ab-

ience. A tabulation of -s absence by individual subjects shows

a marked tendency in just this directfon (see Figure 2). The

six speakers who show less than 20 percent ab'sence cause no
s., .

particular problem. They are basically standard Engl/sh speak-

ers who slip into the Black English pattern of -s absence with
,

,

less than one .out of every five verbs in interview style.

Similarly the nineteen speakerstwith more than 80 percent ab-

sence are basically Black English speakers who show interfer-
.

ence from standard English
0

vith less thantone out of every five

verbs. If we stretch a point we may be able to include the
. i

eight speakers in the 70-80 percent _range and the seven speak-

.,..-

ers in the 20-30 percent range. But this is tantamount to
. 0

saying that these.speakers use a pattern from a foreign speech

system up to nearly one-third of the time. And we are still

left with the problem of the seven speakers in the middle

(30-70 percefit) range.

There are twoways of dismissipg the problem. One is to

say that the sample is not representative, and that with more

data, the percentages would shift in one direction qr the

other. This argument may be plausible in the case of the'two
..

speakers in the center of the range (40-60 percent). They each

have only seven present tense verbs with thitd person singular

subjects. However, linguistic features have genei-ally proved
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k

,so regular that even,so few examples as seven usually begin tO

show an emerging pattern. Aut for some of the five speakers

toward the edges of the middle range this argument is less

cogent. One of the speakers in the 30-40 ixrcent range had

thIrty-three examples; the other had twenty. One of the

speakers in the 60-70 percent range had'seventeen examples.

To argue that these data are not sufficiently representative

would be to strilse- perilously close to the root of the metho-

dology on which this and similar soCiolinguistic studies is

based. To be consistent, we must procede under the assumption

that the data for these seven speakers are representative.

Another way of dismissing the probiem is to invoke the

competence/performance dichotomy and dismiss the troublesome

cases as "performance errots" which cannot be analyzed in the

absence of an adequate performance theory. This procedure is

N, unfortunately too often followed, with the result that "per-

.ormance", like "free variation", becomes a dumping-ground for

disturbing evidence. It seems reasOnable to wan.: to reserve

the notion of performance for such items as "slips of the
v.

tongue", like hesitations and false starts, on the one hand,

and for the actual application of demonstrable variable_xplps

in individual instances, on the other.

If we are going to ascribe the variability at either end

of the range'lto "interference", we are equally obliged to

ascribe variability in the middle of the range,to the same

cause. Ana to do this also obliges us to investigate pre-

cisely what "interference" is, linguistically. Interference

171 been much-discussed in the literature on bilingualism (see

especially Weinreich 1953). Psychologists have studied the

behavior,of bilinguals with respect to interference or inde-

pendence at the lexical leve1.8 Fries and Pike (1949) ad-

dressed themselves ti) some of the questions of independence

and interference at the phonological level. Discussions of
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syntactic independence or interferenCe are rarer._ The re:L-
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search which has been done so far leads most of the investi7

gators to the Conclusion that the bilingual has two separate

systems between which he switches. But Weinreich (1953:9)

states that "-there iS need for eXperimental investigation of

the possibility thai some bilinguals interpret at least parts
4 4

of the liqpistiesystems,as merged rather6than coexistent.

The purely linguistic evidence so far has not been conclusive."

The hypothesis that systems may be partly merged seems more

likely to be valid for separate dialects than for separate

languages.

GtiMperz (1967:50 makes an interesting comparison between

code switching (presumably based on separate but coexistent

systems) and stylistic switching (presumably based on largely

merged Systems). In code switching there are rigid cooccur-,

rence restrictions, (ven when the grammatical material and

even lexical material of the two separate languages are very

similar. To take one of Gumperz' (1967:53) examples, in a

Hindi-Punjabi bilingual situation the Same thought in the two

-languages wouid be:

Punjabi: oo naii khaandaa
he not eating

Hindi : woo naii khaataa
he not eating

'he doesn't eat (it)'

In spite of the obvious similarity between the two sentences

no Hindi-Punjabi bilingual from this community would think of

using khaataa, for instance, after having started the sentence

with oo. The, Punjabi pronoun oo must cooccur with the Punjabi

participial affix -wd-, never with the Hindi element -t-.

Simil'ar cooccurrence restrictions are not entirely absent in

stylistic switching, as Gumperi,himself points outand illus-

'trates in another article (Gumperz 1964:130. An American

English speaker may be observed to use both It looks like it

a
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138 TENSE MARKING IN BLACK ENGLISH

ain't gonna rain today on one occasion and It looks as if it

isn't going to rain today on another. But the sentence It

looks as if ft ain't gonna rain today is rather unlikely.

Such stylistic cooccurrence restrictions are not as rigid as

j.n cases of code switching and are often not two-way restric-

tions. While the use of ain't with going to is not to be ex-

pected, the use of gonna with isn't is not at all unusual.

To return to the use and nonuse of present tense -s in Ilash-
,

ington wor'ing-class speech, it is clear that cooccurrence

restrictions are weak, to,say the least. As we have already

seen, -s is often used with the first4 but not the sec'ond verb

in the same conjoined verb phrase. To the extent _that rela-
.,

tively rigid cooccurrence restrictions are to be taken as

evidence of code switching and coexistent systems, the data

we are analyzing would'appear to indicate a partially merged'

system.

If,-as seems likely on these and other grounds, Black

°Exiglish and standard English are largely merged systems for

most of Our black working-class speakers, the question arises

as to the most appropriate way to represent this fact in formal

linguistic terms. It will be'instructive to begin by outlining

some reasonable alternatives. First, in oversimplified diagram

form, we represent the bilingual syntactic competence of a

German-English.bilingual individual, with rules gRI-gRn of

German and eRI-eR, of English (see Figure 3). This model,

gR1

gR

eRt

eR.

Figure-'3. Schematic representation of the competence

of a German-English bilingual individual,
assuming disjoint coexistent systems.
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assuming completeiy disjoint coexistent systems, accounts for

the speaker's syntactic competence as long as he produces no

'ungrammatical sentences in either language which are traceable

to rules in the other. But suppose the speaker produces Eng-

li:ah sentences like I went yesterday to New York. In this

sentence the speaker has followed a low-level adverb placement

rule of German which places time adverbs before place adverbs,

instead of the corresponding rule 0 English, which has the

opposite effect. This phenomenon can be rePresented by the

diagram in Figure 4 where gR is the German adverb placement

rule, and eRj is the equivalent rule in English.

gR1 - gRi-1

gRi

gRi+1 - gR,

eR1 - eRj_l

NT
eRj

eRj+1

Figure 4. Bilingual interference model:
German-English.

This model, again assuming disjoint systems, represents the

speaker as following all the rules of English syntaY through

eRj_1, which immediately precedes the English adverb placement

rule. At this point, he leaves the English system and vwitches

to the German system long enougS torfollcw gilt, the German

placemnt rule. Returning to his English grammar, he resumes
-

with eRj1 and follows English syntax from that point on. The

following three sentences would be produced by the following

three corresponding rule sequences:

I went to New York yesterday: eR1-eR

I went yesterday to New York: eRI-eR3_1, gRi, eRj41-eP,

Ich bin gestern nach New York gefahren:

This interference model is plausible as a rough outline of what

interference might mean for bilinguals. Applying the same

model to bidialectal individuals, it becomes much less plausible.
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to assume completely disjoint systems for Black English and a

given standard dialect, for example, is to assume that the

speaker is operating on the basis of two disjoint sets of

rules, but with the vast majority of the members of these two

sets exact duplicates of each other. Fasold and Wolfram (1970)

gives a semitechnical account of the differences between Black

English and standard English syntax and-phonology, and is a

nearly complete catalogue. If there is a mistaken emphasis in

the article, it is in focusing too much attention on items

which are rarely observed in actual speech. Yet all the Wit.-

ferences outlined can no doubt be handled by the addition,
?

elimination or,modification of well under thirty syntactic

rules when compared to standard English. Many apparent syn-

tactic diEferences are really phonologicaL, as we have seen is

the case with -ed absence. This clearly represents a small

percentage of the hundreds of rules which would be required in

a really adequate syntactic description of English. It is no

less than implausible to propose that a Speaker who is (.1,-

served to fluctuate between standard English and Black English

forms operates, on the basis of two disjoint sets of several

hundred rules which are exact replicas of each other except,

at the most, thirty rules.

It would be possible to maintain an analogue of the above

interference theory if we assume that bidialectal speakers

have a single system, but at certain points there are two or

more rules to cover the same point of syntax. Figure 5 illus-

trates this mqdel. The aiagram represents a fragment of the

syntax of a hypothetical language which includes rules R,-R,.

This fragment contains only one difference between two dialects

of the language; where one dialect has Ri, and the other has

RI . If a given speaker varies between the form generated by

RI and those generated by R', he may be considered bidialectal

or this point of syntax. If the generation of an utterance is

"routeq through RI, the variant associated with one dialect

1156"
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Ro

,"

Ri_l

R14.1

Ril

Figure 5. Bidialectal inierference modeL, assuming
largely merged systems.

141

will be produced; if the generation is "routed" through RI', the

variant belonging to the uther dialect will result. The diffi,

culty with this theory is that most of the syntactic differences

between Black English and standard English whial have been des-

cribed so far are to be accounted for by a rule which is oblige-
.

tory in one dialect and optional in the other; or present in one

and absent in the other. In other words, in many cases, Ri

and RI' would be exactly,the same in content, except that one

would be obligatory and the other optional. In uther cases,

one of the rules, say RI', would be null. That is, Figure 5

would have to be modified by removing the box containing RI'

and drawing a line on the-right side of the diagram directly

connecting the box containing Rc-Ri..1 with the one containing

RJ.1.1-Rfl. This is precisely the situation with present tense

-s. Standard English has RI, the concord rule inserting pre--
sent tense -s; B1ack English, for many speakers, does not. _

However, presence, absence and optionality is precisely the
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range of linguistic behavior which variable rules handle so

effectively. This leads to the obvious question, why not make

-a insertion a variable rule and not invoke "interference" at

all?

3.7 Labov's arguments. The preceding argument would seem to

lead us to the conclusion that, indeed, the be.lt solution is

.to make -s verb concord a variable.syntactic rule for many of

the working-class speakers in our sample. The.variable rule

would operate at different frequency levels, largely coincid-

ing with general sociological factors, much as do the phono-
t,

logical variable rules which.have been discussed in the lit-

erature. Since this conclusion conflicts with the "interfer-

ence" solution accepted by Labov, it is incumbent upon us to

examine his arguments in.detail.9

3.7.1 High rate of -s absence. Labov et al. (1968:164) found

"three clear indications which lead us to the conclusion that,

as opposed to the plural -s, there is no underlying third

singular -s in NNE. [Negro Nonstandard English]." The first of

these is that the magnitude of the indices is altogether

greater than that for monomorphemic or plural -s. Unlike

the other cases of final -s, the frequency of absence of verbal

-s never drops below 50 percent for any group style, and in

some cases the frequency is at or close to 100 percent in his

data. The gfbutpdata that Labov presents shows that several

of the peer groups show -s absence at the 50-70 percent level.

We have already seen the relative implausibility of ascribing

to interference the use of a feature (in this case, -s) of

30-50 percent of the time. Now it is possible that Labov's

group figures are due to several speakers who almost always use

-s and many who almost never use it. Labov does not give data

on individuals, but our experience with this kind of data-would
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lead us to suspect that there are at least some individuals

who Actually use -s in the 30-50 percent frequency range.

For these Apeakers, if they exist, we would posit a variable

rule on the same grounds that we posit a'vartable rule for

Washington working-class black speakers who use -2'3 at cOm-

parable,frequency levels.

3.7.2 Absence of stylistic variation. Labov's second argu-

ment is thit "there is no stylistic shift observable in moving
..

from group style to single sessions." The reference here is

to the pattern of stylistic variation first discovered by

Labov in his earlier work (Labov 1966a) and confifmed in Labov

et al. '1968. For inherently variable features it is to be

expected that stigmatized forms (like -s absence) would be

avoided more in more formal styles (like individual interviews)

than in less formal styles (like group interviews). If verb

concord absence were an inherently variable feature, the argu-
-

ment runs, it would be less frequent in the more formal style.

This is not observed, so there is doubt that -s absence is

actually inherently variable. The argumeni is reasonable

enough; if there is no rule for -s concord in the grammar of

a given'speaker, there is nothing for the style constraint to

operate on. On the other hand, if the use of -s when it does

occur is to be explained as interference from standard English,

one would expect more interference in that style in which stand-

ard English is more appropriate, i.e. single sessions. In other

wyrda, the interfefbnce hypothesis would predict the same ef-
.

fect as style stratification in the case of inherent varia-

bility. Thus, the absence of any tendency to use less -s in

group interviews (Laboy's style A) than in single interviews

(Labov's style B) is as much an argument against the hypothesis

that the occasional use of -s is due to interference as it is

an argument against the hypothesis that it is an.inherently
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variable part of the grammar of the dialect for many speakers.

Furthermore, the pattern of stylistic stratificatiion in

the case of the 'Aural -8 suffix, which Labov correctly asserts

is intact in Black English, is far from clear. The data fo;
!-

plural ahsence given in Labov et al. 1968 are subdivided by

style and also 1:)) whether a consonant or vowel followed the

word. In this form, it is hard to get a_v_ery_Iear_piclure of_

'the effect of style; however, Labov gives the total numbers of

examples he is dealing with, so it is.possible to reconstrUct

the effect of style while, ignoring the effect of following

ApviroA nment. This information is given for the four groups

for which Labov presents a full set of plural data (see

Table 30).

_ Table 30. Percent absence of plural -s in four Harlem
peer groups; by style

Peer Group Style A Style B

T-Birds 11.2 12.8

Cobras 26.3 4.0

Jets 6.8 4.5

Oscar Brothers 17.8 9.8

The table shows that, while style stratification is clear

enough in the data on the Cobras and the Oscar Brothers, it is

entirely absent in the data on the T-Birds and the Jets. Style

stratification, then, is not a very reliable indication of the

presence or absence of a feature in underlying. grammar.1°

3.7.3 Effect of a,following vowel. Labov's third argument is

the one he considers most Dmportant: "most importantly, there

is no tendency whatsoever for a following vowel to lower (Z).

On the contrary, the general trend is for less -s before
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[vowels] than [consonants]." As we have already seen, the data

in bot4 Washington and Detroit tend in the opposite, direction;

that is, there is a small inclination for following consonapts

to favor -s absence over following vowels. But.this type of

evidence is basically irrelevant to the isaue.at hahd. The

failure of phonological constraints to effect -s absence is

evidence only, that-s absence is not phonological; it has no

bearing on whether -s is absent in the underlying forms or is

deleted by a'syntactic rule. The hypotheiis that verbal

is present in the grammar of Black English but removed by a

syntactic ruie is as .consistant with the absence of phono-

logical constraints as is the hypothesis that -s is not present

to begin with.

3.7.4 Inference from nypercorrection. Elsawhere in the same

chapter, Labov gives a fourth argument, which is reiterated by.

Wolfram. This is the argument from hypercorrection. The

presence of such sentences as You just fails for that day Or

The last one is caughts are, in Wolfram's words (1969:137)

"clues that demonstrate a basic unfamiliarity with rules govern-

ing the use of forms." Such,evidence is "essentialyin desig-

nating items as [standard English] importations." Labov et al.

(1968:168) put it even more strongly: "The third singular ex-

amples ... seem to correspond to an instruction: 'In careful

speech, put in -s somewhere!" This statement is obviously

hyperbolic, but even so can be misleading. There are con-

straints on where that "somewhere" can be. In the first place,

the form to which the -s suffix is affixed must be a verb. If

Wolfram's hierarchy of hypercorrection (see section 3.5) can

be borne out for some sufficiently large set of data, the use

of the -s suffix would seem to be governed by a variable rule

'of the'form:11'
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(+3RD)] LVERB
(-PL) ( F ITE)

(-PAST1 Z

1 2 3 4 5 6

2_ 3 4+[z] 0 6

where 2 is subject-of 4

That is to say, the data on hypercorrection can be taken as

evidence for the presence of a variable rule with grammatical

constraints rather than as evidence for interference from

another linguistic system. Furthermore, if,hypercorrection

and high frequency of verbal -s absence are to be taken to-

gether as arguments for the absence of -s in the underlying

grammar, then it ought to be true that those individuals who

show hypercorrection are among those with the highest fre-

quency of -s absence with third person singular subjects.

This was not true among the Washington subjects; of the six

sigskers who showed hypercorrection, three showed -s absence

with third person singular subjects less than 50 percent of

the time; and one had a,frequency level of only 8.3 percent.

3.8 Summary. In conclusion, then, we find xhat the,data on

verbal -s absence cannot be accounted for by imprecise appeals

to "interference" or "importation". Rather, we suggest that

there are at least four treatments of -c, exemplified in the

data. We assume that those speakers represented by the sub-

jects toward the right end of the scale in Figure 2 have no-
.

'concord rule for verbal -s. Their occasional 1.klies of -s are

genuine instances of interference; that is, they are per-

formance errors. The speakers ,represented toward,the left

end of the scale are standard English speakers and have in, ttar

grammars the obligatoiy rule on page 134. Their occasional

failures to use -s are likewise performance errors. The speak-

ets who fall in the center of the scale have the rule on

page 134, but for them it ft a variable rule. For them,

4
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neither the use nor the nonuse of verbal -s is anjrror.

Speakers who_hypercorrect will have some suth variable rule

as that.just discussed.

NOTES'

1. For a brilliant analySis of the present Vnse forms Of be
in Black EngliSh, see Labov (1969b) and Cle confirmation Ar
of his conclusions with a 'different set of data in WolfraRk
(1969). The occurrenceof the,forms be and bo where
standard English speakers expect present tense forms is
scussed in chapter 4.

2. Verb concora -s was not tabulated for the verb say since
it is often difficult to,distinguish say, from which verb
concord -s is absent, from sai', from which d has been
deleted by the.final stop deletion rule (see chapter 2).,

3. This analysis is the standard one for English.. In actual
spoken English, whether standard or not, the expected [z]
forms are so frequently voiceless,_or only slightly voiced,
that'it seems questionable that voicing is really the dis-
tinguishing feature. 0

4. The value of X2 for this and the following,two potential
phonological constraints was less than 1.00.

5. A following vowel did not Consistently inhibit absence in
adverbs, and the tendency was only slight for possessives
(Labov et al. 1968:161, Table 3-10a). However, there were
very few possessive examples. The inhibiting effect of a
following vowel in the case of the monomorphemi-cand-plural
examples for all groups and in two styles is striking.

6. Several read makes as made.

7. The rule is in an approximate forii:. There are doubtlessly
more elegant ways to insure that the noun phrase containing
the third person singular element is the subject of the
verb in question than merely to state it as a special con-
dition. One possibility is to specify that, it is the first
noun phrase in preverbal position which must contain the
third person siagular noun or pronoun. But this assumes
that the agreement rule must precede the stylistic trans-
formations which produce sentences like An avid reader, I

1 6
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read four books a day or Summoning the last of our strength,
we bent to the oars. In these sentenceg, the verb mast
agree with I and we, respectively, not with'reader or rest.

7--
.

We are assuming that the basic phonolOgical form of the -s
suffix is (z], with the vowel of the (it] variant insertej
epenthetically and the (s1 variant created by a voicing

assimilation rule. For arguments that this is the correct
analysis, at least for the plural morpheme in Black Englizsh, /

see Labov etal. (1968:131-133), A.nd Labc% (1969a:49-50).
-The argument is recapitulated in FAsold-(1969a:82-85).
Lityler (1970) discusses tke problem of the underlying form
of the -s suffixe's in standard English,- but comes to no

definite conclusion.

For an insightful discussion of verb concord -s in standard

English, see Illwitzer (1971).

8.. For 4 survey of this literature, sae John Macnamara, "The
Bilingual's Linguistic PerformanceA Psychological 01:rer-
view"; The Journal of Sodial Issue 23:2.58-77 (April

1967).

9. Wolfram (1969:137) seems'to agree.with Labov that the use
of -s by "some working-class speakers" is due to "importa-
tion from (standard English]." He does not say,what the
status of -s in the speech of the remaining working-class
speakers is, however. In any event, he does nod give any
arguments for this position other than the ones Labov gives.

10. Wolfram found style stratification between narrative and
reading styles for verbal -s. However, the use of reading
passage data as a "style" is questionable for grammatical
Aratiables, since the effect of the actual.printed symbol
in the written text may well be a more important constraint
than reading activity as a contextual st)g.s. Macaulay's

(1970) criticIsm tbat "the clearly marked difference be-
tween the interview style and the reading'style is an
artifact of the reading passage; the opposite results could
have been obtained by asking informants to read a passage
containing nonstandard variants instead" is a little too
glib. Elsewhere in his review, Macaulay praises Labov
(1966a) for his

4
use of reading lists for such phonological

variables as post-vocalic r. In that study, Labov found
that the constrj.zted r pronunciation was much more common

in the reading of word lists than in other styles. But
Macaulay's criticism applies here as well; the Opposite
result would no doubt have been observed if the lists con-
tained "nonstandard" spellings Wl.thout r. Implicit in

161, ,
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Macaulay's criticism is the notion that grammatical vari-
ables are'more amenable to influence from the panted
page than are phonological variables. This may well be
true, bu' neither Macaulay nor an-me else lias given any
evidence in support of this assumption.

11. A more elegant form of this rule may well refer to the
surface constituent gtructure cf the verb phrase in-
volved rathex than a feature "FINITE".

a
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4.0 General remarks. The third grammatical,feature which has

a bearing on the a.v.ysis of tense in Black English is the use
f

of distributive be. Unlike the present tense concord and -ed

suffix features, distributive be represents a substantial dif-'

iference between the tense system of Black English nd that of

the standard dialects of American English. We have shown that

the absence of -ed is the result of low-level pho Ological._
rules whica are shared, at reduced frequency lev ls of appli-

0
cation and with perhaps a few differences in co,textual con-

..

strictions, with the standard dialects. Third singular -s

represents a larger difference, since its use,/which iS re-

quired in standard English, is either optional/or excluded 'in

the'grammars of vari is Black English speaker

/

i.
Nevertheless,

its absence apparenlly does not affect the de per grammatical

levels.1 I have earlier (Fasold 1969b) analy ed Biack English

distributive be as -representing the absence of tense marking

in some kinds of sentences. This absence entails 4 distinction

in meaning. The interviews with the forty-s4en working-class
,

Washington black speakers were carefully analY ed for their

use of distributive be. The additional data r inforced the
c .

earlier analysis, and I continue to maintain th t distributive
1

.

be is to be explained by _the possible nonuse of \tsnse marking

with the' lexical entry be in Black English, where this option

is notopen in standard English.

166 ,
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4:1 'Function and meaning,: Be in Black English has the same

copula and auxiliary functions as the conjugated forms am, is,

are-, was,"and were have in standard English. In particular,

be can occur as the auxiliary in the progressive construction

be+VERBting, as in 'Cause sometime I be sleeping and I don't

feel like doing the work (74). Be also occurs as the copula

before adjectives (Christmas? Everybody be happy (85)), predi-

cate nominals (When you first come there, there be a lot of

eachers (60)), locatives and some nonlocative prepositional

phrases (Sometime I be with Rudy (02)) and past,Iparticiples

(Well, they be mixed up all kinds of way (41)). These sen-

tences are not analogous to the absence of third singular -s;

the present tense concord forms cannot be substituted for be

without changing the meaning. In Black English, the meaning

of be is to be distinguished from the meaning of is, am and

are in that the conjugated forms can have a punctiliar or a

durative meaning, but be cannot. He is working right now (or

He working right now2) is perfectly grammatical, but *He be

working right now is not acceptable. Similarly, He is my

brother (or He my brother), referring to a permanenE state of

affairs, is possible, but *He be my brother is not. Distribu-

tive (or tenseless) be is only used in inerative contexts to

refer to states or events which are periodically discontinued

and again resumed. Occasionally it is the subject of the sen-

tence, not the event in the predicate, which is distributed in

time. One of the speakers cited in Fasold (1969b), in reply to

a requeRt for a descriptioa of a stingray bicycle, said Some .of

them be big and some of them be small. Although any given

biunle is always the same size, one encounters different bi-

cycles atdifferent points in time and these will be of vary-

ing sizes. That this phenomenon is relatively infrequent is,

illustrated by the fact that I was obliged to cite an example
4
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from.the 1969 study; there are no clear examples of subject-

distributed be in the current set of data.

It is not possible to use distributive be with a purely

past time meaning (apparent counterexamples reflect underlying

would be, in which would is deleted by a process to be des-

cribed shortly). It is common to find emphatic and negative

sentences in which the auxiliary is do or don't, e.g. I DO be

working harder than'him, or They don't be hungry, whereas the

corresponding sentences with did oi didn't are not possible.

4.2 Identifying distributive be

4.2.1 Other uses of be. The analysis of be in Black English

must be careful to distinguish the distributive be cases from

-the uses of be which are shared with the standard dialects.

: From this point on, wt Will use the term "invariant be" to re-

fer to the unconjugateo form be, regardless of its function and

derivational history in a particular sentence. "Distributive

be" will refer only to those instances of invariant be which

'have the time-distributed meaning unique to Black English, and

which ere not derived from will be or would be.

In imperative sentences, all dialects of English use be,

never a conjugated form, as in Be quiet: or Don't be fooling

around so much! All dialects also use the form be in infini-
.

tive constructions, as in He wants to, be'President. Some

speakers (but usually not Black English speakers) use be to

indicate an unestablished fact, as in if this be teason

This use of be is not only seman'tically distinct from the dis-

tributive usage in Black English; there is a syntactic distinc-

tion as well: the negative of the subjunctive is be not, e.g.

If this be not treason ..., whereas the negative of distribu-

tive be is don't be, e.g. He don't be in school.

Another use of be in standard English is what 9.ight be.

ter :d the "turied imperative". The most favored enviionment
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is in negative if sentences used as a threat, e.g. If you

don't be quiet, I'm going to s'pank you. I have tested the

reactions of several standard English speakers to the. dis-

tinction between this sentence and If you aren't quiet, I'm

going to spank you, and all associated a sort of imperative

meaning with If you don't be quiet ..., but not with If you

aren't quiet :... That is, the sentence If you don't be quiet,

I'm going to spank you seems to mean something like "If you

don't obey my command to be quiet, I'm going to spank you",

while the notion of obeying a command does not seem to be quite

so implicit in the other sentence.4 The "buried imperative"

be is acceptable in standard English, extremely restricted as

to privilege of occurrence, very resistant to linguistic analy-

sis, and has an imperative meaning. Distributive be is not

acceptable in the standard dialects, much more freely usable

syntactically, amenable to linguistic analysis, 'and iterative

in meaning. Distributive be can no more be equated with this

usage than it can with the s-ubjunctive.

Finally, the form be is used without tense,,person, and

number concord af:er modal auxiliaries, e.g. He might be there

by now. The modal at.:::iliaries will and would with be cause .

particular problems for the analysis of distributive be.

First, will and would in standard English can in many contexts

have a meaning which is fairly close to the distributive mean-

ing of Black English be. Second, both will and would in Black

English can be deleted in allegro speech. Labov (1969b) has

described the deletion of will in Black English as taking place

in four steps:

(1) Vowel reduction to schwa;

(2) Deletion of (w);

(3) English contraction (deletion of schwa);

(4) Black English deletion (deetion of '11).
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The firct three rules also apply to would deletion, but

not the fourth. The Black English deletion rule applies only

to continuant consonants, not to [d]. The kJ] (spelled 'd)

from would can be deleted in both standard and nonstandard

dialects,in the following steps:

(4') Assimilation of [d] to the following [b]

(he'd be he 'bbe);

(5) Reduction of geminate consonants (he 'bbe he be).

In Fasold (1969b), I discuss and reject the b'ypothesis that all

instances of Black English distributive be are to be accounted

for by the deletion of will and would in this manner. I will

not repeat the argument here, except to mention one piece of

evidence. In negative sentences, contraction of will and

would, and therefore their deletion, is not possible, so that

distributive be is clearly distinguishpble from will be anct

would be, yielding sentences like the/following:

I know I won't be able to get what Dask for, so

what's the difference? (10)

It was just the way that she did things that made

me think that, you know, that she wouldn't be a

nice person. (90)

Well, see, I don't be with them all the time so I

can't pick out one specific leader. (25)

To account for the three-way distinction, a separate source

for the don't be example is necessary.5

Distributive be must be distinguished from standard Eng-

lish usages if an accurate analysis is to result, but linguists

who have worked on Black English have not always exercised ehe

proper care. In her discussion of be, Mitchell (1969:33) in-

cludes the ollowing example:

I tell them to eat, you know, and especially don't

be talking with a mouth full of food.

She Later uses this example as evidence that "the notion of
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habitual does not completely cover the semantics of this usage

[i.e. be]. There are many cases where repeated action is not

implied as in example 38 [the above sentence]." The example,

however, is a case of the imperative use of be, rather than

Ihe distributive use.

My debt to and high regard for the work of William Labov

on Black Englisfi should be abundantly clear to anyone who has
,

read this far. Labov too, though, has been guilty of an over-

sight in his analysis of be. He cites the following example (

as evidence that be can be used with punctiliar meaning (Labov

et al. 1968:233):

If he hit me.... He probably just hit me, 'cause he

be mad right then; you know he wouldn't hit me_
otherwise.

It is reasonably clear that this example is not distributive

be, but rather be which results from the contraction and de-

letion of would. The use of probably in the same clause and

the overt use of wouldn't in the next sentence strongly indi-

cates that would has been deleted.

4.2.2 Ambiguous cases. There is no particular difficulty,

on\syntactic and semantic grounds, in distinguishing distribu-

tivb be from the imperative, infinitive, subjunctive, and

"buried imperative" usages, as well as the use of be after

modal auxiliaries besides will or would, but it is frequently

difficult to separate examples of distributive be from examples

of be resulting from the deletion of will and would, because of

the deletability of will and would and becaube of possible

seMantic similarities between will be and would be and dis-

tributive be. Nevertheless, there are clues which can be used

to make the necessary distinctions fairly accurately in a

majority of cases.

Of course, if will or would appear overtly (either in their
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full or contracted forms) in immediate construction with be,

there is ordinarily no problem. Some cases of contraction,

however, require careful listening to determine if a phonetic

trace of '11 or 'd is actually present or not. In addition,

the final Dij-deletion rule can apply to would, leaving a

vestige which is easy for a itandard English spealdng observer

to overlook, e.g.:

They w'be [Obi] mad, but they wouldn't say too much;

you know. (82)

He would have to prove to us, you know, that -- he

w'be [Obi] all right with us. (85)

Even if will or would do not overtly appear in direct

construction with be, it is often posiible to be reasonably

sure that underlying will or would accounts for a given in-

stance, if an overt will or would appears in the nearby context.

For example:

What would I do? I be so happy, I don't know what

I'd do: (86)

You still won't be marked absent, 'cause it just be

nine'o'clock. (Fasold 1969b:772)

Another clue which is sometimes useful is the presence of

verbal modifiers in construction with a doubtful example of be.

Often, the use of probably or nather is an indication that

would has been deleted:

Like on a, uh--Friday or Saturday, I rather be off o

and go visit, you know. (61)

Field Worker: What would you do in the post office?

Speaker: I probably be a mail carrier. (18)

Similarly, a future time adverb is a good clue that will has

i_undergone deletion:

'Cause next year I just be in the seventh grade. (67)

An exceptionally clear indication of deleted will or

would--but one which is rather rare--is the false start.
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The following examples were the only ones in two sets of data:

On when they had assemblies at school, Miss Rosenzweig,

we get ready to go, she be shoushe'd yell at you

and make you get on line. (76)

I be buyingI'd buy a little house and stuff. (Fasold

1969b::772)

She would be--she like be a mother or something tb me.

(Fcsold 1969b:772)

For the present study, the analysis of frequency-oW

occurrence adverbs reported in the 1969b article was extended.

The results indicate that cooccurrence with a frequency-of-

occurrence adverb in a doubtful case makes it very probable

that be is not a case of will or would deletion but is a case

of distributive be. While it is not impossible for a verb

phrase containing will or would also to contain an adverb indi-

cating repeated occurrence, such adverbs proved to be much more

likely with distributive be.

Many othericases of be can be assumed to be cases of will '

or would deletion, on the basis of general context. Following

are three examples which were so assigned in the present study:

Assumed would deletion:

When I was supposed to be doing my work, I be talking to

girls, or talking to somebody. (85)

They called him. They sent him a letter over this summer

and told him that they be writing back to him. (60)

Assumed will deletion:

What would I like for Christmas this year? Nothing in

particular. Just so it be a safe Christmas and a

happy Christmas. (25)

Though it is often possible to make a reasonable judgment

about the derivational origin of most instances of be, there

are cases which cannot be readily resolved. Out of about 200

examples which were extracted from the recordings of the
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forty-seven working-class speakers, seventeen were left un-

analyzed because the context was judged not clear enough to

reliably assign the instance. An additional ten were set aside

because potential phonetic vestiges of contraction could not be

judged as either clearly present or clearly absent. For

example:

The way we played it, whoever get caught first, that

was the one was It. Like, you know, there be three

or four ... all be running in different directions. (73)

Speaker 73 is an adult describing a game. The general past coh-

text would indicate that the case is to be interpreted as re-

sulting from wouledeletioa. One cannot be certain, however,

that the speaker has not switched focus between the first and

second sentences so that the first sentence refers to the rules

followed during the speaker's childhood and the second refers

to- the rules as being gegerally valid for all time. Two other

examples illustrate another kiqd of problem.

He's something like, uh--Apeman. jie--you know, like

it be about f--ten mans .... Well, he'll go around

in the circu.3, he have about fifteen mens around

him. (86)

I'd buy a home and make sure they always be there and

what not and then get my father a car. (10)

Both examples of be occur in contexts where an iterative occur-

rence would be a natural interpretation (notice the frequency-

of-occurrence adverb always in the sentence spoken by speaker

10). But the possibility that one of the modal auxiliaries has

been deleted must be considered, since contracted forms of one

of the auxiliaries appear in the near context in both instances.

The following example illustrates a case in which the

presence or absence A 'd from would could be established:

On Tuesday night, sometime I used to. But most of the

time I be [al" b:i] on my porch. (45)
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If the phonetic transcription of the lengthened [b] of be4s

accurate, it could.be an indication that step (4') (see pec-

tion 4.2.1) of would deletion has taken place, but not step

(5). If the second sentence is to be interpreted as referring

to the same past time span as indicated by used to in the first

sentence, then the general context would algo support would

deletion. But if a time change has taken place, the frequency-

of-occurrence adverb most of the time would favor interpreta-

tion as distributive be. The.example was set aside as inde-

terminate.

In,some cases, the centralization of the vowel preceding

a potential '11 was suspected of being a,phonetic trace of the
'

contraction. For example:,

But if we say--if they say Simon said put your hand

up we do it and if they--I say put my hand down,

um--you be jya bi] out, (61)

Yeah; he catch rats. And they be [ddi bi] as large

as he is, too. (84)

It is possible the pronunciation [ya] in you be and [ddi) in

they_ be, rather than [yu] or [ddLzi, is made possible by the

vocalization, reduction, and deletion of '11 (cf. Labov 1969b:

748). But there are other conditions under which such vowels

can be reduced, so a judgment in favor of will deletion was

withheld.

4.3 Literature on be. So far we have stated the meaning of

distributive be, but without giving evidence for our con-.

clusions. We have also discussed the problem of distinguish-

ing distributive be from other usesin particular, be which

appears 8n the surface as a result of the deletion of will or

would, 0

Most linguists who have dealt with ehe-phenomenon have

included the distributive or "habitual" meaning as a possible
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meaning.6 An excellent review of the literature up to early

190 is included in Wolfram (1969:180-196). Since Wolfram's

study appeared, I have become aware of another study, that of

Samuel Henrie (1969).

In his careful semantic and grammatical analysis of verb

forms in the speech of three five-year-old Black English speak.;

ing children in the San Francisco Bay area, Henrie proposes a

solution for.one of the most recalcitrant problems in all data-

based sociolinguistic mirk, i.e. hoW to elicit the grammati-

cally interesting forms from speakers without providing so much'

struCture,that the results are noestilted. Labov et al. (1968:

.57-64) used certain highly unstructured situations to elicit

what was as close to natural spontaneous speech as was possible

given the limitations`of tape re cording. A somewhat more struc-

tured approach, which allowed SOMA control_over topics, if not

over specific grammaticll forms, was the interview format used

to elicit the data in the present study. The problem with

approaches which are as unstructured as these is pointed out

*by Henrie (1969:17):

Other language studies have dealt with free speech out-

put in which researchers were limited to the study of

those forms which were spontaneously produced. Many of

the more rarely used forms simply do not appear, and for

this reason cannot be analyzed.

A much more strdctured elicitation technique is sentence repe-

tition. al this way the investigator can (hopefulU) get the
1

child to use exactly the form is interested in. Henrie

tried and rejected this techniq e because (1969:10: "the

sentence imitatio:\ technique was Jound to overstructure the

child's output, so that the sentences produced appeared more

to be rote repetitions than the,kind of sentences the child

could be expected, t? use under normal school circumstances."
_

The technique utilized by Henrie was story retelling. Short

stories were constructed which included "almost every possible
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. main verb phrase form which can occur in Standard English."

In addition, each verb phrase type appeared in declaratille,

negative, yes/no question, and wh-question constructions

(Henrie 1969:20-21). The children were first told each story,

utilizing a sequence of pictorial illustrations. Then, the

child was told the story again and alked to.repeat the sentence

'assoCiited with each picture. Finally, the story was told by

the child as he was shown the pictures. In this way, the

children could be expected to use those syntactic patterns of

theii own competence which most closely matched the standard

English syntax,of the input sentences. Tfie technique, judging

from Henrie's results, was moderately successful, although we

venture ,to suggest that Henrie was perhaps too ready to assume

that the children's repetitions were directly equivalent to

the semantic focus of the input sentences.

Once the sentences had been elicited, Henrie classified

each according to semantic.categories. The categories, derived

in part from Crystal's (1966) system, are highly relevant for

the analysis of the meaning of distributive be presented here.

Henrie classified the sentences in terms of time reference

(phsrq present, future, and atemporal); duration and frequency

of occurrence (short, habitual, long, and atemporal); and

activity (active and stative). If our claims about distribu-'

tive be are valid, Henrie should,have found that be is highly

correlated with the habitual category. Disthbutive be should

never be found in past, short or-(as Henrie defines it) atem-

poral contexts. For Henrie, atemporal must be either "never",

or a continuous, finite process or state, or an eternal process

or state. These meanings (except "never") are excluded by the

meaning we are claiming"for the form be. Henrie's activity
0

category is not relevant to the meaning we are interested in.

Reprodtcini, part of- HenrWs chart (1969:82), we find tendencies

in.this direction:

117'
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Unconjugated Be

short'

4

o

5

hibitual' . 20**

.

habitual . 20*** ,

Ding + atemporal 17

present .32

past 6

,

The nu6beKi, whioh:refer to number of resporises, are all id

the pr4dicted directions, two of them with 'statistical sig-
.7

Ilificance. Three adterisks indicate significance at the .005

,level ot ponlidence and two,asterisks the .01:level, using a

z-test for comparison n.f proportions where the amounts of un.

'conjugated be in the paired categoriss arf comparedwith the

am4ounts of the standard English conjugated forms used by the

standard English speaking control group. While the figures
4

hi general come out ln the expected direotions, it is damaging

to our,hypothesis that the.Lhart shows five instances in short

time coptexts,:six in pastt cbntexts,.and seventeen in atemporal

conitektsi Fortunately, Henrie includes virtually hig-entize

data collection in the study. By exadining the "damaging"

instandes'in detail, it is possible.to argue, .f.or most Of them,

that the Children apparently Olanged,the semantic focus.of

their responses from the focus whkot; was pres&it in the origi

inal sentence. The five.sentences in the short.context, with

the original sentence (where Henrie gives it),, are the follew-

ing (Henrie 1969:54=57):
.

.

Originkl Sentence. De Sentence

..:,

.

I'will be wearing it: He be-wearing it.

,'. I* be sared.
.

,

He is sad. He,be sad. .
.

.
.

. He is crying.
.

. I be crying. [twice)

. The asteri.sk in I be scared refers to a note by Henrie thatwthe

sentehce is an instance of woutd deletion. The first sentence
. . .
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is easily interpretable as an example of will deletion. _The

third and fourth ate not quite so easily dismissed, but it is

quite likely that the children who used these sentences shifted

the time reference from immediate and of short duration to

distributive. Note that the two responses I be,crying to the

original He.is crying hlso contain a change of pronoun. The

response He be sad is one of thirty-five responses to He is sad,

and none of the other thirty-four involve be. Similarly, the

two I be crying examples are the on* such sentences out of
-

thirty7four responses to He is crying. The six past occurrences

are.the following (Henrie 1969:64-65):

Original Sentencd Be Sentence

They were alwayi squawking.

-When there was food, he *as
always there.

When there was work, he was
neller around.

. They always bo squawking.
[four times)

He always be there.

When there was work, he
didn't be around.

The four instances,of They always be squawking are fairly

obviously instances of change ot focus. It is not hard to '

'visualize the child being shown a pictute of a nest of baby

robins with their mouth open and remembering that the impor-

tant thing about them was that they were constantly squawking,

while forgetting that the time'span .1 the original story was

past. A similar explanation holds for the second sentence,

espectally sinre the speaker who gave that response left out

the when clause, which contains a past tense cue--the word was.

The last sentence stands as an incontrovertible counterexample

'- our hypothesis.

I was only,able to find sixteen of the seventeen examples

of be sentence. in atempora, contexts claimed by Henrie. TheseC
are as follows (Henfie 1969:67-68):
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Original Sentence Be Sentence

The sky is riever green. The sky never be green.
[twice]

The sky don't be green.

(twice]

Robiqs are always flying Robins alL the time be

away and faming back. flying around.
, . [seven times]

It is blue. 'They be blue. [twice]

The sky is never green.
-

She is a rich lady.° 4 She be a rich lady.
[three times]

:I.he four be responses to The sky is *Geyer green .beautifully

point up an ambiguity in the standard English sentence which '

can'be disambiguated in Black English by the use of distribuJ

tive be. The'sky is aever green in standard English can mean

somethin /like "The sky is VI a constant state of not being

green" "There are no occasions on wh..ch the.sky is green.,"

If the first gloss is agpropriate, then the atemparal classlii-

caCion is Justified, but the second gloss seems much more I

natural. It it? clear that the children gave it the second/

interpretatiom and i-Moved the ambiguity by using distributive

be. If this is correct, ;ben the atemporai classification is

not appropriate and the iesponses should 6e rectassified as

habitunl. Incidentally, The sk, dOn't be green is a singularly

apt trianslation of The sky is never green.

4 similar 4rgument holds for Robins are always flying away

and coming back. The most natural understanding of that gen-

tence'is as repqrting aneintermittent,, not a continuoUs or

eternat activity. The children who gave Robins all the Lime

be flying around took that meaning ard glossed 'it very com-

petently in Black English. I was'unable to find the context

in;the stories4or It is blue, but it is significant that the

replacement of,is by be accompanies thg replacement of it by

they. These two are the only cases out of thirty-one in which
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either change was made. The cooccurrence of these two changes

from the original sentence sugsests that they are examples of

the subject diitribution use of distributive be, which we

mention above. The three instances of She be a rich lady for

origirv,1 She is a rich lady constitute fairly strong counter-

examples ta our understanding of the meaning of be, unless one

takes them as examples of will deletion. A story in which a

,poor lady has just been informed that she has won a c;ontest

ends with the sentence Now she is a rich lady. It is possible

that the children thought that the lady will not be rich until

she actually gets the money, i.e. in the future. This argument

is admittedly a bit°1abored.

Of the twenty-eight potentially embarrassing examples in

Henrie's data, only four cannot be satisfactorily explained.

Although unexplained, these four must be matched against the

weight of rhe many sentences which do indicate a distributive

meaning.

Henrie's technique was imaginative and latgely successful

and hfs statistical technique for analyzing semantic emphases

was used,to good advantage. Statistics, at least in the case

of be, ve not necessary so much for measuring meaning tenden-

cies as they are for compensating for the occasional failure

of the respondents to maintaia the serantic time reference

focus of the original stories.

4.4 The meaning of distributive be

4.4.1 Adverb cooccurrence. We will now turn to the evidence

in the Washington corpus. _Perhaps the most cogent evidence in

support of the distributive, iterative or habitual meaning of

be can be &rived from a study of time adverb cooccurrence.

David Crystal (1966) has given a very useful taxonomy of Eng-

lish time adverbs. A slightly modified subsection of his

Class A (frequency-of-occurrence) time adverbs, i.e. which
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answer the question "how often?", is relevant for the meaning

we claim forAistributive be. Crystal's Class Al, A2, and A3

adverbs are labeled nonoccurrence, single occurrence, and

fresh occurrence, respectively. Nonoccurrence is not relevant

to the distributivd meaning, since one can.equall. well deny

continuous, single 'or iteiative occurrence. Singie'occurrence

and fresh occurrence would not support the distributive mean-

ing. The remaining siv categories are rare occurrence, occa-
--

sional occurrence, frequent occurrence, usual occurrence,

regular occurrence, and,continuous occurrence. All of these

refer Co types of intermitteat occurrence and are highly com-

patible with the distrAbutive meaning of be. The final cate-

gory, continuous occurrence, inCludes the adverbs alwail and

all the time. 'Mese advers are basically ambiguous (as

Crystal implicitly recognizes; he says they can answer the

questions "how often?" or "how long?"). These adverbs mean

something like "inevitably occuts when favorable condieions

are present" or, more rarely? "occurs without interruption".

An example of the Ulmer is She always crders shrimp when she

goes to a restaurant. This does not mean that she spends her

life in a restaurant ordering shrimp, but rather that on those

(successive) occasions when she goes to a restaurant, what she

orders is shrimp. The latter meaning Ls illustrated in a sen-

tence like The earth is always revolving around the sun. Of

course only the former meaning supports the distributive mean-

ing. Another adverb, most of the time, which Crystal classi-

fies unfier Class B, "restricted duration", seems to be subject

to the same ambiguity and usually means repeated occurrence.

For our purposes, we have classified most of the time as a

frequency-of-occurrence adverb. Another linguistic indication

of repeated eveats is cooccurrence With clauses beginning with

whenever, or when in the sense of whenever. If be occurs in

the main or subordinate clause, the distributive meaning is
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.

supported. An example of be in.the main clause is:.

Like when somebody's mother is sick, we be on the

front porch and appebody start hollering and

everything. (55)

Be occurs in the subordinate clause in:
,

You know, when I be talking to the fellows, you know,

I might say something but, uh-I.I don't do that any

more, you know. (11)

It Lea reasonable hypothesis that the meaning of such when,
clauses and frequency-of-occurrence adverbs and distributive

be is so close that they would tend to cooccur in the same_
sentences. In Fasold (1969b), I checked the cooccurrence of

these time expiessions with distributive be against their co-

occurrence with the present tense conjugated forms. The hy-

pothesis was confirmed: when clauses and/or frequency-of-
-,----

,..

occurrence adverbs cooccurred with 36.1 percent of the be

instances but with only 1.3 percent of the conjugated present

tense forms.

These results constitute important evidence that be is

not equivalent in meaning to the conjugated forms, but does

,not say anything about the meaning of be as distinct from all

other verb phrases. In the present study we wished to compare

the frequency-of-occurrence a.dverb cooccurrence with be with

its cooccurrence with all other verb phrases. The difficalties

soon became apparent. Those working-class speakers who used be

in the interview averaged less than five instance's per Speaker,

while almost every speaker used several hundred Other kinds of

verb phrases. To tabulate.all the verb phrases in the inter-

., views oi all the speakers who used be would have been a for-
,.

bidding task. Yet to get a meaningful number of inst&nces of

distributive be, a fair number of speakers would have to be
..:1-- '

tabulated. As a solution, twelve of the be-using spcakers were

analyzed for their use oi frequency-of-occurrence adverbs

) 183
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(including when clauses). The twelve speakers were selected

so as to provide as even a distribution as possible by age and

sex. Six were children; three boys and three girls. Four

were adolescentq: two boys and two girls. The two remaining

speakers were adults, both men (none of thecadult women used

be). As we will see, be is much more common among younger

speakers, not only because 1101.6tardard features tend to pre-

dominate among younger speakers but also because uf some

aspects of the questions in the interview.

Tbe twelve speakers used a total of seventy-one instances

of distributive be and 5,901 other verbs- The ilistribution is

shown in Table 31.

Table 31. Cooccurrence of distributive be and other verb
phrases with frequency-of-occurrence adverbs

or when clauses.

F/Ovadverb

Distributive

Other Verb
Be Phrases

or when clause 16 388

Absence of
F/O adverb
or when clause 55 5,513

Percent cooccurrence
witn F/0 adverb

or when clause 22.5 6.6

= 28.3; p.001

The results show that frequency-of-occurrence adverbs are

more likely to Cooccur with be than with any other type of verb

phrase. From this it can reasonably be inferred that the

iterative meaning inherent in the adverbs is more compatible

with be than with oti:er verb phrases.

fo ,btain further evidence, tabulations were made of the
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cooccurrence of frequency-of-occurrence adverbs with distribu-

tive be and with those cases of will or would with be in which

will or would overtly appeared. Cases which were judged as

ambiguous between distributive be and will or would plus be

were tabulated with distributive be, but-cases in whicts 1.11

or would deletion was judged to be the explanation foi

although no vestige of will or would actually appew-ed, were

not tabulated. The results are shown in Table 32.

Table 32. Cooccurrence of distributive be (including
ambiguous examples) and will or would plus be
with ituqucncy-of-occurrence adverbs or
.when clauses.

F/0 adverb
or when clause

Will or would
Distributive be plus be

43 4

Absence of
F/0 adverb
or when clause 108 77

Percent cooccur-
rence with F/0
adverb or when
clause

X2 = 18.08; p<.001

28.5 4.9'

These results show two things. First, the twelve speakers

who supplied the data for Table 31 appear to be representative

of the whole set of be-users, since they use be with frequency-

of-occurrence adverbs at abput the same rats (22.5 percent

against 28.5 percent) at'do all the_be-uaers. Second, the

results indicate that will or would plus be behaves like all

other verb phrases with respe,ct to cooccurrence wieh frequencii-

of-occurrence time adverbs. hiq providea further evidence
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that will or would deletion cannot account for all instances

of invariant be in Black English.

Finally, the cases in which will or would deletion was

judged to be the probable explanation for rnvariant be were

tabulated. Of the twenty-two examples, only two (9.1 percent)

cooccurred with when clauses or frequency-of-occurrence ad-

verbs, which tends to show that, these examples behave like

will or would plus be, rather than like a:.tual distributive be.

4.4.2 Topical settings. Another indication of the distribu-

tive meaning of be is derived from study of the topics under

discussion when be is used. Three general kinds of topics

were judged particularly compatible with the distributive

meaning. The first was descriptions of games, eligited in

Section LA of the interview. Games areaplayed repeatedly and

if a speaker with competence in the use cf distriutive be is

describing a game, he is quite likely to indicate that what he

is saying has validity every time the game is played. Another

compatible topic was descriptions of school procedures,

elicited in Section II of the interview, provided the descrip-

tions were given by children and adolescents still in school.

These procedures are routines which take place eveiy school

day, and so reflect the kind of repetitiveness we claim for be.

The third topic was descriptions of ways of celebrating Christ-

mas, elicited in Section VA. A report of the way the family

celebrates this annual event meets the distributive requirement.

Of the 123 examples which were taken as eenuine distribu.

tive be, i.e. excluding cases,which might have been derid by

will or would deletion, more than half (58) were taken frai

the section on eames. Two typical examples are:

I get a ball and then some children be on one team

and some be on another team. (62)
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All the marbles be in the center. And a guy comes

along with a big marble and knock them all out. (85)

In the discussion of school procedures by children and

rdolescents, twenty-three cases were tabulate4. For example:.

We always have to sing a song in the morning time.? like,

uh--it be on the record player. (62)

Then when the other person be up, they sit down

real quick and they say that he did it because

he be standing up. (66)

Seven examples appeared in the section on Christmas. For

example:

Christmas Day, well, everybody be so choked up over

gifts and everything, they don't be too hungry

anyway. (82)

My father be the last one to open his presents. (10)

These eighty-eight represent 71.5 percent of all the dis-

tributive be examples analyzed. Of the remaining thirty-five

examples, twelve occurred in discussions of miscellaneous

topics. There were no problems with the distributive meaning,

in spite of the fact that the general topics did not particu-

larly favor iteration. For example:

Yes, there always be fights. (76)

'Cause every time he come to the Howard Theater, he

bes there for a week. (41)

Although the discussion of television and movie episodes

(Section IB) was one of the most productive topics, only eight

instances of.distributive be were found. But since such nar-

rations were in the past tense, it would be unlikely under our

hypothesis that there would be any examples. Inspection of

the eight examples reveals that they were of two types. Some

were used in preliminary discussions of the speaker's tele-

vision-watching habits, such as:
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On Saturdays, I like to watch cartoons, but I be

out working. (89)

The others _occurred within the narrative, but referred to con-

ditions that are generally valid, not incidents which were

particular to the individual story. An example of this type is:

You know how there be some lot of woods and things?

He went out there. (86)

The remaining fifteen examples occurred in the discus-

sions of group structure. This would'appear to be damaging to

the claim that distributive be cannot refer to permanent situ-

ations. Again, however, examination revealed that they re-

kerred to regular practices with respect.to the'group the

speaker was discussing, not to permanent aspects of its struc-

ture. For example:

When I be playing football out to club I have a few

white friends out there, me and them are real tight. (11)

Well, you know, you call that your walk.man, you know,

like the person that you be with all the time. (13)

In sum, distributive be is more than twice as likely to'

be used while the speaker is discussing topics which have an

inherently iterative component than when he is discussing other

topics. But even in those cases where be is used when other

topics are under discussion, even those with generally past

time or permanent references, the specific instances of be are

nonetheless clearly distributive in meaning.

4.5 Sources of invariant be. In Fasold (1969b), I reported on

the results of en experiment designed to test whether or not

the three sources of surface invariant be (will deletion,

would deletion, and distributive be) could be discriminated by

blatk working:class speakers. The exercise was based on the

fact that there are certain abbreviated sentences in which

contraction, and therefore will and would deletion, is not
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possible. The procedure called for the response I know he +

auxiliary ip connection with'sentences containing invariant be.

Each speaker was asked to listen to five samples. The sen-

tences were given in a male voice and the responses in a fe-

male yoice. The sample sentences and responses were:

Male: He can drive a motorcycle.
Female: I know he can.
M: Can what?

F: Drive a motorcycle.

M: The teacher could be wrong.
F: I know she could.
M: Could what?

F: Be wrong.

M: Darryl hit his brother.
F: I know he did.
M: Did what?
F: Hit his brother.

M: My cousin should do his work.
F: I know he should.
M: Should what?
F: Do his work.

The samejes contained no sentences with be and none involving

will,or would, add none called for do as tha auxiliary in the

response (do was the expected auxiliary associated with dis-
.

tributive be). The further probes, such as Can what?, were

necessary to determine just what was being abbreviate6 (the

need for this will be explained later). After each speaker

heard the samples, the test sentences began. The first con-

tained an.overt auxiliary (can) and Was used to determine

whether or not the speakers understood the 'task. The great

majority of speakers did understand, including the younger

children. Eleven sentences f9ilowed, four of which had to do

with invariant be. These were:

(1) ,If he 4got a walkie-talkie, he be happy.

(2) Sometime Joseph be up there.
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(3) He be in in a few minutes.

(4) Sometime my'ears be itching.

All of these sentences were originally spoken by speakers of

Black English in Detroit and Washington and were rerecorded

, on the test tape. The hypothesis was that the speakers would
,

ascribe the presence of be in sentence 1 to would deletion and

would use would in the response; that they,would ascribe the

invariant be ,In sentence 3 to will deletion and would use will

in the response; and that they would ascribe the presence of

be idsentences 2 and 4 tyrdistributive be and would use do in

the response. The results for the forty:six speakers, which

include the thirty-seven speakers reported on in the 19696 paper,

are shown in Table 33.

.

Table 33. Results of abbreviated response test with be.

do
Sentence form will would

is/

are itch

Failed to
understand
'task

happy
do 0

0 29 1 121. be
does .o

do 6
2. be 17 & 10 5 8up there

does 111

do 0
3. be in 0

1
36 . 4 0 6

does 0

A

do 19
4. be itching 21

.n
2 6 10

does 2

There were more responses of the expl:cted type than any

alte_aative. In sentences 1 and 3, the Jxpected will and would

xesponses were in especially clear majorities. tn sentences.2

and 4, involving diotribdtive be, more speakers seiected -alter-

native responsetand for goad redson. Almost eveiy sOeaker of

Black Epglish knows that the use of distributive be is socially
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stigmatized, and in a formal interview--in, most instances with

a middle-class white irkterviewer--there is a'aceat deal.%f in-

centive to avoid using stigmatized forms. This incentive would ,,

/Probably be even more intense in the format employed for this

task. Another motivation, which,seemed to be present in most

cases, was a desire to give the "right" answer. In the case
. .

'of sentence 2, "there were at least four ways of dealing with

tilts conflict. FirsL, the speaker could complesely hyper-

correct an4 substitute the present tense conc,Lrd form is. as

Nive speakers did. Or the speaker could,interpret th, case
'2of invariant be as derived4from.yill (or would) -deletion; in

spkte of the presence of fhe'grequenty-of=occurrence"adverb.

sometimes. The selection of either of,tbesedwould be a legit-
,._

imatg choice, although somewb4 strained'In this contoxt. The

selection of a would responss was a particularly live option,

since senxence 2 immediately followed sentence 1, to which most
r VI

speaker's had' correetly used would in response. Fourth, a

speaker could sultct.a form of do, but hypercorFect i,t to does.

Eleven speakers responded, in erat way, even thoughgthe result'

was neitner good standard English.nox gooci Black English. In

spite of the variety of wus to circumvent the ape"of an aux-
.

iliary which would revgal comp.
,

etence in the'use of Ole sag-
4

matized distribLtive be, reprie spealcers chose a form of do than
-

any other single option, ar4 six sp(eakeri gave the fully apprr.-

priate do.

, All of these"opmionS weFe also presentsin sentence 4:C1-

though none of the speakers 'chose will. In spite of the fact

that the subject of sentence
I

4 is plural, two speakers Wyper-
.

corrected t4s,ix do-fbrm respOse to does, another two used

would, and Apc selected is ot ar. 'This sentence afforded a

fifth optioul,''which was urillzed by seven speakers. They

responded with I knowithey d to the original stimul,_es sentence;

but when asked ix) what?"the replied itch, indicltive thaE they -
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had trinslat.ed the stigthatized be itch*ng by the socially

acceptable (ind closest standard English translation) itch.

Atthoughberowere attempts to avoid the do responses

appropriate to the distributiVe be sentences, the pattern in

Table 3 is clear evidence tivt the three soUrces claimed for

ievarian't be can be discriminated by many speakers,of the' '

dialect,

4.6 ,Linguisti c analysis of distribittive be. So fa r, we have

s'iieen able tbdemonstrate that Black English has an InVariant

for% of be wAich is used in main verb phraseS in the sake broad

syntactic donst.-uctions as are the.comcord forms of be in all

English dialects. We have argued that some instances of in-
,

variant be can be explained by.the deletion oi will and woidd

in construction with be, and that.there is a certain diitrfbu-

tive meaning,bo5ne by those,instances of be which,canqot be
/ r

accounted for by such deletion. In passidg, we have Pointed

out that while do be and don't.be are not uneomclon, examination

of a substantial amounl of data has failed to turn up examples

of did be or didn't be. Any analysis which attempts to account
.t

,--- '6:3i:distributive be must explain tbesd facts.
7

One decision whieg has Eb be ma& is whether or ndt dis-

tributive be in Black English is the samR item as the conju-

gated forms. Sele linguists (e:g. Labov(et nl. 196e:228-37;

Stewart 1969181) have anaLyzed distributive be as a sepatate

lexical item. This would appear t6 be a rather unlikely solu-

tion, since, except for distribuCivce be, the form be itself,

and the conjugated forms, have exactly the same distribution

that they have:in'the Standard dialects. It Wou1# be remark-

able if the language had two (and only two)lwords with copula

and auxiliary functions and both had the form be in some of

or
their realizations... An argument could be constructed'that all

intrances of be in Black Engligh arc distributive, so chat in

132 '
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the sentence He might be home now, the infinitive be is dis-

tributive for a Black English speaker, but not,for a standard

English speaker. That is, for a Black Engliih speaker, bdt
,

not for 1 standard English speaker, the sentence means some-
...-.

thing like "There is at preeent a possibilfty that he is

repeatedly at home." at is extremely doubtful that the sen-

tence has such a meaning for any English speak,g:,,and it is

clearly much'more reasonable'to assume that there is only one

be in English and try to find a syntactic explanation for the

Black English usage.'

' If the.uses of be in the standard dialects are analyzed,

it turns out that what they all have in common is the absence

of tense marking. If be is marked for nonpast tense, the con-

cord forms am, is or are result, depending on the person and

number of the subject. If it IA marked for past.tense, was

and were result. But in modal constructions, either.there is
.

no tense marking in the verb phrase at all, or, tf there is

(depending on one's analysis), it is reflected in the modal

verb, not in be. 'Infinitive be is by definition unmarked for

tense, and the imperative mood is opposed to the indicative

mood is opposed to the indicative mood in,which tenses. are

found.7 The same sort of argument applies to subjunctiVe be

in those dialects in which it is found. If the "buried im-
.

perative" cases turn out to be genuine cases of imperative

constructions, the same argument will hold true there. In our

analysis, the same syntactic explanation applies in the case

of distributive be. Unlike standard English, Black English

allows be to appear in nonmodal main verb phrases without an

associated tense marker. By positing this ode change, all the
4

facts we have dfscovered about be are accounted for. It has

the same syntactic privileges of occurrence as the concord

4 forms of be, simply'because it is the same item. It has the'

form be rather than anything else because that is the normal
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form for this item where tense is not involved. It also ex-

plains the ablence of sentences with did be or didn't be;

tenseless be could never be associated with the past tense.,
marker that would give rise to did. The distributive meaning

.
is compatible, too; since the action is repeated with some

degree of regularity, it cannot be specified as taking place
0

specifically in the past or specifically not in the peat.

.
A problemarises with regard to the status of do in do be

. .

on.don't be constructions. It makes no sense to say that do

is inserted as a tense-carrier if there is no tense to carry.
. a

An analysis ofvtile English verb system in which do appears as

a pro-verb in all sentences and .is deleted under certain cir-

- cumstances would avoid this,problem. Do in do be or don't be

is simply theepro-verb appearing in circumstances which do not

_call for its deletion. But such instances of do must be assumed .

not to carry tense at all, while our analysis so far has assumed'

that do in other Black English sentences, like do and does in
. ..

standard English, has nonpast tense. It could be argued that

in Black English only be garries nonpast tense (in the forms

am, is, and are) and that all other verbs are tenseless if they

are not in the past tense. Bilt such a claim is almost empty-

of meaning, aince one would be at a loss to suggest how it

could be confirmed or denied.8

The solution proposed here is that Black English-litstribu-

tive be indeed represents the use of the copula/auxiliary form

le wi out any tense marker, in spite of the fact that this ,

°analy1s entails allowing do as an auxiliary for be to be

tenseless, while carrying nonpast tense as a main verb or as

an auxiliary for verbs other than be. In a generative semantic

model, the distributive meaning would be generated at deeper

levels of the semantico-syntactic comfpOnent, later undergong

the insertion of be without tense under the appropriate con-

ditions. In the alternative interpretive semantics model, the
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distributive meaning would be projected on the basis of the

use of be without tense. Incidentally, we would suggest an

analysis along the same lines for English dialects which have

subjunctive be. The use of does with be should be regarded

as a hypercorrection, as the two instances in line 4 of

Table 33 certainly are. In fact, be itself is not infrequently,

hypercorrected to bes.

4.7 Counterexamples to the analysis. It would be less than

candid not to mention a few real and apparent countereAmples

to our proposal. One of these would tend to falsify the claim

that be cannot have present punctiliar meaning. This is the

use of the expression There you be. In each instance, the

usage could only reasonably apply to an immediatetsituation.
-

But there are four odd facts about There you be. First, it is

always in just this form. Second, it deviates from a large

amount ofother data in being nondistributive (will or wOuld

deletion is not a reasonable analysis). Thkrd, unlike genuine

distributive be, it was once observed in the speech of a white

speaker. Finally, it-was observed to be used only in a very

restricted semantic context, one in which the speaker is pre-

senting the hearer with a situation of the speaker's making

and, in some sense, for the hearer's benefit. For example,

There you be was repeatedly used by Speaker 35 when an elevator

door opened after he'had pushed the button. .A Elfth-graddr
4!

from Norfolk used it after he had opened a car door for a group

of adults. A Washington teen-ager used it after making a

basketball shot he was proud 0. A white service station at-

tendant said There you be, sir as he presented a customer with

his credit receipt. For these reasons,,we conclude that There

you be is a set phrase which is perhaps a relic of an older,

non-Black English be usage.
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More dAmaging are instances in which le is used in past

contexts (especially, those in which did.is used as an auxil-
. ./

iary). This.usage his been repórted.as nonexistent in the
_

Washington data, but I have come across g1ve instances from
.

other sources. Three of these are senteues reported to me

by Mrs. Lyn Kypriotaki as sentences used by black Philadel-

phians:

By a middle-aged woman, native to Philadelphia, sixth grade

education:

Miss Ray be gone yesterdaY and the door was standing

open.
,

I went on Saturday for the battery but the man be

closed up.

By a..nine-year-old boy:

My sister be crying yesterday because she two--a baby!

One,of the two examples containing did is reported by Samuel

Henrie (1969:65):

When there was work he' didn't be around:

The other example was in the form of a question put to me by

a friend who is very competent in the dialect. Speaking of

silver-colored pennies, he asked:

Did there be silver pennies in 1943?

To the extedt that these sentences are representative of dia-

lect speakers' competence in distributive be, they damage the

nontense hypothesis. It is possible to explain away Henrie's

exampie by arguing that it represents a stage in the acqui-

sition of Black English, since his speaker was a young child.*

However, no such explanation suffices for the other sentences.

Nevertheless, it is difficult to overemphasize that these

fii7e sentences represent all the instances of be used in a _

*past context which I have been able to find, while those

which conform to the nontense hypothesis are numbered in the
_

hundreds.

1 6
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The grammaticality of did be sentences was tested with
,

fifteen Harlem black adolescents in the data reported on in

Wolfram (1971). The speakers were given a tasb very similar

to the one reported on in Table 33. Among the sentences tested

were Sometime Joseph be up there, borrowed from Le Washington

interview, and Last year he be at the pool every day. Accord-
,

ing to the . ontense hypothesis, the second sentence is not

interpretable as an example of distribative be and hence should

not receive the did auxiliary in a paht context. For our hy-

pothesis, the only legitimate derivation for this sentence is

via would deletiee. The responses to these.two sentences for

the fifteen Harlem adolescents, who were not as successful at

the task as were tLe Washington working-class speakers, are

shown in Table 34.

-Table 34.. Results of.abbreviated responses to two sentences
by fifteen black Harlem adolescents.

do will- would ,is 'was other

be up chere 2 4 3 5 0 1

be at the pool 0 2 4 1 2 6

The responses to the be up there sentence show that there

was ;strong tendency to avoid the stigmatized do be interpre-

tation, in spite of the fact that most of the fifteen used dis-

tributive be in the narrative section. Seven escaped by using

the legitimate (in terms of Black Eng'ish grammar) will or

would; two used do; and five hypercorreceed to,is, one reveal- 4c

ing his hypercorrection by a wise start: I know he d--, is.

One of the fifteen was not able to perform the task at all.

The responsei to the be at the pool ientence appear to be

equally inconsistent. But a closer analysis shows that the

responses are consid.rably mote erraticthan the responses to

19.7
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the be up there sentence. First of all, none of the fifteen

responded with did, and none gave be at the pool as a com-
.

pletion. One speaker responded with I know he did, but gave

been at the poolt.as_his answer to Did what? Since he was not

'able to associat did with ba we tabulated his response as

"other". The remaining five "other" responses show a fairly

deep level of puzzlement. Two speakers could not respond at

all; two gave I know he could; anC the fifth, instead of using

the format called for in the instruLtiops, supplied He been at

the pool. Three other responses strorgly indicate guesswork

rather than reliance on language competence. Two of the speak-
.

ers gave I know he will, and one gave -1 know he is; in spite

of the past time adverb Last year in the original sentence.

Of the remaining six:responses, four included would, as the'

hypothesis would predict; and the other two utilized was (a

response analogous to frIk-associatien with the be tip there,

sentence). Of the two speakers who gave the expected do

response to Sometime Joseph be up there, one gave the-expected

would in response to Last year he be at the pool every day,

and the other supplied was. Neither hesitated and neither

showed the slightest inclination to use did. The failure of

the test task to elicitrAid in association with be is one indi--
,

cation that for many speakers of the dialecit, did is not an

appropriate auxiliary for be. The inexplicable nature of the

responses of those speakers who did not hit upon would or was

as the auxiliary is an indication that the use of be in the

past, if would deletion is npt inferred, is'foreign to them.

4.8 Summary. Jhe use of distributive be in Black English, un-

like the absence of verb concord -s and the absence of the -ed

suffix, is an example of a fairly substantial semantieand sYn-.

tactic difference between Black English,and the standard dia-

lects. Oncg.genuine examples of distributive be are separated
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, .

from other types of invariant be, it can be nown that dis-

tributive be indicates intermittent distribution in time.

We have attemptedto establish.this meaning through a study

of cooceurring time adverbs and topical settings as well as ,

by general impressions derivea from the examination of hundreds

tioof examples,. In spite of a small.numberCof 'C'oun'terexamples,

we conclude that distributive be, for most Black English speak-

ers, 'is opposed to the present and past forMs of to be in that

be has no tense marker at all. This allows a uniform explan-__

ation of the form be in its distributive and nondistributive

uses.

NOTES

1. But see later in this chapter for a hypothesis which,im-
putes more substance to the absence"of third singular -s
in Black English. See also Henrie (1969:83,84), who
argues that there are semantic Implications in the nonuse
of verb concord

2. I accept Labily's (1969b) arguments that the absence of is.

and are for the great majority of Black English speakers
is due to a phonological rule which deletes the remnants
of contraction.

3. Given this meaning, it is possible to dream up contexts
in which either of the starred sentences above would,be
accepted. If the time adverb* Jght.now refers to a suf-
ficiently broad period of time, He be working right now
is possible, as in He was unemployed Last year, but right
now he he working every day. It is also possible to
imagine a rather metaphorical use of the term brother
which would allow He be my brother, as ilebever
when he need mon2y, but otherwise he don t be. The fact
remains, however:that distributive be cannot be used with
a punctiliar or permanent state meaning.

4. This Lmperative be usage is discussed in Muckley (1969).
I once observed an interesting performance error by a
white, standard English speaking man. Discussing his very
active two-year-old daughter, he commented that having her
around was more pleasant "when she sits down and be's
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-

quiet." At this point he hesitated, amid the genera]:
laughter of his audience. Interestingly enough, there was
no accqopble way for him to correct the sentence-while
still usleg be. "When she sits down and is quiet" would
not do. The best-acceptable paraphrase would be something
like "when she sits down and keeps quiet."

5. The first linguist to notice that be in Black English has
these three sources is Marvin Loflin (1967). I waS guilty
of an oversight in Fasold (1969b) for not citing his article.
Inexplicably, Loflin (1970) seems to have moved to the much
less defensible position that be has only one source.

6. William A. Stewart in 1966 (Stewart 1966:61, see Stewart
1971:48) was probably the first scholar to deal With the .

phenomenon in plitriished literature.

7. If one accepts the analysis in which imperative be ins
derived from will be, then imperative be is tenseless for
the same reason that be With modals is tenseless.

8. One conceivable tes,t would involve the passive, in which
the tense of the main verb in the active is transferred
to a form of be in the passive. In standard English, the
passive of He eats the pie is'The pie is eaten by lam; of
He ate the pie, the passive,is The pie was eaten by him.
If the same tense transfer rule is assumed to apply to
Black English, the expected passive of He eat the pie
would be Theyie be eaten by him. The author once tried,
such-a test on a group of Black English speaking adoles-
cents, but the problems are extreme. The passive in Black
English is more likely to be formed-with get than be, if
it is formed at all. The language manipulation task is
difficult to explain anchunderstand. The tendencies' to
hypercorrect would militate against ever observing be.
Most of the time, when the_task was sucessfully performed,
a conjugated be form was used, but one speaker did once
supply a be passive for a present tense active sentence.

2 0-0



5 GRAMIATICAL.AND PHONOLOGICAL VARIATION
4

;

.4

4

5.0 General remirks% Ih the course of our investigation1 of,

tAnse marking in Black English we have concluded that variable

'ab;ence of -ed is to be acFounted for phonologically, that the
. .

vaiiable absence of the verb concord suffix -s is a phenomenon

of shallow syntax, while the use of distributive__be is a- .
0.

ter of deep syntax and semantics- Hp discussed at length in

the previpus chapter the reasons for which we draw such con-.

clusions about be. It max be helpful at this point to re-

capitulate the reasons for our conclusions about -ed and -s,-

because it may be possible to find general principles on the

basis of which variable phenomena can be ascribed to syntactic

or to phonological cauqes. In order to darry out this review,

it will at times be necessary to make reference ,to the two -s

suffixes not investigated in this study (viz, the plural and

possessive suffixes). and be rely directly on data from Wolfram

(1969) and Labov et al. (1968) to make certain pionts.

5.1 Comparison of monomorphemic with suffixed.forms. The most

convincing criterion fo: distinguishing grammatical from phono-
.

logical variables is comparson of monomorphemic forms with

suffixed forts of the-same general phonological shape. For

example, the monomorphemic form Lax compared with suffixed forms

such as He tacks things to the wall, the tack's head, and the

box of tacks. For the -ed suffix, the form past compared' with

phonologically similar forms iuch as They passed the hat,

185
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He was passed over, and a green-grassed lawn. When these

comparisons are:Mgde, important differences are seen. Figure

6 shows data on black,peer-group members (adapted from Labov
-

dt Al. (1968:161, Table 3-10a)), qpmparina-monomorp.hemic forms

endinein [s] with forms eontainineihezchree.-s-suffixes

when the next word begins with a colgOnan't, which Is, ift gen-

eral, the environment most favorable to deletion. ,The absence

of [s] from monomorphemic forms Is'almost negligible, while

the plural'atd ve'rb concord sAffixes are deleted much more
,

frequently.2 Completely comparable data'for the -ell suffixes

compared with monomorphemic forms ending with [t] or [d] are--- 'go .
suit avaklable. Wolfram (1969:62,6&)Ahowever: provides,us

with some partially comparable data (see Figure 7)'. The bi-

mdrptemic forms all-Involve the -ed suffix, although not all,

the mnnomorphemic clusters end in [t] or [d]. It is clear

from Figure g that there is less diffIrence in amount-of de-
.

_letion between the monomorphemic and bimorphemii forms. Fur-

thermore, the presence or absence of a fo].lowing.consonant

affects simplification of bimorphemic clusters in the same way

as it effects monomorphemic clusters, a phenomenon we shall

examine-in further detail later. The data in Labov et al.

(968) show the same sort of pattern for -ed aaence compared
s,

with the simplification of monomo TS. t

.5.2 Phonologically conditioned alUernan . f a suffix is

deletable by virtue of its gramm,Ical properties, the phono-

logical shapeonf iti alternants is presumably irrelevant, and

it is to be expected diet all forms will be deleted at com-
.

parable frequencies. On the other hand, if the absence of a

suifix is due to the deletion of its phonological representa-

tions, then the form of'its alternants may have a profound

effect On the rate of deletion. The phonological shapes of

the regular alternants of the -ed and -s suffixes sre analogous.
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, T. Absent

100 11-

75-

50

25

^

^

3..0

58.0

-

modomorph. poss. -s

67.0

\ verb-concord -s

Figure 6. Comparison Of the absence of three categories of
final -s ore,consonaAts in.the speech of ado-
cleseen peer groups,.New ybrk City. ' _

. #

implifled'

100

75

.1-

' 50

25

97.0

r

76.0

monomorph. -ed

clusters clusters

Figure 7. Comparison oflaonomorphemic and -ed cluster
simplification before consonants in the speech
of lower-working-class blacks, Detroit.
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188 TENSE MARKING IN BLACK ENGLISH

The -ed suffixes take the forms [t], [d] and [id], and the -s

suffixes take the forms [s], [z] and [iz]. When data,on,the

absence of -ed are compared with data,on the absence of verb

concord '-s, it ie found that the phonetic shape of the suffix

has no effect on -s absence3, but has a profound-effect on

the frequency with which -ed can be absent. In Tarticular,

the bisegmental Utz]) and the monosegmental ([z] and (s1)

alternants of -s are'deleted with equal frequency. For -ed,
.

,on the other hand, there is markedly less frequent deletion

of the bisegmental alternant ((id]) than of the monosegmental

alternants ([d] and [t]). These results, taken from the

Washington data, are,illustrated in Figure 8.

.% -s Absence

100

.75

50

25

[iz

% -ed Agsence

100

64.7

50

5

45.1 .

19.6

[s,z] [id] [t,d]

Figure 8: Comparison of verb concord -0 and -ed absence
by morPhemic alternants, Washington, D.C.

Such-results are consistent with the hypothesis that,verb
, . . 1"

concord -s is deleted by a single syntactic rule which applies . .. ,.
, ..g

before the suffixes are assigned their phonetiC shapes.by the
_

phonological component of the grammar. The -ed suffixes are . .g...........
deteted by separate phonological'rules in wgt'ph'1 the phondfic
f . 4 .'4

,
. ...

shal,e of the suffix is of
I

cruo,ial ,im

e

portanc . In fact, tfie

. '
. . - -...,

,

. .r
.

.
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.

his6gmental alternant, as we ha4e seen, is deleted by a series

of rules, post of which arepresent in standard dialects of

American Rnglish. 'The monosegmental alternants are deleted

by a single variable rule, the final t,d deletion rult. These

'observations are predictable, as is illustrated in Figure 9.

Suffix -s Sufftx -ed

[iz] [s,z] [kir [t,d]

.Scitaattb crash+Z . ride+Z want+D charge+D
'base flm walk+Z talk+D

Syntactic crash+Z 'ride+Z
. deletion rule ^- crash ride
'(variable)

walk+Z t

walk
°

Vowel ePenthasis + [krz] [raydz], [wantia] [Carld]
voicing assimi- [krm;] [rayd] [tokt]
fation

)(woks]

[wok]

Rules affec ting fwantid]
lid] deletion [want]
(variable)

Final snip [Car3d]
deletion rule [carj]
(variable)

itokt]
[tok]

Figure 9. Sequnce of rules goverping the variable presence
and absence of the morphemic alterants of verb
concord -s and -ed.

'

Since the [iz] of cbashes, the ts? of walks, and the [z] of

rides are all deleted 6 the same variable rule; it is to be
,

expected that there will be no significant differences in fre--
quency of74deletion based on the-dfffiient phonological shapes

of the alternants. But since the suffix,[id]bf wanted is

deleted by a set of rules distinct from the rule which deletes

tl [t1 o walked and the [d] ofcharged, with a different

frequency level of operation, it is not surprising that marked

-2 0.51.
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o I

frequency of deletion differences are observed, detending On

the shape of the suffix.

5.3 Irregular forms. A similar argument can be, made, based

on the analysis of irregular forms. A fairly lafge number of

English verbs do not form their past tenses, past participles,

and derived adjectives by suffixation, e.g. give, know, do,

sit. There are three xerbs for which the present tense is not

formed by suffixation alone. :These verbs are sa, have and.

do, of which the present tense forms when the sutject is third:-

person singular are (sez], (hmz], and (daz] rather than the

expected (set'z], (hmvz], and fduz]. A large number of in-

stancea of,verbs with irregular past forms were extracted from

the Wasnington data, along with numerous instances of present

tense have and do. Irregularity of formation proved crucial

for the grammatical functions of -ed, but negligible for the

functions of -s (see Figure 104). In the case of -ed, irregu-

lar verbs almost always take their standard forms; almost never,

for example, is know used for knew in a past context. The regu-

lar forms,underwent the deletion of -ed in nearly 40 percent of
-

the instances. In the case of -s, there is a less than 2 per-
.

. ,

cent difierence in 'deletion frequency between have and do and

, the regular forms.

These results are again consistent with the assumption

that the -s suffixes are_deleted in the syntactic component

while the -ed suffixes are deleted phonologically. Figure 11

illuStrates the sequence of applIcatign of the relevant rules.

If the -s morphemes are deleted in the syntactic component be-

fore irregular verb formation, the fact that the verb is irregu-.

lar has no relevance for deletion. If, as in the-case of the

-. verb know, the irregulLr.verb formation createsia form which

is not even subject to a subsequently applicable phonological

deletion rule,,,the fact that the verb is irregular has a

20(
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tremendous effect on frequency of deletion. Both expected re-

sults are observed in the data.

% -ed Absence % -s Absence

100

75

50

25

^

1.4
r-1

38.7

110

75

50

25

66.7
65.1

irreg. suffixed
past

have suffixed,
do

Figure 10. Comparison of,regular and irregular forms of -ed
and verhcconcord -s, Washingten, D.C.

5.4 Independent treatment of dual'processes. A related and

even more convincing argument that one suffix is absedt for

grammatical reasons wiile the other is absent for phonological

causes also has to"do with irregular forms. There are verbs

which are marked for tense both by the regular suffix and by

a voT.3e1 change in the base. Only two are irregular in this

way when suffixed with -s (viz. do,and lay), but a fair number

are irregular when suffixed 4ith -ed (e.g. tell, keep). If

the absence of verb concord -s were citie to a phonological de-_
letion rule, one would expect to fIndalrenumber of in-

.

atances df_lhe_ferms_[al_and_LsE] pad-mean-that-the-- ----

phonetic rePresentation of -s had lieen deleted after thepor-

pheniellad triggered the vowel changes. But in fact this is

not the case; speakers use either he do or he say or the fully

standard he does and he says.6 This leads,to the cpnclusion

that, if the suffix is to be absent at all, it is absent prior

to the application of tbe rules for.changing the vowels.
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-Suffix 7,6 Suffix -ed '

reg. irreg. reg. irreD.

Syntactic walk+Z do+Z move+D know+D

base form

Syntactic walk+Z do+Z

deletion rule walk 1; do

(variable)

_Vowel-change doe+Z knew+D,

rules , do

.'

.

._

Suffix formation walks does moved knew

rules --walk do
, #

Phoriological moved

deletion rules move

(vartable)

Figure 11. Sequence of rules governing the 4ariable presence
and absence of regular and irregular manifesta-
tions of verb concord -s and past tense -ed.

-

Thp exEict reverse of thisitakes place in the case of verbs like

tell and keep, which have -ed suffixed forms which contain both

a vowel change and the phonetically appropriate form cf the -ed

suffix, 1.e. kept and told. In this Case, it is not Observed

_
that both the vowel change and tHe suffix are either both

present or both absent, giving either He tell it yesterday and

He keep it yesterday, or He told it yesterday and He kept it

yesterday. In fact, forms like tell and keep in past contexts

.are almost nonexistent. But it_is very common to observe in-

stances in which the vowel change has taken place but the suf-

fix is absent, giving He tol' it yesterday and- He RW.it

yesterday. This observation supports the conclusion that the

-ed suffix is grammatically present when the vowel change rules°
4

operate, but that its phonological representation is often sub-

sequently removed.
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5.5 Grammatical function. If a form is deletable on the basis

of its giammatical properties, it is possible that varying gram-

matical functions for phonologically identical suffixes will

have a great effect on frequency, of deletion. This would not

necessarily be the case, since there could be more than one

grammatical deletion rule with about the same frequency rate

of application. As it happens, however, the three grammati-

cally distinct -s suffixes are deletable at different frequency

rates. Figure 12 illustrates this fact, from Wolfram's data

(Wolfram 1969:136, 141, 143).';

7.. Absent

73.6

verb concórd -s poss. -s

5.8

plural -s

Figure 12. Comparison of the three -s Suffixes in the
speech of lower-working-class blacks, Detroit.

By contrast, the grammaiical functions of -ed have a much

smaller effect on the absence of that suffix. The effect is

not negligible, since grammatical factors not uncommonly par-

tially constrain phonological rules, but the magnitude is

smaller. Figure 13 shows the comparison of -ed absence when

it marks past tense with its absence,when marks past participles
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or derived adjectives. Figure 13 displays the combined data

on -ed after.a vowel and -ed involved in final consonant clus-

ters (see chapter 2).

% Absent

100

*

75

52.0

50
43.2

25

past tense past participle,

derived adjective

Figure 13. Comparison of -ed absence when representing

. pasiutense and when representing_past par-
ticiples.or derived adjectives, Washington', D.C.

5.6 Phonological constraints. A rule which is phonological

rather than grammatical tan be expected to be sensitive to a

number of variable constraints. These will be hierarcLcally

ordered and will tend strongly to be the same constraints from

population to population. We have already attempted to show

hierarchical ordering of constraints and their consistency in .

data from populations drawn from three cities with respect to

final consonant cluster simplification. By contrast, phono-

logical constraints will not be found to effect frequency "level-
_

in a regular fashion if,the rule involved is gramtatical.

Data on the ahsence OT verb concord -s was searched in the New

York, Detroit apd Washington data but hierarchically ordered

constraints were not found. A following vowel semi to pro-

mote deletion of verb concord -s in Labov's New York data, but

to inhibit it in the data from Detroit and Washington. It can_
...--
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be expected) then, that phonological environment can appear

to have differing effects on grammatical rules from one speech

sample to another.

5.7 Hypercorrection. Hypercorrection is an example of rather

indirtct evidence.about the grammatical or phonological status

of a variable linguistic phenomenon. HyperCorrection comes

about when speakers are learning a formifrom a new linguistic

system and have not mastered all the constraints on its use.

As a result, they are likely to extend its use to contexts in

whiCh the'.foxm is never used by native speakers of the Ian-

guage or dialect in which the form originates. An example is

the use of th% 22d on-glide before [u] in some words in the

prestige dialect of American Englksh.. The speakers of this

dialect pronounce the ward due as [dyu] where other dialects

have (du). *In attempting to acquire the prestige pronunci--

ation, [did-speakers are likely to use the yod on-glide in

words in which [dy0-speakers would never use it; for eXamplt,

the news broadcaster who announces "The news [nyuz] at noon

(nyunr.

If a form is not present in a person's lingukitic struc-

ture, and if there is motivation to learn the form, hyper-
,

.

correction in its use can be expected. If, on the other haod,

a form is present at deeper levels of a person's, linguistic

competence but is delitable by relatively low-level phono-
-e

logical rules, it can be expected that the person knows all

the constraints on the use of the form and hypercorrection

would not be expected. To.return to the case at hand, we

would expect hypercorrection in the -s dnffixes, but not in

the -ed suffixes, if i4 is the case that -s absence is syn--
tactic and -ed Absence is the result of low-level phonological

procAas_aa. The-se expectationa-a-fi-borne out in the observed

data. The hypercorrect use of verb concord -s is a well-known
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phenomenon, resulting-in such sentences as They goes home and

'I works here. In Washington, in the speech of people who use

hypercorrect forms, over 13 percent of all present tense verbs

with nonthird.yerson singular subjects were inappropriately

suffixed with -s. While Labov and Wolfram do not,give per-

centage figures, they report that hyper-s is common in New

York and Detroit as well. Hypercorrection_of dhe possessive

suffix is also-fairly common. Some speakers inappropriately

use possessive -s wizh both the given name and surname in full

personal name construcelons; others attach the suffix to the

given name and not the surname. The result is phrases like .

Jack's Johnson'-s car and Jack's Johnson car. PreliMlnary

analysis of the Word Game data elicited in Part II of the

questionnaire shows, some speakers demonstrate lack of com-

petetce in possessive -s suffixation by substituting an ir-

regular plural form for the regular possessive form. Thus,

in place of mouse:s cheese, they give mice cheese. As far as

the plural inflection goes, the frequency of deletion is so
_

low that there can be no doubt that the overwhelming majority

of speakers have 1ural -s as part of their linguistic com-

petence. However, the ev,idence 4.nows that the deletiOn is

syntactic, not phonologiaal. Since there is not much question

about the'presence of the Olpral -s suffix in the competence

-"Of-most dialecl speakers: hypercorrection is not to be ex-

pected. Hypercorrection also appears to occur in such dooble

plurals as ygoRles. childrens,_and mpnc, hnr rheqe-fn-rmc--aze

probably to be regarded as the expected irregular plurals for

,these forms among some dialect speakers, rather than as hyper-

correction. The origin of these plurals, in all likelihood,

is liypercorrection as_an_earlier stage in the developmenc of

Black English, at-which plural -s was not pard,of the struc-

eure.

Hyperdorrection is best understood if we assume thas_th
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speakers who demonstrate this behavior do not have a rule for -

the insertion of the -s suffixes to mark possession and present

tense concord, rather than having a rule to delete the suffixes

at Ihe syntactic level. When they,do use the suffixes, it is

by guesswork rather than by following internalized rules. In

any event, hypercorrection is one kind of evidence that the -s

suffix is not 'present at the Point at which the phonological

rules operate, though because it was never inserted rather

than because it was deleted. It is likely that there are non-

standard dialect speakers of two types: those whose rules,do

not call for in'iertion of possessive and verb contord =s, and4

those who insert the suffix but who have a,variable syrilactic

deletion rule which allows them toyemove some instances.

Hypercorrection of the -ed suffixes occurs, but very

rarely. An occasional speaker will use a form like liketed

or workted, but this is not very common and seems more typi-

cal of children's speech than adults'. There were less than

ten .hyper-ed forms in the more than 500 examples in the Wash-,

ington data. Labov reports that hyper-ed is infrequent and

limited to a few speakers in his New York data. Hyper-ed is

not mentioned at all by Wolfram for the Detroididata.- The

data on hyperorrection tend to confirm the conclusion that

two of the -s suffixes have a relatively tenuous place in the

syntactic structure of the aialect of some speakersf-but dhat

the -ed suffixes are firmly within the linguistic competence_

of almost all Black English speakers.

5.8_ Summary. Taken together, the seven arguments of-thts
_

*Zhapter-poitid liven-Nam-1.41y to the conclusion that the ab-.

sence ol the -s suffixes is syntactic while thf, deletion of

Ied is phonological. In the_prccess_of marshalling-arguments

---to-F-theF3Fticular case at hand, we have suggested principles ..

9
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by which the'origin oK varrgble phenomena might be aistin-

guished in other cases, in English and in other languages.

NOTES `2.

. 1. This chapter is an expanded version Qf'Fasold (1971).

2. Because the plural suffix is deleted so infrequently.

-(only 8 percent deletion in Labov's data), this, argument

.
is not convincing in the case of plural -s deletion.

3. Carolyn Kessler (see this volume, pages 223-237) found

that the alternants of plural. -s did have something to

do with deletability. However, Linda Sobin (1971) was

not able o replicate these results on another set of -s

plural data in-Black English.

4. The figures repiesent an aggregate of all -ed suffixes,

while the figures od -s represent verb concord -s only.

This has very little effect on'the final results, since

syntactic function has little effecf on deletion fre-

quency of -ed. Instances of say forms were not extracted,

since many of ,them would not be distinguishable from in-

stances of said from whiCh Ed] had been deleted by the

final stop deletion rule.

5. This is a slight oversimplification; -there is a:phopo-

logical rule for the deletion of final -s which operates.

at very low frequency levels. But the argument given

here holds for the overwhelming majority of cases.-

6. labov's data are less clear on this point..(cf. Figure 6).

There is a7 less than 10 percent difference between the

deletion of possessive and verb concord -s: Plural -s

deletion is much lower than either offhe otner [170s
fixes; it is deleted only 8 percent of the time (cf..

note 2).
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6 CORRELATION WITH SOCIAL FACTORS

. .

6.0 General remai.ks. It is now well-known that some linguis-

tic features correlate steongly with social factors. Recent

work has gone beyond simple documentation and has led to in-'
. .

sights into the interrelation Of the influence of social fac-

tors on speech and the nature of linguistic change (e.g. Labov

I 1966a, 19666, forthcoming; Bailey MS). The purpose of this

chapter, however, will be the more modest one of demonstrating,

that the linguistit features examined in the preceding chapters

are sensitive to extraainguistic attributes of speakers and

hearers.

In the following discussion we shall treat the absence of

-ed when suffixed to verb bases ending in a vowel (e.g. showed,

tried) as a separate feature from the absence of -ed from verb

bases ending in a consonant (e.g. ripped, rubbed), even though

we have tentatively,adopted'a solution by which the phonetic

representations af -ed are deleted by the same rule in both

113.ejnajtir re.aaan_iat_this_is_ that. the_datA were ex

tracted and tabulated in this way before the linguistic analysfis
____

was serried out aa it would have been difficult to recombine

the data. Furthermore, further research may well demonstrate

that the,correct solution will call for separate rules for the

two cases. In the ensuing discussion, [d]--deletion will refer

to cases of ."--ed absence when th- verb base ends in a vowel.

Cluaster simplification will refer to cases of -ed absence when

the verb base ends in a nonapical consonant, where -ed is

199
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phonetically either 40 or [d] and is the eecond member of a

final consonant cluster when present,

6.1 Social stigmatization. In his monumental study of New

York City English, Labov (1966a) discovered that linguistic

features'which beax social significance will show parallel

behavior along both a social.elass continuum and a style con,
-

tinuum from less formal to more formal styles. Inarticular,
,

a feature that is more common in loWer taan in upper social

classes will also be more cOmmon in less formal.styles than in

more formal styles, for all speakers.Niigure 14 is a hypo-

thetical illustration of the typical pattern for a stigmatxzed

feature, assuming two social classes and two styles. For the

featurbs which proved to be phonological -- deietion,

Social
.,Class .Styles

Informal Formal

Middle, intermediate low

frequency ,frequency'

Working high
frequency

intermediate.
. frequency,

Figure 14. Distribution of a stigmatized linguistic
featUre; by social OAST and -style.-- -

Rdj-deletion, and final consonant cluster simplification --

we have bodyclass agd style data. By comparing the four ado-
.

le,pentS and adults of the upper-class control:samiile with the

adolescents and adult9of the working-class, it was possible

to get a clear picture of class statification. By'corisider-

ing the interview data as a-relatively informal style and the

connected reading data as a formal style, it was possible to

observe style stratification.
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CORRELATION WITH SOCIAL FACTORS 201.,

6.1.1 Phonological features. 'Figure 15 shows the class

, stratification pattern fov[dj-deletion and cluster simplifi-
.

catfon. In both cases, there is clear evidenc- that the-
r

Z NJ-deletion % Cluster simplification

100 100

75

50

25

7.7

23.3

t

50

25

49.3

uc WC UC
Ti

4 Figure 15, Class strataication of fdl-deletion and final

4 consonant cluster simplification; upper class .

and working class compared. .

NZ'

WC

G

feature is stigmdtized, since the working-class speakers ex-

ceed the upper-class speakers by wide margins. i

Because the sample is so small, it was not possible.to

get's reliable -ffidab-die jf style stratification for the utiper-___
_ , _ _

class control sample. Such a measure ta-ould=a6E-be

necessary, having established class stratification, if the

.1

same two features can be demonstrated to show style stratifi-
.

cation within the working class. But there Whsta special

problem in Obtaining a measure of style stratification for

[d]-deletion. As Was mentioned in chapter 2, the.presence or

absence of final postvocalic [d] could not alWays be definitely...

determined when the next word began with an alveolar stop or

dental spirant. In many cabds it Was possible 6) state with a

, 2 17: ;
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4

high degree of certainq. that the final [d] was not-deleted,
.

. .

. .

- Other cases were indeterminate: it wag' not{ pOsaple to deter-
% .

mine with the same -degreeof.certalinty that the [d] wag de-.
, -.

. ..c?

reted. As a.tisult, Lt was possible to
t compare [d] presence

.,
-

.

i401 indeterminate cas4, instead of comparibg simi)ly presence
°

and ahseece. Butt the rem:rin, g passage, whiCh'was written be-

'fore ttyas de9ided just.whi.ch features 146uld be carefully=

7-, . .

analjrzed contains only one example of final postvocalic [d].

=
representink-ed, end" that.one,.udfortunately, occurred before

..:,

. . ... A"' r '
the alveotak stop [t]. The-.sentence was The first time I tried 41"

A to bakqca cake,..I burned,qt,'was tried as the relevant example.'
'.5. 1 -t

But an indiaation of styre stratification.can be derived by,-

computift the .propottAn of indeterMinate-cdses to cases in
,

which %[d] is clearly'Prestnt.. IE,would be-expected the& the

percentage of ihdetefanate casei',!would be Nigher in tilis, en-
.

vironment thanthe peicentage of clear,absences in'other-en-
.

. . . . -

o
vironments, kut that file percendge of fndeterthinate cziges .

... -,

would belower4id the Les's formal intekview stylethan in the ,

more formai reading sty,
,

le. Of the forty-seven workiftg-cfaes
. . .._ . .

speakers, reading samples,were procured for tofty. Only ten
r s

cases (25 percent) were judged,ihdeterminatelthe remdlhing
...

... i 1.,1
- .

:. .

thirty clearly pronouheed the final [d] ortried.despite,thei

following to. As itonappened, there were.ASo exactly fonty
, .

.

examples of final.postvocalic td] representins -ed in indes..
. ---..I...7 -

..

terminate environments in interview style for the working-clas&
,

.

. . - K

-speakers, but in this style, twenty =spc (65'opfcent) were in-
..

--.4
.

determinate.
, . - 'el, ,,, ".

These results are displayed ih Tigure 16. The style ' '4

stratification pattern is clear, althoygh not statistically
O %

lignittcant.
.,

, . ' '
4 A sibilar pattern of style stratification was obseriled' -

,.

for final consonant cluster sinlificate ionqsde Figure 17).:
A

' .

In ihis case, simplification'is significan,tly rbwef in frequency
. .

^

218
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in reading style than in interview style (e = 5.52, p <.015).2

% WI-deletion

Reading Interview
Style Style

-

Figure 16. Style strLtification for (d]-deletion in the
working glassbased on indeterminate cases.

% Cluster simplification.

100
' -

;:

, .

. 75 - di t?'.
.....%

. ,
i.. 1.:. ,

,. .
... 50.2., . ,

0
- .: 41.7 ..--..

da
.

. ' :-.25 °
1

. .
. e

1
I .

'10 ; I \.

.

a

'1-..

r Reading Ifftevlew
,
:

, ,Style Styl%
. /

v

6

a:

Figure 17: Style stratification fdi final consonanp
clustur iniplijjtion irskthe woiting class.=-- 66

Two interesting facts emerged in connection with style.

First, the two phonological constrainEs for which there w#re

enotigh data in the reading passage for a meaningfa anakysis

.. .

219 4.-
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worked out the same way aa they had in interview style. Clus-
,

ters were simplified in 50 percent of the instances when not

followed by a vowel, but in only 26.5 percent of the instances-
.

when a vowel followed. The final cluster'in the irregu/ar -
)

form told, which appeared only when followed by a conspnant,

was simplified 60.3 percent of the time; while other austers

not followed by a vowel were,simplified only 43.4 percent of

the time. This is further evidence for the generalizability

of the constraints. Second, while almost no one pronounced

the fulL cluster [Ind] in named in narrative style, the cluster

was intact 34.2 prcent of the time in reading style. This

was taken to indicate the successful oral reading of an essen-

tially "foreign" wqrd.

The available data on the deletion of [id], thqugh scanty,

show a quite different pattern from the one found for [d]-

deletion and final consonanc cluster simplification. Of the

four explanations for [id] absence given in chapter 2, we will

concentrate on the two proces`ses which involve the two rules

for deleting (i), i.e. the derivations responsible for the

pronunciations [wand] for wanted and [stad) or [sta] for

started. If we examine the rules postulated for these two

processes, we notice that the flap n and flap d rules are

wel1-kno4n standard English rules and are not particularly

stigmatized. The consonant shortening rule is/almost always

applied after either of the two (ii-deletion rults. There is

not enough variability involved tO. give a reliable picture of

social significance. Geminate cluster reduction can have no

social significance, since it is not a variable rule. The two

assimilation rules involving to are only peripheral to our

interests +ere and will not be analyzed.

This leayes the (aj-deletion rule, the two M-deletion

rules, ind the pecond (dJ-delet?iin rule. Of these, it is

clear that (4J-deletion and (ii-deletion anj-lengthening)
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are crucial. Once [aj-deletion has applied, both [ij-deletion

(WI-lengthening) and consonant shortening gre almost always

.applied; so [al-deletion causes most'of the variation for chat

derivation. After [ij-deletion 0.0-lengthening), consonant

shortening is almost always applied, so most of the variation*

in this derivation is caused by the vowel deletion rule. The

determinatton of social stigmatization for these two rules,

then, will give a clear pictiire of the social significAnce of .

most'cases,ofAidj absence.

When social class stratification for 0j-deletion was

tabulated, it was found that the working-Class adolescents and

adults had applied the rule eight times out of fifty potential

cases, or 16 percent. The four upper-class control group

speakers had six opportunities to apply raj-deletion and ap-
, e

plied it twice, or:33 percent. The number af cases is small

for the control 'group but the indication is that [al-deletion
.

is not stigmatized.

In
.,)

chapter 2, we found that most.,of thp evidence for

[d)-deletiop involved the word started. It would seem-logical

to examine the possibility that this one lexical item is skew-

ing the data inordinately. Inspection of the data showed that

.the really interesting comparison was not between started and

other verbs but between verbs before the gerundive VERsina

(where only startedqappeared) and verbs (including a few in-

stances of started) in all other environment's. Before VERBLEE,

[aj-deletion is applied by the working-class adolescents,and

adults five out of eleven times, or 45.4 percent. In all other

environments, it is applied in only three out of forty-seven
4

potential cases, or 6.4 percent. None of the six cases in

which [aj-deletion was possible in the control group data in-

volved verbs preceding the gerundive cOnstruction. Comparing

the really comparable, figures, the working-clisp speakers ap-

pear more conservative in their application of [aj-deletion

221
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206 TENSE MARKING IN BLACK ENGLISH

than the upper class by an evell wider margin, 6.4 percent, as

against 33 percent.
-

Turning to style stratitication, it was possible to tabu-
.

late two opportunities for the application of [a]-deletion,

to the verb decided in I decided to make a robe, and to'hated
,

in One class I hated was health class. Thirty-one working-

class speakers successfully read these two sentences -- a total

of sixty-two opportunities. In nine cases, the rule was ap-

plied, or 14.5 percent.? Neither of these verbs appeared bee-

fore the gerundive, so thic figure is comparable to the 6.4

percent tabulation in interview style.4 Although the data are

scanty, both measures of social stigmatization converge on the

conclusion that ra]-deletion, and the resulting absence of

[id], are not sttgmatized and that it is not an exclusively

Black English rule.

The same pattern was found for [)-deletion ([n]-1eng-

thenIng).. Of forty-two potential cases, the rule was applied'

to ten verbs by the working-class adolescents and.adults, or

23.8 percent. It was applied to two of the four cases in the

interview data on th2 upper-class sample, lr 50 percent. The

small amount 6f data makes conclusions difficult, but supports

the impression that the application of this rule, with tLe re-

sulting absence of [id], ts also not stigmatized.

Since most of the evidence for RI-deletion anI-leng-
t

thening) is derived from examples with wanted, these data

should be examined for che possibility that wanted is a special

case. Of thirty-eight examples, the rule was applied to nine,

or 23.7 percent. It was applied to one of thefour cases in-

volving other eligible verbs, or 25 percent. Insofar as any

0

conclusion can be drawn, it appears that the abundance of

wanted examples does not distort"tile facts.

There were no potential instances for application of

W-deletion ([n]-1engthening) in the reading data, so no

222
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evidence for style stratification is available. The data which

are available indicate that for both major processes by which

[id] can be eliminated, there is no social stigma involved and

that either applies as well in standard English as in Black

English.

6.1:2 Grammatical featukes. When we turn to the grammatical

features -- verb concord -s absence and the use of distributive

be -- it is no longer possible to observe style stratification,

given the nature of the Washington data. In order to measure

distributive be in reading style, it would have been necessary

for che readers to interpolate be for umie instances of the
_ 1_,

present tense forms of to be on the printed page, and.this

never happened. In the case of verb concord -s absence, how-

ever; there actually we're cases in which the printed -s waa

not read. These cases Were less frequent than -s absence in

'interview style, giving the appearance of style stratification

in the predicted direction. nowever, as R.K.S. NacCaulay

(1969) pointed out in his review of Wolfram (1969), a lower

frequency of absence of an inflection like -s may be an arti-

fact of the reading passage. That is, since the -s is ortho-

graphically represented on the printed page, it may be illegit-

imate to compare a person's performance while reading to his

performance while responding to interview questions and attri-

bute the differences to style.

Even if style stratification evidence is not available,

class stratification for both grammatical features is extremely

apparent. In both cases, the nonstandard form is variably

present in the speech of the working-class adolescents and

adults and totally absent in the speech of the upper-class

control sample (see Figure 18).

In correlating distributive be with social factors, there

is a problem which does not arise in the cases of the othcL
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% -s deletion

100

75

50 -

25

0

UC

54.6

C.

WC
4 .

Figure 18. Class stratification,of verb concord -s
deletion; upper-class and wotking-clas7

compared.

A

features discussed. For -ed or -s absence, there is for each

nonstandard utterance an isomorphic standard equivalent: For

He move' it yesterday the standard equivalent is He moved it

yesterday; similarly He move it every day is matched by He moves

it every day. But for the distributive be sentences, there are

no exact equivalents in the standard dialects. It is not pos-

sible to translate He'be at home as He's at home; the two sen-

tences mean different things.'

For our social factor analysis, we adopted a different

kind of tabulations from the kind used so far. First, we,de-

termined the percentage of speakers in a given category who

used distributive be, as against the speakers in that category

who did_not. This gave us a measure of be-users. But since a

speaker who used a single instance of diatributive be would be

counted as much a user,as would a speaker who used fifteen, we

also needed a measure of frequency of use in the various social

categories. To obtain this, we divided the number of instances

of distributive be in a category by the number of speakers in

224 1
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that.category yho used it. This gave us an instances-per-
t

speaker ratfo. To establish social stigmatizacion, we needed

only compare the percentage of speakers in the upper-class

control sample who used distributive be to the percentage of

working-crass adolescents and adults-who used the form at

least once. The result is displayed in Figure 19.

% Distributive be

100L

75-

50

25

0.0

UC

56.7

WC

Figure 19. Class stratification of distributive be;
upper-class and working-class compared.

If the Word-Game data are added, a somewhat broader pic-

ture emerges. Of the forty-seven speakers in the working-class

sample, only seven did not use at least one instance of dis-

tributIve be in the narrative section or supply a form of do

in their response to either Sometime Joseph be up there or

Sometime my ears be itching. By contrast, the upper-class

control sample had no examples of distributive be in the narra-

tive section. One oe-the four upper-class speakers (the adult

male) supplied do in the response to Sometime my ears be itch--
ing, but he laughed after giving the response. In shortcom-

parison of the working-class with the upper-class sample re-

veals that distributive be has all the characteristics of a

socially stigmatized linguistic feature.
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6.2 Further covariation with social class. Our discussion

so far has shown that two phonological and twp grammatical

features are socially stigmatized, partially based on the fact

'that the apparently nonstandard form is less frequent or abl

sent in the speech of the upper-class while it is more frequent

in the speech of the working-class. The pattern of covariation

with soctal class can be carried a step further by comparing

the data on the upper-working-class with the lower-working-,

class. In order to tabulate these data, we removed the ten

speakers who fell between our criteria for upper-and lower-

classes, leaving only those speakers who were clearly members

of one class or the other. The general pattern which emerged

confirms Wolfram's (1969:204) observation that sharp stratifi-

cation (statistically significant differences between con-

tiguous social classes) is characteristic of grammatical fea-
,

tures, while gradient stratification (relatively Slight dif-

ferences between contiguous classes) tends to be associated

with phonological features (see Figure 20).- For both [d]-

deletion and final consonant cluster simplification, the

% [d]:deletion % Cluster simplification

100

50

25

52.0

48.6

UWC LWC

Figure 20. Class covariation of [d]-deletion and final
consonant cluster simplification.
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difference between the upper-working-class and the lower-work-

: ing-class is small and statistically, nonsignificant, although

both stigmatized features are more frequent in the lower-work-

- ing-class than-in the 'upper-working-class.

Class covariation of verb concord -s deletion is a clear case

of sharp stratification (see Figure 21). The difference betwee6

% -s deletion

100

50

25

73.4.

57.3

UWC* LWC

Figure 21. Class covariation of verb concord -s deletiod.
-7-

,the frequency of deletion in the upper-working-classlis

statistically significant (e = 13.65, p(.901).

For distributive be, a rather clear difference bitween the

upper-and lower-working-classes emerges. Disregarding marginal

speakers,-we find 56.3 percent of the upper-working-Class using

be, as.against 81.0 percent of the lower-working-class. However,

these figures are vulnerable to distortion due to the imbalance

of the sample. We pointed out in chapter 4 that the topics

raised in Section II of the interview favored the use of dis-

tributive be by children. When we observe that the lower-

working-class sample hap quite a Iew more children than does

the upper-working-class sample, it becomes a distinct possi-

bility that what appears to be a class difference is simply an

artifact of the combined biases of the sample and of the
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interview questionnaire. When we remove the child speakers

from both groups, we remove both biases to a large Uegree.

The upper-working-class has eight adolescents and thr'e adults,

and the.lower-working-class has seven adolescents and four

adUlts. When these speakers were examined, the class differ-

ence remained in the right direction, but the picture was inuch

less convincing. Five of the eleven uppe-r-working-class speak-

ers used distributive be, while for the lower-working-c1ass the

figure is seven of the eleven. The upper-wiirking-class speak-

ers used the form somewhat more frequently (an average of 3.8

instances per speaker) while the average per speaker in the

lower-working-class is only 2.3. It appears that we do not

have data to show that the distributive be feature correlates

with class differences between the upper-and lower-working-

classes.

6.3 Covariation with age. In every cage, the four socially

stigmatized features covaried neatly with age -- at least

apparently. Children had the highest frequencies of the stig-

matized variants, adults the lowest, and adolescents had inter-

mediate frequencies. Figure 22 shows the results for NJ-

deletion, consonant cluster simplification, and verb concord

-s deletion. The distribution by age for verb concord -s

deletion is highly significant (X2 = 40.20, p <.001). It may

be noted that the deletion rate for NJ-deletion in the speech

of adolescents is closer to the rate for adults than to the

rate for children, but the exact reverse is true of the fig-

ures on cluster simplification. This result is no doubt 6imply

a peculiarity of the data sample.

For distributive be, the age covariation data resembles

the data on the other features, 'nix is again marred hi,' the fact

that the interview questions favorthe use of distributive be

by the younger speakers. Of the working-class children,

228
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15.9 percent use distributive be, as against 68.8 percent of

.the adolescents and on151 25 percent of the adults. Also, the

younger the speaker, the0more frequent the usage. AMong the

children, the average is 4.7 instances per speaker, while for

the adolescents the figure is 3.1, and for the adults, 2.7.

While it is possible that these :igures reflect only the topi-

cal bias of the questionnaire, it is certainly the case that

, the data on distributive be do nothing 'to contradict the

tendency for socially stigmatized features to be more common

the younger the speaker.

6.4 Covariation with race of interviewer. Anshen (1969) was

able to show that nonstandard forms are-trre likely to appear--

in the speech of blaCk speakers when interviewed by a black

interviewer than when interviewed by a white. His results

were largely replicated in the Washington data, despite the

fact that mcst of the black interviewers were middle-class,

standard English speaking young women (a few were conducted

by a working-class black alan). The results for [0-deletion,

cluster simplification, and verb concord -s deletion are shown.

in Figure 23. The difference is significant in the case of

[di-deletion (X2 =, 4.81, p <.05).

Unlike the results for the other three features, a higher

0 percentage of speakers who were interviewed by white inter-

viewers used distributive bt than those who were interviewed

by black interviewers--67.7 percent, as against 62.5 percent.

However, the speakers who used distributive be at least once

were somewhat freer in their use of the form when talking,to

a black interviewer. Those interviewedby bLack interviewers

averaged 4.7 instances per speaker; those who talked with a

white interviewer had an average of 3.4.
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(d)-"deletion

100

75

50

25

41:4

22.8

% Cluster
simplification

16o

. % -s

100

deletion :

75 75

54.4 68.0

63.8
50 I" ,

49.2
50

25 25

BI WI BI WI

Figure 23. Covariation with race of interviewer for
[d]-deletion, final Consonant clus?er, and
verb concord -s deletion.

6.5 Covariation with sex. One of Wolfram's conclusions

(1969:215) was tha,t female speakers have lower frequencies

of the use of stigmatized forms than do male speakers. Sex

In the Washington workirig class data, however, correlated

verylpoorly with stigmatization. For cluster simplification

and -s deletion, dnd for those speakers who used distributive

be, the figures for male and female speakers were virtually

identical. Men and boys simplified final clusters in 50.8

percent of possible instances; the figure for women and girls

yrai 50.7. Female working2class tpeekers had -s absence in

164.8 percent of 216 examples, 1:hile male speakers showed very

slightly more absence, 65.5 percent of 423 examples. Exactly

two-thirds of th$ men and boys used distributive be at least

once, compared to 04.7 percent of the women and girls.

For [0-de],e_tion,the_difference was mucll greater, but

not in the predicted direction. Women arid girls deleted final

td) after a vowel nearly twice as often as did men and boys.

Much of this apparent discrepancy was due to the fact that

231
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there were many more children among the female speakers than
.

adolescents or adults, and, as we have seen, chirdrew have a '

tendency to use stigmatized features more often than do older

speakersr When adult men and women alone were compaied, the

results were hearly identical; the men deleted [d] 29.7,per-

cent of gle time, compared.to 22.2 percent fOr the Womeh.

The pge imbalance also h4d its effect on the sex tabu-
,

lations of the frequency of use of distributive be. The aver-

age female speaker had 5.2 instances in her interview, while

/ the male rate waLonly 3.3 instances. The -higher figure for

women and girls is. dua 1.rgely to three oflithe 10-127year-old

girls; two oL them used be ten times each and the third used .
a

j3the'form fourteen times (more than any dher speaker in the

sample). It is interesting to note that although three of

tHp eight adult-men used the form, none of.the four adult

Women used it at'all.

.4

6.6 Conclusion. The attempt to show corxelations of the

linguistic features examined in this study, with jocial vari-

ables largely succeeded in confirming the results of previous'
e

studies. The two gyammatical features investigated--verb

concord,-s deletion and distributive be--were foun4.to be

socially stigmatized. Of the three categories cd -edwdeketion

Anvestigatedt [d]-deletion and clu'ster simplification were

found to be stigmatized, while the major processes effecting

[td]-deleiion could not be demonstrateeto be so. There were
- 1

persistent problems in the social class analysis of distribu-

tive be, but the other three stigmatized features correlated -

in,expected ways with social class, age, and race of the inter-
.

viewer. there was nothing in the data on be to contradict

such correlations with tas feature either, although the data

are subject to other interpretations. It was not possible to

stiow that fbmale speakers are more conservap.ve than male

232-
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speakers in tbeir use of stigmati'zed 1eatur4; either there

was no difference or the difference appeared to be in the'

opposite-direction.

NOTES

I. The evidence or class stratification of [d]-deletiori is .
ilimited to one case ofideletion out ofthirteen oppor-
tunities for the upperclass, although the figure ior the
working-class is based onPseventy-three opportunities.
In the data on c,luster simplilication, However, there are

forty-five opportunities for simplification in the speech
of the control sample and no few-etk t an 229 opportunities
-for.the working-class.

2. The lufference, though smaller in percentage than in the
,case of [a]-deletion, is significant here but not, for,
(d]-deletion because there are many 'more examples of clus-
ter simplification 'than oflfl-deletion. In interview
style, there wdre nearly 400 cases to which cluster sim-
plificatioe,could have applied; in reading style there
were 295 potentita instances.

3. Always applied to decided, adding weight to the impression .

-that the claude-end position, as in the hated case, tend
to iharply inhibit,the,application of tHT-DT-deletion

' rule. .

4. Further eviddhse iri support of the lack of stigmatization
for this rule comes from the fact that the,upper-class'
speakers apply (al-deletion in reading style two out of
eight,times.

Althodgh [d]-deletion was not :nhibited by the formality
of reading style, the fwo follow-up rules,' [fl-eeletion`

((fl-lengthening) and consonant chortening were not ap-
plied'in sAweral cases. Th,y are almost.always applied

'in interview et'l.e.



7 OpiCLiTSION , 4 .

7.1 The four rescnrch questions. In chapter 1 we posed four

questions to which the study would be adaressed. We are now'

in a, position to provide answers to each of them.

7.1.1 The status of tense marking in Black English. A study

of the variable absence of the two tense marking suffixes -elor

and -s and the absence of conoord in the form be led us to

conclude that tt.e three phen4tena do not yield to a-single

unified solution. Nor is a radically'different tense struc-

ture-appropria-te for Black English. The abSence of -ed is

due to rules of phonology which operate on the phonetic seg-,

mentd representing -ed almogt without regard to syntactic

function.4pe absence af -s is to be accounted for, in the

case of some speakers, by assuming that the rule inserting -s

as a suffi- to nonpast verbs.with third person singular sub-

jects does not exist. For other speakers, the concord rule

.exists, but as a variable rule. In netther case was there

evidence for positing a profound difference in tense struc:

ture for Black English, siace the nonpast tense only takes:a

suffix with third person singular subjects ia any variety oi

English. ,The explanation for be, once the various standard

English usages and cases arising,from the deletion of con-
,

tractions are sorted Out, does represent a rather substantial

difference from the'standard dialects. Sentences with...genuine

distribtive be are to be understood semantiqally as indicating

-
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objects or events distributed intermittently in time, and syn-

tactically as involving the (Black English)soption of not

_selecting tense in sentenes in which the main verb is to L.

7.1.2° The unity of Black-English. Comparison of the results

of the analysis of the Washington dat4 with earlier analyses

of data from New York by Labov and his associates and from

Detroit by Wolfram showed that there is a great deal of unity

in the structdre of Black English,in all three cities., Our

results parallel the-results of the other two studies except

for minor details. It seems reasonable to infer that variation

in Black English, in northern cities at least, is not greatly

affected by gedgraphy.

,

7.1.3 Correlation 4th social factors. It was possible to

demcinstrate that the linguistic features investigated corre-

lated with age, social class, style, and race of interviewer

in Washington in th'e same way that linguistic and social fac-.,

tors were seen to correlate in other studies. The features

did not, however, correlate with the sex_of the speaker.

7.1.4- Application of variable rule theory'. Labov's (1969b)

concept of the variable rule was 'applied to the analysis, and

with one modification was wall-sUited to the formal incorpor-

ation of several variable phenomena into the grammar of Black

English.

7.2 Linguistic results. The inveatigation of -ed led to a

detailed analysis of,finaf consonant absence. In spite of the

amount of work which has gone into the study of this feature,

it was possible to come.to only a tentative conclusion. _For

Labov, a t,d deletion rule bY which final [t] and [d] dre re-

moved, whether they are members of final consonant cliisters

1.
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or pot, is necessary. Wolfram suggests that the absence of

final Ed] after a vowel is a different phenomenon from the

absence of [t] and Ed] after consonants-and does net provide

for.the absence of final [t] after,a vowel at all: c Although

mucb of the crucial evidence was not available, we decided

that a final stop deletion rule, which is an expansion of

Labov's final t,d deletion rule-to include the deletion of

[k] and [0 after Es], is the appropriate solution. The in-

clusion of more of the relevibt evidence could 'well reverse

the decision in favor of Wolfram's analysis or in favor of

the analysts of Charles-James Bailey, which is outlined in

- chapter 2.

No previous analysis of Black English accounts for the

absence of -ed when represented by [id]. The suffix in this

phonological shape was 'found to be variably absent in the

Washington data and rules for its deletion'are proposea. Un-

.
like the final stop deletion rule, these'rules are not ,socially

stigmatized; the absence of [id] is quite common in prestige

dialects of American English also.

The analysis of verb concord -s led to disCussion, and

rejection, of code switching as all but a very marginal ex-.

planation for the variable absence of -s. Many speakers of

Black English may well lack the concord rule for verbal -s,

but others apparently have it as a variable rule. Although

a number of syntactid-and phonological factors were studied

as possible constraints on variability of the rule, none were

found. There was evidence that further study might show thit

the form doesn't is significantly more lijtely than any other

verb form to show the absence of the -s suffix.,
Although a Small amount of contradictory evidence was

found, the bulk of the data on distributive be support my

earlier (Fasold 19696) analysis. Care must be taken not to

confuse Black English distrtbutive be with other appearances

57,
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'
A be in English; genuine distributive be has the meaning_
""intermittent distribution in time", and results from the ab-

sence of a tense formative in sentences in which to be is

part of the main verb phrase.

7.3 The use of statistics. In chapter 1 we discussed the

introduction of chi-square testin linguistic and social anal-

ysis. It was there suggested that linguistic regularities

might be so profound as to make the test irrelevant. The

statistical analyses which were made in the course of the

linguistic analysis tended to support the suggestion; in the

great majority of cases the chi-Square test showed that the

level of confidence was much better than .001. In the study

of correlation with social factors, statistical significance

turned up only spoiadically, but the general patterns repeated

tnemselves for feature after feature, whether statistical gig-

nificance could be demonstrated or not. These facts seec.m to

indicate.that statistical tests tend to be superfluous for

linguistic analysis, even of variable phenomena, and are not

particularly helpful in the analysis of the.influence of social

factors on speech. For studies like the adverb correlation

study to establish the semantics of distributive be, however,

the demonstration of statistical significance was a positive

contribution to the argument.
.

7.4 Conclusion. The present-study is intended to expand and

clarify our knowledge of the structure of Black English. It
.

is hoped"that the goal was achieved. A deeper purpose was to

demonstrate that there is much to oe learned from the careful

study of variation in actual speech. /f the present study

contributes to_ the development of interest in the importance

of variation for the understanding of natural language, it

will have been worth the effort.
N.

,
1
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ANNEX: NOUN PLURAL ABSENbE, by Carolyn Kessler.

Current studies in urbanr_dialectology have shown that the

correlating of social and linguistic variables can lead to

insights into the stratification of the various socioeconomic

subclasses as well as the nature of underlying structures.

Among the linguistic features characterizing Black English,

for example, is variation in the realization of the noun,

plural marker. It is the purpose of this paper to study

sociolinguistic correlates,of nonn plural realization and to

attempt to determine the grammatical or phonological con-

straints on plural absence. Socioeconomic class and age are

the social variables examined for correlation with plural

absence.

In standard English the plural marker for nouns as three

phonologically conditioned variants, phonemically symbolized

as /-z --s -tz/. In addition to these same three realiza-

tions, Black English also has the absence of any overt marker--

place of a regular phonologically conditioned variant.

Wolfram (1969:143-152) summarizes environments in which the

plural marker may be absent as: (l) cooccurrence of a noun

with an inherently plural quantifier, involving monetary terms

in many cases; (2) change in noun subclassification; and (3)

presence of word7final /n/. These factors will be considered

'in studying the grammatical and phonological sensitivity of

the absence of the plural marker..

For the present study, taped interviews of twelve speakers

--- 223
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were analyzed. The twelve speakers, six male and six fema

were equally divided among four socioeconomic classeS-las

termined by the Index of Status Characteristics ratings-

(Warner et al. 1960): upper middle (UM), lower middle ellMj,

upper working (UW) and lower working (LW). Each subgroup

comprised an adult, an adolescent, and a child. Of the total

interview, (see Appendix A], only the narrative and the plura,

Word Game were analyzed. The major portion of the analysir

rests on the narrative, for as Fasold (1969:765) points ouz,

"The best kind of evidence is that produced in running texts

of conversation in which language is not a focus."

The procedure for recording information from the tapes

involved noting on a form sheet for each Speaker the potential

occurrence of all plurals appearing in the narrative, indi-

cating the immediately preceding and following contexts, and

the formation of the plurals in the Word Game, specifying any

irregularities. In tabulating results, contiguous occurrences

of the same lexical item were counted no more than two times.

Cases in which a potential plural appeared before a sibilant

were omitted.

In recording the presence or absence of the plural marker,

some instances were indeterminant. Careful Fistening often

revealed the presence of the plural, but only as a weakly _

articulated form. This difficulty arose with singular,regu-

larity. On the hypothesis that such indeterminacy could give

an insight into the structure of the plural in Black English,

these cases were counted. Therefore, itt addition to 0, a lenis

form of the regular sibilant realization was also treated in

the analysis. Counting these indeterminate cases, even more

than counting cases of absence, introdnced the problem of

phonetic reliability and experimenter bias, but the possibili-

ties of further exploration into the Black English plural

seemed to justify the risks. Absence will be symbolized by IL )
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the lenis sibilant by z, and 2 will be used as a cover symbol

for the regular phonologically conditioned variants /Lz/, /s/,

and /z/. -

Tabulation of all potential occur'iences of the plural

marker in the narrative material listed 502 potential instan-

ces. Of these, 403 were overtly marked; 57 were cases of ab-
,

sence; and 42 were indeterminate. Unmarked instances accounted

for 11.3 percent and 8.3 percent were indeterminant, giving a

total of 19.6 percent varying from the regular phonologically
.

governed realizations. Of the 502 potential'instances, 137

were among the upper middle class speakers, 150 among the lower

middle, 118 among the upper working, and 97 among the lower

working classes.

Correlation of the frequency of plural marker absence or

indeterminacy with the respective social alasses shows clear-

cut stratification. Percentages of 0 and are summarized as

follows:

Class 0

UM 2.1 0.0

111 5.3 6.0

UW 21.3 9.4

LW 21.6 22.5

Figure Al illustrates class stratification for the absence of

the plural marker.

Sharp stratification (Wolfram 1969:120-121) separates.the

middle from the working classes. The two lower classes, upper

and lower working, are not significantly distinguished from

each oter and only a marginal difference holds between the

upper and lOwer middle groups.

C bining plural absence with indeterminacy with the per-

cent e of z represented in the shaded areas (see Figure A2),

indicates that the pattern of sharp differentiation is main-

tained. Note, flowever, that a high peicentage of z for the
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Figure Al. Class stratification of S.

lower working class serves to separate that class from the

upper working and middle classes more distinctly.

% 0 and z

.60

Figure A2. -Class stratification of 0 and z.

From examination of the figures, it becomes apparent that

plural absence is socially diagnostic. With lowest frequency

in the upper middle class and highest in the lower working, it

represents a stigmatized feature of Black English.'

Investigation of the occurrence of plural absence or in-

determinacy over several age levels reveals gradual altera-

tions in the linguistic habits of children as they'move into

adulthood. As tabov (1966b:58-75) points out, "The most'
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important influence upon a person's natiVe speech pattern is

the group of friends and associates of his own age, during

his pre-adolescent years." This statement implies.that chil-

dren acquire the speea characteristics of the social class of

which they and their friends are a part. If this is-true,-the

speech of the 10-to-12-year-old children in the present study

should show the type of stratification characteristic of,their

respective social classes. Adult speech patterns, on 'the other

hand, are ultimately established through modifications brought

about by contact with the prestige norm. From this one may

conclude that children would be expected to show the highest
.

percentage of plural absence, adults least, and adolescents

intermediate. However, the expected clear-cut stratification

does not occur, as the irregular pattern of Figure A3 illus-

trates.

child
*

adolescent

adult

ek,

UM UI UW LW,

Figure A3. Covariation of age and social class wLth 0.

An even more irregular pattern occurs for the correlation of

the ildeterminant z with age and social class.

In discussing the relative stability of class patterns,

Labov (1966a) notes that the lower middle class, followed by
. -

the *upper working class, coqld be expected to show the greatest

amount of change through time. The lower ydrking class with

its more limited opportunity for cont5 t with the prestige f;rm
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and,the upper middle.class with its large measure of prestige

forms already well established woutd show the least amount of

change. A regrouping of the four social classes into three by

, combining the lower middle and upper working redefines the

.stratification of age correlated with social class in the use

of plural-absence. Figure A4 gives a clearly defined strati-
.

fication by age groups.

% 0

60

UM 124 +-UW LW

child

adolescent

adult

Figure A4. Redefined age and sociar class covariation

with 0.
\

With the exception of those in the upper middle class, children

show a relativelyhigh degree of the stigmatized features. °

Adolescents approximate very closely the speech patterns of

adults for all but the lower working class, wher2 they are

intermediate betweep children and adulEs.

ReAefinition of the social class groupings also results

in 'stratification of z. In this case, the speech of adufts

and adolescents is almost identical, in marked contrast to that

of children. The percentages of 0 and z are given in the fol-

lowing arrays.

, Adult
Adolescent

Child

Plural Absence Pluial Indeterminacy

UM LM+UW LW UM 1/4+UW LW

0.0 5.0 10.5

0.0 7.4 20.0 '

8.8 27.3 34.1

11
2 3

0.0 8.3 15.8

0.0 6.0- 16.3

0.0 21.7 43.4 *4
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Consideration of the lower middle and upper working clas-.

ses as a single group corroborates Labov's statement (l966a:

'325): "The middle-ranking members of lawer status groups,

such as the upper sections c) the working class, or the lower

middle class,.will Come into broader contact with the prestige

forms, and we would expect some weakening of their use of the

stigmatized form as they grew.older." This behavior of the

presence or absence of the pluial marker indicates that no

linguistic change in its social significance is in progress.

Only among children is there any trace of this feature in the

upper middle class. On the opposite end, hwever, both ado-

lescents and adults maintain a rblatiVely high degree of plural

absence and indeterminacy. The differencebetween that for-

children and adults may probably be attributed to the oppor-

' tunities for exposure to standard speech patterns.

In an experiment conductpd-with sixteen 6-to-8-year-old

girls, equally divided between Negro and white and of approxi-

mately the same middle class envirOnment, the plural:Word Game

of the questionnaire was used to determine any pOssible differ.

ences between the two groups. Eacb of the spedkers was inter- _

viewed individually. Using storybook picture cues, the inter-

viewer asked for the plural of each of the fifteen items of

the word game: tree, plum, dress., lun, stick,-kas, dish, crutch,

niz, sheep, can, gutch, desk, wa, font. ,Both,groups showed

almost squal difficulty with the irregular plural formations

foi'sheep and foot. Hypercorrect forms appeared about 50 per-

cent of the ttme for both groups. Both groups showed regular

phonologically conditioned variant selection for can, plum, al,

dress, dish, stick. One Negro child-did not use.a marker for

the plural of crutch, and another for tree. The nonsense items

caused some difficulty. One Negro and one white child omitted

the plural marker for gutch.. Fon the white children no erkors

appeared for niz, but two Negro children used 0. The plural

absence for lun was noted for one white and two Negro children.
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Divergence between the two groups occurred with the items
)

desk and kas. 'Olf the eight Negro speakers, four laye the
.

g

plural of desk as /destz/ and two as /des/. For 50 percent of

the white children the plural cias given as /desktz/. Four

white and three Negro children had difficulty with kas. For

the white children, the plural remained unmarked. Among the

Negro children, alternaElon occurred between abdence and

/kasts/. Both grOups shoWed basically the same patterning focr

plural formation with the exception of the noun enditig in

consonant cluster. Except for kas, no cases of plural absence,

occurred_for the white speakers, whereas .fi.e of the fifteen

items had instances of plural Absence'for thn Negro children.
%-

This experiment, by matching a fairly homogeneous group of

$ Negro and white children, supported findings:that plural ah%
,

sence is a featuie associated with Blac k English.
4

'In analyzing the Word Game for the twelve Wa'nlngton
.A

speakers, approxidately the same.pattern appeared. Th.e word

desk for ten of the speakers varied in plural formation.from
.

/destz/ and /des/ to /desk/ and /desLti/, again demonstrating.

aie'differences in the final consonant cluster simplifisation

rule for standard English and-Black Engltsh. The regular

plural vartant /tz/ occurred consistently for dress, dish,

crutch ) as .well as the regular variant /s/ for sack. The

nonsenSe items al, lun,niz, gutch, kas, ceused some di,ffi-

dulty: The plural-of wug was absent in one case, and /tz/

appearbd in four others, one of which showed the change of

final /g/ to /3/, which then triggered the regular,/tz/. One

case of plural absence each was noted for gutch and niz. An

average of one-third of the fealiiatiohs of woidv;nding in a

nasal -= can, plum, lun -- were either-0 or z. Four instances

of indeterminacy occurred for tree.

-- Among the conclusions that'may be drawn is that thd black

speakers definitely have the underlying noun plural with all

2 45
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, three phohologically governtd varianti, ./1-,i:::.-s'i:.-'7.=.47.....
-

e.,,

)
Apart from the immediate prpblem of,pluraljormatibnIs the y

" , ;
difference in BlaCk English and standard English of rUies,

e 4
governing final consonant clusters. Tfie.phonplogicak

2

ence noted in,the plural formation of 'desk was corroboratea

in the pronunciations consistently occurring in thereqding
"tsl.

passage for desks and teats. 'Seven speakers read dedk4..eas
\-

Idesl, three as'idesk/; nine gave tests. as /tes/ and one as
-,

/test/. . . -,. ,

, .- c :...--,';'.%N-v
---, , :,

. .

Since it appears that Black,E1-Wih aoes-have ari under-,

, lying plural, the-problem:thatarisea.:itinding the gram-
,

o _ 'L.' -

matieal'and/or phonological cpnstrainti.4co'unfinkf2r plural
. '''' A.' ' t.;":" , ' --,, ' 't .

%

absence.
4, ; ,

As stated previously, some linguists working w10.rhé-

analysis of Black English have noted that absence chn,be

ditioned by the juxcaposition of an inhrerently plural_ modifier,

such as-three or many, with the noun. Premodifiers of this

type are referresl to here as numeral and non-numeral quanti-
.

fiers, respectively.. The latter type 12iecludes expressions

spch as one of, couple of. Certain types of nouns or changes

in noun subclasses have also been cited as constraints causing

plural absence. Omitting all cases of indeteranacies, the'

presence and absence of the 'plural marker was examined for evi-

dence of the oi5eration ot these conditions.

Of the total potential occurrences of the plural marker,

Figure AS gives the perc'eptage absence of the plural in the

environment of a numeral, a non-numeral Auantifier, anda noun

phrase consisting of an optional determiner and adjective of

the pattern (Det) (Adj) N.

From Figure AS one might at first coqFlude that a numeral

preceding the noun favors absence of the plural. However, the

total number of plural absences in this environmentwas very

lQw; lexically, the noun cent accounted for five of the eleven
_
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%Absence

30

(

20

10

.

19.6

9.0

12.1

So.

,

1,

Numerical Non-numerical Noun

Quantifier Auan4fier Phrase

Figure A5. Percent plural sYffix absence in various
grammaiical environments.

instances. This undoubtedly skeyed the results. -Also from
-

Figure A5 one might judge that non-numerical quantifiers tend

to disfavoi plural absence, but'again this is based on insuf-

f4cient data, only eight instances. A somewhat more meaning-

ful relationship isiven in ,Figure A6, in which numeral and

O
non-numeral quantifiers are combincu.

% Absence

30

20

13.1
12.1

1i - Quantifier . .Noun Phrase ,

f
,

. 1 4 V .

Figure A6. .13,amparison of'percent plural absence,after a

.
q6anti4fier and_after a nom. phrase.
:

v . . .

,
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The difference between plural absence.,when a quan4ifier

precedes and Wien it does not is only 1 percent. Apparently

nona of the grammatical envCronments investigated is a con-
.

.straint on plural absence.

In three of,ntne instances the noun movies is realized

as movie. ,This Foupled with the high percentage of cent for

the expected cents remains unexplained. To suggest,.as Wol-

fram (196c::145) has, thattfiey actually have undergone a change
.-

with.regard to their position in noun subclasses does not

satisfactorily account for variation within the same interview

in which both marked hnd unmarked forms occur.

Sinceno clear=cut grqmmatical constraints on,plural ab-
,

sence emerged, a closer examination of the occurrence of the

three phonologically conditioned plural variants was under-
f

taken. The distribution.of the absence of the three variants

amon, ,the four social classes was examined. The percentage of

absence was calculated from the total potential plurals for

each class:.

Potential /z/-absence /s/-absence /iz/-absence

UM N = 137 2.1 0.0 0.0

LM N = 150 4.0 1.3 0.0

UW N = 118 16.1 3.3 1.6 -

LW N = 97 18.5 2.2 1.0

This array suggests tt..tt absence of the variants is ordered

by,sociai class. The Pc/ variant is realiZeslcategorically for

the middle cl'ass, and almost Categorically for the working class. 6

Conse. 'autly, the absence of /iz/ is zero or almost zero percent. ,

The /s/ variant appears categorically for the, upper middle class,

almost categorically for the lower middle class, and only,slight-

ly less frequently for the working class. The most frequently

absent variant is /z/; abt:ence is socially stratified with the

lowest frequency of /z/ absence occurring in the up per-middle
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class, fhe highest for the lower working group. These data

demonstrate that there is an implicational ordering for the

realization'of /z/, /s/, and /tz/ Csee Figure A.

/z/-absence ' /s/-absence

"LW

UW

LW

/tz/-absence

0

0

Figure A7. Implicational ordering of the absence of
the three variants of the plural suffix.

, In effect, this ordering specifies that /tz/ can be absent only
. ,

if /s/ and /z/, in that order, are also sometimes absent. No'

categorical absence of any of the variants appears.

Next, the phonological environments in which potential

plurals pccur were studies: (1) V#' ##C, (2) V# ##V,

(3) V# ##, (4) C# ##C, (5) C# ##V, (6) C# ##. Since all,

the plurals under tnvestigation are, of course, grammatical

suffixes, all environments include a preceding morpheme bound-
,

ary ands a following word boundary. When the occurrences of

deleted forms in each of these environments"were observed, a

definite pattern for the distributiOn of absences in the various

environments in the four social classes emerged. The following

summary gives the total instances of plural absence fOr- each

position:

c# ## c#__##v c# ##c v#__## v# ##v v#__##c

um fil 2 '0 0 '0 0

LM 3 3 2 0 0 0

UW 16 3 5 7 0 0

- LW 8 3 3 5 2 0

From this distribution

'which gives the categorical

the environment V# ##C and

arises an implicational ordering

absence of any plural deletion in

allows variable deletion in C# ##,
1 -

G
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for all social classes. Deletton in any of the right-hand

environments iMplies the possibility of deletion in all en-

vironments to the left:

C# ## ##V C#__##C V#__## V#__##V ##C

UM 0 0 0 0

LM

UW

LW

o o o

, on, o o,

The validity of this ordering may be questioned, particularly

since it is based on a limited number of instances. Further-

more, to say tEat a-following vowel tends to inhibit suffix

deletion is somewhat counter-intuitive. That a preceding vowel

inhibits deletion more than a preceding consonant, as the above

array indicates, seems reasonable.

Most deletion occurs following consonants. Of the 57 in-

stadces of plural absence, 86 percent folloWed a consonant.

In the specific environment following nasals, absence occurred

24.6 percent of the time, presence 25.3 percent. Following

liquids, abselce was noted in 24.5 pergent of the occurrences,

presence in 23.0 percent. Absence following stops occurred in

36.8 percent of the total 57 instances, presence in 36.7 per-

cent of the 356 instances. This nearly one-to-one ratio be-

tween presence and absence in these consonantal environments

seems to disclaim any statements that plural absence is favored

in the environment following /n/.(cf. Wolfram 1969:146).

As a result of the study of noun plural realization in

Black English, one may conclude that an under1yino form iz! is

present in the grammar. From this underlying form derive thv

three variants of standard English, /iz/, /s/, and /z/. All

three may potentially be absent in Black English, with proba-

bility the'highest for /z/. No grammatical constraints to

prevent overt plural realizations were id,ntified. Phonological
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environments in which absence occurs are stratified by social

class, but ranking of phonological constraints can be estab-

lished only tenausly. Incidence of absence appears to be

slightly higher in postconsonantal and prephrase boundary

positions, although the tendency is slight.

.In the present study, the indeterminate cases of plural

presence or absence were counted and included in some parts of

the analysis. In many cases it was noted that this very weak-

Rned realization of the plural was at the same time accomlianied

by an increase in the tenseness of the stressed vowel. The
,

question arises that possible yet unanalyzed phonological fac-

tors are at work in Black English, and that these factors may

'ultimately be contributing to deletion of final consonants,

such as those involved in marking the plural. The lenis sib-

ilant may provide a clue to this prbcess.

The analysis of the'noun plural realization in Black Eng-

lish isa complex one. Overt plural markers are clearly a

part of the grammatical structure of Black English, showing

the same phonologically conditioned variants as standard Eng-

lish. Consequently, the patterned variability between Black

English and standard English with regard to absence of any

marker is not due to dialect mixture. Qccurring at a gram- ,

matical and phonological intersection, Black English plural

realiAtions could have constraints coming from either or both

directions. Conclusions drawn from this study, however, ex-

clude grammatical sensitivity and weakly point in the direction

of phonological constraints. As suggested above, the actual

constraints may be in some other aspect of Black English pho-

nology. Or, perhaps it is simply a case of that type of in-

herent variability which has no significant conditioning

factors.

The absence of an overt plural marker is a socially diag-

nostic feature of Black English. Sharply stratified, it is a
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stigmatized feature separating the middle and working classes._
Age in covariation with social class also shows stratification,

with children having highest occurrence of plural absence,

adults least, and adolescents alternating between proximity to
,

...

adult and children's speech. This type of stratification for.,

the noun plural corroborates the work of Wolfram.

The findings of this study are based on a very limited

nutilber of speakers. Any conclusive statementi about the reali-

zation of the noun plural in Black English will require van.-

dation by recurrence of the same patterns in a more extensive

sampling.
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APPZNDIX A: Questionnaire

.--)

ELICITATION OF NARRATIVE

I. Games and Leisure

A. What kinds of games do yOu play around here? (For adult or
teen: What ki_nds of games did you play as a child?)

1. Nine each game and ask about how some of these are
played, number of players, etc.

' 2. Get ways of deciding who is "It", use of rhymes.

B. What are your favorite TV programs (theater plays, movies)?
(Elicit episode.)

C. Do you have a pet? Tell me aboUt it.

II. School

A. Tell me about your school. What do (did) "You study?
What do kids do after school is out? (What did you do as
a child after school was out?)

B. Did you ever have a teacher who hollered a lot? What about?
Did you ever get yelled at? What cbout? Was it fair?

C. Can you tell me about the best teacher you ever had? Why
did you like her?

D. Did you ever have a teacher you just couldn't stand? What
didn't you like about her? Did the kids in your class ever
play a trick on the teacher?

III. Group Structure

A. For child: Is there a bunch of kids you always hang around
with and do things with?

B. For adult: Is there a group of people you used to associate
with?

C, Do any of the people in the group speak any foreign Languages?

D. Are there any white people in the group?'
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E. In your group, is there any one person that everybody
listens to (regards as the leader)?

1. Why?

2. Can (could) new kids get into the bunch? What do (did)

they have to do?

IV. Aspirations

A. If you could do it all -over again, what would you want to
be? (Not to be asked of children.)

B. What do you want to be when you finish school? (What did

you hope to be when you were younger?) How long does it

take to become a ? What does a do? If you

had all the money you wanted, what-would you do with it?

C. Your job (for working people). Describe what you do in a

day's work. Where do you work? (This question pay also

be asked of hou"wives.)

V. Special Occasions

A. How does your family celebrate the holidays? (Especially

Christmas.)

B. What would you like for Christmas this year? (What was the

best Christmas present you ever got?) Describe it.

VI. Fate

A. Were you ever in a situation where you thought you might b
killed or might die?

B. Sometimes people say that whatever is going to happen is

going to happen. What do you say about that?

WORD GAMES

Now we're going to play some games with words.

I. Plural: First we're going to see if you can tell if some words
are real English words or not. I'm going to show you some pic-

tures and tell you the name of the thing in the picture. You

tell me if there's any such thing or not.

A. Show the first card and say: "This is a tree. Is there any
such thing?" After interviewee answers, show the second
card and say: "Now here's a whole bunch of them. These

are ." Induce the person to give the missing word.

Either "trees" or "tree" is acceptable.
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B. "This is a plum. is there any such thing?" "Nowliere's a
whole bunch of them. These are

C. "This is a dress. Is there any such thing?" "Now here's
a whole bunch of them. These are .

D. "This is a lun. Is there any such thing?" "gow here's a
whole bunch of them. These are

E. Same thing for "stick" gnd "sticks".

F. Kas aryl kases.

G. Dish and:dishes.

H. Crutch and crutches.

I. Nix and nixes.

J. Sheep and sheep.

K. Can and cans.

L. Gutch and gutches.

M. Desk and desks.

N. Wug and wugs.

0. Foot and feet. On the second card, say: "Now here are two
of them. These are

II. Possessive: Now we're going to ask you to fill in the blanks
in a different kind of question.

A. Using pictures, say: "This man h.,s a hat. It's not the
woman hat, it's the .

NOTE: It is very important that you say "woman hat", not
"woman's hat". The same is true for all questions in this
test. If an interviewee corrects you, you may begin saying
"woman's hat", etc.

B. "This girl has a bike. It's not the boy bike, it's the

C. "This dog has a bone, it's not the cat bone, it.'s the

D. "This mouse has some cheese. It's not the rat cheese, it's
the .

E. "Jack Johnson has a car. It's not Paul Brown car, its
.11
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F. "Derrick Black has a toy. It's not Paul Brown toy, it's

III. Auxiliary probe: This time, you're going to hear some sentences

and a lady answering them. After you hear some examples, you're
going to get,a chance to hear some more sentences and see if you
can answer them like the lady does.

Rale Voice Female Voice

A. He can drive a,motorcTclit-- I kniiw-fieCa-ri.
Can what? Drive a motorcycle.

B. The teacher could be wrong.
Could what?

C. Darryl hit his brother.
Did what?

. D. Them boys 4ver there, they
can beat up anybody,
Can what?

E. My cousin should do his work.
Should what?

I know she could.
Be wrong.

I know he did.
Hit his brother.

I know the'y can.

Beat up anybody.

I know he should.
Do his work.

(Fiom this point on, the field worker must ask the second
question based on the interviewee's answer to the first.)

Now you try. Some of these don't have any answers at all,
so if you don't think there is any answer, say so.

1. John can climb that tree.

2. Doris put ft down.

3. He bigger than me.

4. If he got a walkie-talkie, he be happy.

5. Sometime Joseph be up there.

6. They first-graders.

7. Dwight been met that girl at the pool.

8. Those men should work harder.

9. He be in 'n a few minutes.

10. He been a bus driver for ten years.
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11. Sometime my ears be itching.,

12. He been living there a long time.

IV. Questión inversion: This time, you're going to hear the man
on the tape say two sentences. The 1-4 is going to put them
together. After you hear some examples, you All hear some
sentences and we'll see if you can put them together in the
same way.

Male Voice Female Voice

A. John told me this.
Roy was going home.

John told me that Roy was
going home.

B. John thinks this. John thinks that Mary is cute,,
Mary is cute.

C. John told me this. John told me to go home.
Go home.

D. John remembers this. John remembers that Peter

Peter hit his brother., hit his brother.

E. John told Peter this. John ,told Peter to bring a

Bring a pencil.

(Now you trY.)

1. John thinks this.
Peter is stupid.

2. John told Raymond this.
Go home.

3. John asked me this.
Did the mail come yet?

4. John knows this.
Gary has a bike. 0

5. Johmwonders this.
Is there water on the moon?

6. John thinks this.
The job is too hard.

7. John wants to know this.
Can the boys tome over?

8. John asked him this.
Where did they go?
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-

V. Relative pronoun deletion: This one is like the other one,
only you have to change one sentence.into,another one.

Male Voice Female Voice

A. He saw that mane That's the man he saw,

B. He plays with that boy. That's the boy he playi with. .

C. 'He rides that bike. That's the bike he rides.

D. He gave it.to that girl. That's the girl he gave it to.

E. He drives that car.

(Now you try.)

1. He likes that boy.

2. That dog bites people.

3. He beat up that boy.

4. That boy hit me.

That's the car he drives.

5. He hates that techer.

6. I go to school with that kid.

VI. Word-final consonant clusters with -km: Now you're going to
hear the man and the lady again. This.time, the lady repeats
what the man says and then makes a new sentence. Listen to
the examples and see if you can do what she is doinge

Male Voice

A. They eat.

B.- They'write things.

C. They pkay.

D. They buy things.

E. The; get things,

Female Voice

Ihey eat.
They are,eating,

c
They write things.
They are writing things.

They play.
They are playing.

They buy things.
They are buying things.

They get things.
OpThey are getting things.
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(Now you try..)

1. -They rest.

2. Thevsk.

3. They p4ste things.

Sr

4. They bust thingse - .

%.

S. They lift things.

6. They test things.

7. They risk their lives.

8. They clasp their:hands.

A

ore
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VII. Word-final consonant clusters with -er: This'time the lady
listens to the man say part of a sentence add then ffnl.shet
it for him. See if you can figure out hot.' she is.finishing
it and then you will get the chance to try the same thing.

Male Voice

A. They run,a,11 the time, so we call them ...

B. They write things ail the time, so we
call them ...

C. They bufld things all the'time, so we
call them ...

D. They buy things all the time, so we
call them

D. :hey sleep all the time, so we call
them ...

, (Now Tit' try.)

\

1. They rest

i

t.
2. They bust

them ...

3. They lift
then...

alf the time, so we call them ...

things ill the time, so we call

things all the time, so we calL

4. They paste things all the time, so we call
them ...

259

Female Voice

Runners. -

Writers.

Builders.

Buyers.

Sleepers.

lb

4
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5. They taste things all the time, so we call
them ...

6. ..They roast meat all the tfme, so we call
them ...

7. They boost people up all the time, so we call
them

'READING

APPENDIX A

I. Pseudo-readia; Give interviewee cards. Read the numbers from

one to ten.

one
two

three

four

five

six
!?..seven

eight
nine
ten

4,1

Read the days of the week.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday._
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

II. Standard Sentences

1. Last month I read five boola'?'
2. Tom reid all the,time.
3. So, -- I sold my soul to the devil.

4. When I passed by, I read the posters.
5. When like.a story, I read every word.

6. They,gost a nickeL yesterday, but today they cost a dime.
7. Now,I readanli'write better than'Alfred does.
8. I look for trouyle,when I read the news.

4

Story

I always had a hard time in sdhool. In giamMar school,
we played.a gdime,called Wolf and Speep. The class would,stind
in a circle around-the,desks aFid clasp hands. One kid was the
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moll and one was Ohdsheep. One time, I was the wolf and a
kid named Sam wet, the sheep. I went'around Ixing "woof; woof."
The ktds really laughed.

Miss Clark got mad at all oi us. So she makes us sit down
and tells us not to talk. For an hour, all_you can hear'is the
clock-goinK."tick ock." She thought I Was a rat and I gupss
ma'ybe she wet right.

It got'worse in high school. My best friend was a k..d
named Wes who li.ted out in Northwest: I told him we should
take sewing and cooking. Wes told me that boys couldn't take
that class, tont I said, "Yes, they can."

The first day, the teacher asks me to get a tin can. Just
as I'm reaching for one, I stub my toe and knock down ten of
them!

The second day, we had to eat some ham the teacher cooked.
I said, "Hey, there's a piece of dirt in mine!" But it turned
out to be a clove.

k

Then we had to sew something to clothe a doll with. I de-
cided to make a robe. The belt was the easi,:si: part. I made

it out of a piece of rope.

The first time I tried to bake a cake, I burned it. It

was just a mass of black stuff. Since no one had a gas mask,
we all had to leave the room. We couldn't breathe in there.

I didn't even fearn %ow to boil water in that class, but'
I really had a ball. ,

One class I really hated was Health Class. It was all
about taking care of yourself and diseases that caused death
and people vho were sick and.hlind and deaf. It was awful:

The worst part of the day came after I got out of school.
As soon as I got in the house, I always got,the same questions
from my mother. "How was your day in school?" "Did you have
any tests?"

IV. Lists:

"What did you cover?"

Read from cards.

wolf west mother right find out
woof Wes cover rat fine house
health SASS breath climb they can hound
self mask breathe clam tiwcan how
sold clasp lgave Tom pin boil

soul class clove time pen ball
SO pass clothe Sam
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coal past lathe sight
cold save , sidd
code death sod
feel deaf sad
field

APPENDIX A

V. Minimal pairs: Ask interviewee to read cards across and tell
'if the'words sound the same or different.

rows rose west Wes lane lain
daze days mass mask time Tom
wolf woof die dye side .sod

sold soul t asp class side sad
soul so death deaf
coal cold fine find
Cold code Pin pen
feel field /boil baLl
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JCP1TEDIX B : List of Spealcers

Upper-Class Control Sample

S-aaker No. Sex

Adolescents 27 ii

69

-Adults 04

65

Upper-Working-Class Sample

Children 45

55

56

58

72

Adolescents 01

06

07 F
12

18
,m

26

39

85

Adults 73 F.

82

84

Marginal Sawnle (between upper- and lower-working-class)

Children 59

63

64

66

67
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Adolescents 25

Adults 31

35

40

41

71

LowerrWorking-Class Sample

Children

Adolescents

Adults

264

02

60 F,

61

62

76

86

87

88

89

09

10

11

13

14

74

08

37

83

90
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